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THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
CHAPTER

I.

INTRODUCTORY.
I

THINK

there

is

no people whose

inclined to envy than the Swiss.
It
are comfortable and content in their

lot

one

feels

more

not only that they
own democratic way,
but with no great wealth, moderate taxation, and a small
revenue, more seems to be done for the people than elsewhere.
In respect of roads and railways, they are behind

none
an

;

is

nor in hospitals and other public institutions.
In
system of public education they are far ahead

efficient

of us, and in most modern improvements

postal arrange-

ments, telegraphs, and telephones, and all the rest of it
they seem (for popular use at any rate) to be ahead of

almost any other people
of us.

certainly very far indeed

ahead

Compulsory military service, no doubt, they have, and
handsome barracks are conspicuous but these are mere
;

The

required periodical service is rendered
in the immediate neighbourhood of their own villages, and,
militia depots.

combined with constant popular rifle practice, suffices to
make them very efficient soldiers for purely defensive purposes a form of militarism which I believe to be by no
means disadvantageous. It does not appear to detract from
their industrial efficiency.
Altogether, they seem happy in
their own homes, and, when they are too crowded there,
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and their education make them welcome as
and emigrants abroad.
Yet I would not attribute this happy result too ex-

their character

earners

clusively to their position as a well-regulated federation of
small self-governing communities in secure mountains, and
free from the cares of empire.
Something of the same

may be

kind

New

seen in

England, and some other of the

older States of the American Union, where a

good distriand local self-government by and for the
people are combined with a share and active part in one of

bution of the

soil

The constitutions of the
the greatest States in the world.
United States and of the component parts are more fixed
they are, in a sense,

than ours

much more

conservative

:

contiguous in one Continent, and
In these respects they
their foreign anxieties are not great.
have a very advantageous position.

their vast territory

We
rest

all

At home

are not so fortunate.

our constitution

no

is

;

it is

our Empire

is

elastic

;

but

it is

an

it

is

our boast that

elasticity that gives

Abroad
always stretching, and never settled.
scattered all over the earth with no con-

is

stitution in particular to

bind

it

together.

And,

in spite of

our enormous wealth and great revenue, so much seems to
be absorbed by debts, and naval and military armaments,

and operations, and complications of all kinds,
are almost niggardly in expenditure for the benefit
of our own people at home compared to the Swiss, for

and

wars,

that

we

instance;

and while we spend vast sums on occasion of

political excitement,

we

are timid in the extreme in regard

any comparatively small normal

expenditure for Iman
which
annual
requires
perial purposes,
parliamentary

to

vote.

Empire is attended with many cares and
and troubles, and a heavy expenditure.
Yet we cannot shake off these responsibilities if we would.
But we
Citizens of a great Empire we are and must be.
In

truth, our

anxieties, alarms
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getting uneasy; we feel that things are not on an
altogether safe footing ; there is a disposition to examine,
and see if improved arrangements are not possible. It is
are

towards that examination that

I

seek to

make

a

humble

contribution.

As

to qualification for such a task, I

can only say that

have seen something of Asia, Africa
and
(North
South), America, and the countries of Eastern
Europe that I have had a somewhat exceptionally wide
at various

times

I

experience of different parts of India, and that for the last
dozen years as a Member of Parliament, with no other
avocations, I have both paid special attention to debates

and blue-books, and have, during the recess, travelled very
much, and taken notes of things political. I have never
visited Australasia, and had some desire to go there, but it
so happens that we have just had, from two most excellent
from Mr. Froude and
pens, the result of such a tour
Baron Hubner.
The former may be suspected of some
but the latter is certainly thoroughly
very well content to take vicariously a
tour, which brings out all that could be learned by a mere
Baron Hubner is
traveller much better than I could do it.
political

proclivities,

impartial

;

so I

am

certainly a wonderfully acute observer, and much that
"
follows has reference to a recent perusal of his
Through
the British Empire."

Besides the very scattered position and miscellaneous
character of the British dominions we labour under some
for the management of a great
and chiefest is our parliamentary system.
All free countries must be at a disadvantage in the management of dominions beyond the seas, but we are in some

special

disadvantages

Empire.

First

respects especially so.

been

felt.

Our extreme

To

a great extent this has always
party system, under which it is the

everlasting function of the outs to find fault with everything
that is done by the ins, drives our public men to study the
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parliamentary game, rather than to do boldly and conAnd the congestion of Parliament
tinuously what is right.
resulting from the attempt to concentrate both the domestic
of a great country or perhaps it would be more

affairs

and also the affairs
correct to say three or four countries
of a great Empire in one chamber, is an evil which has long
been growing. It has come to a crisis since I have been
Parliament.
The Irish Parliamentary difficulty has
brought things to that pass that the aim and object of all
Ministerial tactics is by hook or by crook to avoid all
in

inconvenient discussions, and get the most necessary work
In no department is this
through in some way or other.

more manifest than in that charged with our Colonial
There never was much method in our Colonial
system we have always managed from hand to mouth, as

relations.
;

were, in the case of each Colony ; but of late there seems
to be such a dread of troublesome questions that there is
one settled purpose of a negative character, and that is to

it

get rid of everything involving responsibility as much as
possible, by every means to cast responsibility on some one
beyond the ocean, to keep it out of parliamentary atmosphere.
liberal

This has not only taken the shape of the most
of self-government, but also in more

concessions

recent times of attempts to shift the management of unfree
dependencies and the relations with uncivilised tribes on to

That involves
which
I
will
come
to
later.
great questions,
Another difficulty is of quite another kind, and one not
the shoulders of self-governing Colonies.

generally realised, but, nevertheless, I think a very practical
I
mean the character of British colonists.
difficulty.
to our modern system of agriculture we produce,
but very little, the true colonist, in the proper sense of
the word, the man who is content to settle down as a

Owing

farmer, working with his hands and laboriously to develop
new countries. Our own farmers are now employers of
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labour, not hand-workers, and neither their sons nor those
of other classes above mere labourers much care to come
down to hand labour. Those who have the energy to go

abroad want to become traders and speculators and emFarm labourers
ployers of labour rather than small farmers.

and

artisans of all sorts

tude to

start as

have not the capital and the

small farmers.

When we

apti-

look to the Irish

and Highland crofters we find that they again
most part in too low a grade of farming to take

small farmers
are for the

to that trade successfully in new Colonies without special
It is notorious that the Irish emigrants mostly
assistance.

The Ulster men,
take to day labour and not to farming.
called Scotch-Irish, and a few Scotch, are almost the only
Wherever
Britishers who are at all prominent in that way.
you go in America you find most of the successful farmers
to be Americans, Germans, Scandinavians, and other races
anything but Britishers the Scotch, Scotch-Irish, and
All over the world the tendency is
Ontario men excepted.
too much for the British to divide themselves into employers of labour

and

labourers, rather than independent

colonists.

Then, trading country as we
a large

proportion

are, it is very natural that
of British fortune-seekers should be

But more than that, we have been demoralised
by the prosperity of the last fifty years. Those of us who
have lived so long can well remember the innumerable
instances in which from small beginnings fortunes have
traders.

been made -the evidences of wealth and luxury are all
around us. Hence, among all who are enterprising and
conscious of their powers, there is now too great haste to
be rich ; an idea that wealth is to be obtained by short

a disposition to speculation and high-pressure advance, which will not be satisfied with common hard-workThis disposition is shared to the full
ing gradual advance.
by the numerous joint-stock companies which seek to
cuts,
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explore

new

Such a boom

lands.
is

last

generation
of the age.

as

we have had

not likely to recur, but

it

in the

influences the

spirit

To

these

causes

it

is

due that wherever there

is

a

British Colony, or wherever British adventure penetrates,
In these days of immense railthere is land-jobbing.

road

extensions

States have not

and
been

developments the United
from land-jobbing. The great

great
free

concessions to railways and other enterprises have given
opportunities for the acquisition of great tracts by capi-

and the homestead laws have been much evaded
and abused. But for several generations the Americans,
talists,

wisely I think, set themselves very strongly against the
accumulation of land in few hands, and insisted on the very
Hence it is that, recent
wide distribution of homesteads.

developments

apart, the States are in the

main a land of

And

even where colossal properties have
been acquired, the set of habit and public opinion is such
that the proprietors rather look to profit by selling to farmers
small farmers.

than to maintain great estates. A large proportion of the
rented farms are those of Africans in the southern States.
It is

otherwise in British Colonies,

The

older Canadian

provinces were settled on American principles, but in Manitoba and the North- West land speculation largely prevails
the most accessible lands are taken up before the true
colonist

arrives.

Mr.

Froude and Baron Hubner both

entirely agree in exposing and denouncing the extent to
which, in the Australasian colony most fitted for colonisa-

New

tion

and

been

carried.

Zealand, land monopoly has
agriculture,
And in the greater part of Australia proper,
free selection and all the rest of it notwithstanding, it would
that most of the land is in the hands of big men.
Despite a certain proportion of genuine farmers, society
there is too much divided into plutocrats and labourers

seem

for high

wages claiming monopoly and protection.

Even

INTR OD uc TOR Y.
the great landholders are
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surpassed by the great land-

puts it: "The principal
source of the large fortunes which have been and are still
There
being made lies in the sale and purchase of land.
are men who make a trade of it. and sometimes amass
speculators.

As Baron Hubner

colossal wealth."

And

again, referring to the cry for ex-

and elsewhere, he quotes
one of his informants as saying " It is a craze which is
accounted for by the wants of speculators continually in
quest of lands to buy and sell."
In the case again of our traders in search of new markets
and rapid riches, our Consuls say that they study foreign
tastes and manners too little, and trust to political influences
and gunboats too much. Pushing and successful pioneers
and bold energetic adventurers we are. But all this energy
and push make it the more difficult for not very efficient
offices at home to keep peace and order all over the world,
tensions in the Western Pacific

:

to follow and,

when

necessary, restrain adventurous British

subjects.

The greatest difficulty of all is, the immense variety of
races of which the British Empire is composed.
Even in
the Colonies proper

men

the temperate regitins settled by white
great settlements mainly British,

we have not only

but also considerable territories acquired by conquest, and
still possessed
by French, Dutch, and other colonists ; yet
now so intertwined with British settlements that we could
not get rid of them if we would.

Then

in all our foreign possessions we have, more or
the aboriginal races still subsisting in the warmer
countries we have them in great numbers.
Most difficult

less,

all are those Colonies in which we have at the same time
white settlements, and a native population who cannot be
To reconcile the conflicting interests of these
despised.

of

two classes is a very hard task. To white colonists we
have conceded an ample self-government, which is, one
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In other territories, and especially
dominion of India, we have sought to govern
by what may be called a benevolent despotism a form of
government which may indeed be very good for the progress
and happiness of mankind, if we can ensure that the despotism is really benevolent and good, and the people are

may

say, their birthright.

in the great

not so saturated with a love of independence as to revolt
from an administration, however good, which is not their
It is in countries where the white colonists claiming
own.
self-government are so numerous that their claims cannot
be ignored; while the coloured people are a large and
important population, that the form of government is so

Above all things it is desirable to avoid
difficult to settle.
the risk that either what purports to be a crown government for the benefit of all, or free institutions conceded to
a white minority, should in either case degenerate into an
that is, the worst of all governments.
I fear
oligarchy
that in some of our Colonies the tendency is too much
that way.
I

think

all

history

shows that

succeed when the unit

free

governments only
government is small when
much, make up small States ;

of

communes, self-governing in
and great free nations are only successful when they are
composed of a federation of smaller States. Ancient Greece,
and modern Switzerland and America, are examples, while
too centralised France shows the evil of the opposite system.
On consideration, we may well see why it should be so.

When power
they are

rests with the people,

they cannot

be

we must

take them as

philosophers and
The " vox populi," that is, the average condiplomatists.
sensus of many minds, will generally be the right thing in
;

matters which the

"

all

"

populus

and know, and

political

understands, in matters which

which they can really
is good for their own and their
what
judge
neighbours'
But when we come to greater and wider matters,
interests.
they see

in respect of

INTRODUCTORY.
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he cannot

be

expected to exercise a very independent judgment ; he is
The
too apt to be led by newspapers and politicians.
would
whom
he
choose
to
too,
regulate his
representative,

immediate domestic concerns,
with larger matters.

much

in

our cost

And

if

may not be
we attempt

the best to deal
to deal with too

one assembly, that leads to trouble, as we know to
I have, then, long been a strong advocate for

the decentralisation of the British legislature, and rejoice
among all parties, the belief in the necessity for a

that,

But I
re-arrangement of that kind is coming to the front.
do not propose to enter on that here. I am rather dealing
with Greater Britain, and I only mention the subject in this
connection because

it

affects

administration in two -ways

:

the

first,

question of Imperial
if a large part of

because,

our domestic affairs were relegated to local assemblies, we
might hope to obtain a more efficient Imperial adminiand second, because the idea of a federated
stration
;

home has, as it were, dove-tailed with the
idea of a federal constitution to include the Colonies.
This
administration at

latter

idea has

attention

of late begun to excite a good deal of
may say, a good deal of enthusiasm with

even, I

Perhaps it would be too much to say that it
people.
has already received Imperial recognition, but, in cautious

some

Her Majesty's Government have formally propounded the question whether some means may not be

language,

found

of drawing closer the connection with our great
And so, in that shape at least, the
self-governing Colonies.
question has

come

within the region of practical politics,

and must be examined.

CHAPTER

II.

FREE SELF-GOVERNING COLONIES.
to other questions I will then deal with the
The first thing
free self-governing Colonies.
of
our
subject
to be said of these Colonies is, that it is at present almost a

BEFORE going

misnomer
at

all.

to speak of

We

certainly

them as part of the British Empire
do not exercise any real authority

whatever over them, nor is there any common authority
for in these days the
that does to any considerable extent
golden link of the Crown is little more than a nominal and
sentimental link.

are rather friendly allied States.
masters of their own

They

complete and absolute
They
internal affairs, and will brook
Colonists being for the most part
and habits, prosperous and rich,
are

no

interference.

The

people of our own race
and with few manufac-

tures of their own, are very good customers for our goods,
but in matters of commerce and trade they show us no

favour whatever;

on the contrary, they have established

heavy protective duties in direct conflict with our free-trade
the constitutional vicesystem. Of late years the Governors
kings have even ceased to be the sole channels of communication with the Colonies

have
of

set

up

;

the Colonial Governments

diplomatic agents in

"Agents-General,"

London, under the

who communicate

direct

title

with the

British Ministry.
It

better

has sometimes been thought that it would have been
the example of the United States, we
if, following

had made some reservations when
granted to the Colonies

;

if

we

self-government was
had, like the States, treated

FREE SELF-GOVERNING

COLONIES.

n

the great public lands as the domain of the nation and not
of the early Colonists, made some stipulations for freedom
If our system
of commerce, and protected the natives.

headquarters had been very efficient, perhaps this might
have been attempted with advantage ; but, situated as we
Whatwere, perhaps matters were arranged for the best.

at

there may be, the system has at least
and a spirit of friendliness in
contentment
produced great
the Colonies.
It may not improbably be that under the
Colonial Office land-jobbing would have been at least as

ever drawbacks

rampant as under Colonial administration.

We did

attempt

management of the natives, but with singular
want of success. As it is, in all the great Colonies where
the natives are few and sparse, there is no longer a native
question for us we have made them completely over to
the Colonial Governments, and if we interfere at all it can
In Canada
only be by the moral force of public opinion.
we do not think of interfering in questions between the
Canadian Government and half-breeds or Red Indians.
From Australia come stories, with or without founda-

to reserve the

tion,

down

of occasions on which the wild aborigines are shot
But we can
like vermin or practically enslaved.

only join our own public opinion to the better public
opinion of Australia to deprecate the possibility of such
things ; the interference of our Government is impossible.

New

Zealand, the Maoris had treaties with the
Government, reserving to them large rights and
privileges, but these obligations have been transferred to
the Colonists.
In case of non-fulfilment we might have a
ground for, and perhaps an obligation to, a sort of diplo
matic remonstrance.
But it may be doubted if it would
have much practical effect, and whether, by rousing
Colonial jealousies, we might not do the Maoris more harm
than good.
Baron Hubner is evidently very much inclined
to doubt the maintenance of Maori privileges.
According

In

British

B 2
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to him, the Colonial feeling in regard to tiie native reserves

"

At whatever cost,
at present closed against the whites is,
be opened to civilisation, to culture, and, above
it must

And he sums up: "The white has
speculation."
from
the Maori; the Maori has nothing
fear
to
nothing

all,

to

There is no longer any Maori
must trust that this is a somewhat pessimist
But be
view, and that the Maori remnant will survive.
that as it may, it may be really said that neither in Canada
to

hope

for

question."

from the white.

We

nor in the free Australasian Colonies, public opinion apart,
we have made over the
is there any native question for us
natives to the Colonists for weal or for woe.
Only in
Western Australia we may remember that the executive
in the hands of the Crown, and we are so far
is
still

responsible

for

the

treatment

regarding which there have

of

lately

the

there,

aborigines

been some unpleasant

statements.

In South Africa the native question is in our hands
only because there the natives have proved themselves too

We made

strong for the Colonists.
tories beyond the Kei to the

over the native

terri-

Cape Government, but it
was only by British regiments and British money that the
dominion of the whites was established. And when the
Colonists themselves tried to conquer the Basutos they
were beaten, and obliged to render back that Trojan gift
to the long-suffering British Government.
The handful of
Europeans in Natal wisely declined to avail themselves

of the

gift

of complete self-government, coupled with the
defend themselves. The native question in

obligation to

South Africa must be reserved

till

we come

of dealing with coloured races, in which

it

to the question

forms the most

difficult

problem.
To revert to the general question of the self-governing
Colonies while they are practically independent of us in

most

things, their

connection

with

us

involves

to

us

FREE SELF-GOVERNING COLONIES.
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several serious responsibilities and risks, and questions in
regard to which no recognised and legitimised mode of
From our point of view, then,
solution has been provided.
some federal arrangement under which these things might

But there are very
perhaps insuperable, difficulties in the way of any
What strikes me forcibly is, that
large scheme of this kind.
those who are almost enthusiasts in the matter, and have
be provided for seems very tempting.

great,

inquired into, and examined the question very anxiously
Mr. Froude, for instance confess that they have been
unable to see their way to any practical solution, or even
to find

any

The only
likely suggestions for its solution.
seems in some quarters to have taken a

suggestion

that

somewhat

practical

shape

is,

that

the

contribute towards the cost of the British
tion as

is

it

used for their defence.

Colonies

should

in proporseems in itself

Navy

That

a very desirable arrangement, and voluntary contributions
towards the great armaments for which we pay would

be

welcome.

very

Whence

picious.

maments?

But I confess I am a
new-born zeal to pay

this

If Colonists

pay

for a

little

sus-

for our ar-

squadron of the British

Navy,
they not want to have some control over that
Self-defence is of all things most highly to be
?
squadron
encouraged, but when, going beyond mere coast defence
will

Australian
floating batteries and stationary torpedo boats
Colonists come in some sort to control sea-going vessels of
war, whether their

own

flying the British

Naval

flag,

or a

squadron of the British Navy, may not the desire for such
things be connected with the desire for acquisitions in the
Pacific, beyond their own borders, at which some of them
aim, and for a sort of independent foreign policy in those

That would raise very serious questions.
regions ?
I confess that if I were a Colonist, apart from transmarine ambitions, such as those to which I have alluded, I
should be very much inclined to let well alone.
The
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Colonists seem to have everything they can desire
complete self-government at home ; at the same time

most
all

the

profits of the British Empire, and of all the
privileges
British Services ; the run of the London money market on

and

the most favourable terms, and an

immense

influx of British

share of the honours bestowed by the Crown ;
a very welcome reception into British society for those who
choose to bring back their wealth a disposition, in fact, to
capital

;

a

full

pet Colonists in London, which may well be very pleasant to
prosperous men after the troubles and the ups and downs of

somewhat tempestuous and democratic Colonial situations.
Then, in all difficulties, they have the whole force of the
and in any questions which
British Empire behind them
may arise with us they are pretty sure, under present conBaron Hubner makes even
ditions, to have the best of it.
his optimist say, somewhat cynically, "We are strongly
;

attached to the old country, but we are spoiled children,
and our mother can refuse us nothing. When she seems

about to thwart us we get angry. She then ends by giving
and on these terms we shall always be well-behaved
;

way
and
in

I suspect there is much truth
instances the case of New Guinea.

affectionate children."

that.

The Baron

Queensland proclaimed the annexation

of

New

Guinea;

the annexation was annulled by the English Government.

"Urgent requests made again and again were at first
categorically refused by Lord Derby, then gently put aside,
and ultimately admitted in principle.
This fact," he
goes on, "which is extremely significant, exemplifies the
nature of the relations between the Colonies and the
Imperial Government."
It has been suggested that the Colonies might suffer in
case of the British Empire being involved in war.
Let us
look at that.
There is one special case in which the risk

cannot be palliated

the possible, though, we may hope,
very improbable, case of war with the United States, in its
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ten to one that, if such a war
would
be on account of some
occur,
Canadian quarrel. But, in any case, we must recognise
that, great as Canada may look on our maps, and largely

on Canada.

effects

It

unhappily did

as

its

square miles

Canada

is

it

may bulk

in

our

statistics,

habitable

but, comparatively speaking, a strip, thousands
long, running along the frontier of the United

is

of miles

any natural boundary whatever in almost
immense line. It seems hardly possible
that in the event of war such a line could be throughout
defended against the great power and great population of
the United States ; the line must inevitably be broken, the
Canadian Pacific interrupted, and the Canadian Dominion
States, without

any part of

this

cut into separate pieces.
If Canada could not defend such
a frontier with our assistance, still less could she do so

without aid.

One can

only say that such contingencies

are the inevitable result of the separate existence of Canada
on the American continent. But in every other case of any

other war with any other people,

it seems
hardly possible
any Power could send expeditions across the great
intervening oceans that would very seriously affect the

that

To say nothing of the
position of Canada or Australia.
British Navy, those countries are quite strong enough to
defend themselves against any such expedition that could
be thus sent out and might (very improbably) reach its
destination.
One can hardly imagine a Power at war with
its forces in such a way.
the
mercantile marine, the trade of the
regards
Colonies is chiefly British trade.
It would be just as liable

Britain expending

As

to

interruption

by a

British

war

if

the

Colonies were

And, meantime, being British trade as well
independent.
as Colonial trade, we are bound to protect it in our
own interests, whether the Colonies assist us to do so
or not.

On

the

whole, I

think

we may

safely say

that

the

1
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Colonies gain very

by

much and

are liable to lose very

the present form of connection.
Besides these general considerations,

the several

little

self-

governing Colonies have separate reasons of their own for
Canada, during a hundloyalty to the British connection.
red years of separation, has established a sort of national
idea of being merged in the United
which may be added a certain commercial and

feeling adverse to the
States, to

industrial jealousy.
Naturally, then, as she is situated,
face to face, along all that long frontier, with a people more
than ten times as numerous, and more than ten times as

powerful, she clings to the support of the British connec-

The French

tion.

difficulty in

Lower Canada has been

by liberal Provincial self-government.
Separated from France before modern France was created,
the French Canadians have no proclivities towards France ;
settled

happily

they are content with the present situation.
Altogether,
then, the Americans frankly admit that the Canadians
are loyal to Britain.
As Baron Hubner puts it, " Their
loyalty

is

based on

interest,

and

is

consequently firm and

genuine."
I will not say more in this place of the desire of some of
the Australasians to establish for themselves a kind of
"
Monroe doctrine " in the Pacific by the aid of the British

power ; but apart from

that,

we may

say this

that the Aus-

young to have got up any separate
the Colonists are our brothers, and sons,

tralian Colonies are too

national feeling

;

and

cousins, not only figuratively, but in the most literal
sense.
Several of our own present statesmen and Ministers

have been Australasian Colonists

at earlier periods of their
the
day
leading Australasians more than
any other Colonists who find themselves at home in the
Mother Country, and who appreciate the honours and attenlives.

tions
fore,

At

this

it is

which are showered on them. However jealous, therethey be of their Colonial rights and privileges, and
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may prefer independence,
serious aspirations of the kind.

distant

present they have

at

In South Africa the position is different.
are there face to face with the black millions

The whites
who press

The Dutch of the
southwards from the interior of Africa.
comfort
and the profit
have
the
who
tasted
Cape Colony,
both of British peace and British wars, might or might not

be

willing

to

independence and to make

risk

cause with the

Dutch beyond

their

borders.

common
But the

English of South Africa, in addition to anxiety about the
there
natives, have a strong jealousy of Dutch ascendency
;

an English Imperial party just as there is in Ireland, and
They
they are just as unwilling to submit to separation.
are afraid even of any Colonial federation which might give
is

a preponderance to the Dutch element.
Altogether, then, so far as the Colonists are concerned,
everywhere interest as well as sentiment very much tends to

maintain the present connection with the British Empire ;
and it is always a question whether any large change might
not be for the worse.

When we
the

point,

look at the question from a British standis
not quite so clear.
Allusion has

matter

been

already

made

to

present arrangements.
is

borne by

us.

several

The

disadvantages

cost of

all

common

to

us

in

concerns

In questions between ourselves and the

we are, as has been said, generally obliged to give
More serious is the constant risk of complications

Colonists

way.
with foreign Powers which results from the action or the
susceptibilities of almost independent Colonies scattered
over the world.

Between Canada and the

States there are

those everlasting fishery questions, and other matters of comparatively small importance, which we might more easily
settle if these affairs were our own, but in respect of

which

it

is

much more

difficult

to satisfy

Canadians and
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Newfoundlanders. At firsfr sight one might have expected
that Australia, divided from the whole world, would be free

from such complications ; but it is very much the contrary.
Since the Australians have cast their eyes beyond their
own shores, we have in those regions very burning foreign
We know what a strong feeling there
questions indeed.
in regard to French dealings with the New Hebrides,
and Mr. Froude gave an alarming account of the dangerous state of excitement of Australians on the subject of
German extensions. If, he says, the Australians had then
is

had a sea-going fleet of their own, they might have brought
His view seems to be
about the most serious collision.
the Colonists, the
that, on the part of the best men among
the plan
suggestion to substitute for war-ships of their own,
of a naval subsidiary force supplied by Britain, was deAs Mr. Froude truly
signed to avert dangers of this kind.
"
says,

No

Those

are words to be seriously borne in mind.

State can preserve

its

unity with two executives."

And

then

he adds, "As matters stood, the anger was directed as
much at England as at Germany." There lies our peculiar
if the Colonists don't get their way, they blame
must be said that the same character of spoiled
children, which leads them to expect the Mother Country
to give way in questions affecting herself, also leads them
to be somewhat exacting in questions between themselves
and foreign Powers ; and the difficulty is immensely enhanced by this that their foreign relations and negotiations with foreign Powers are not in their own hands

difficulty
us.

:

It

and on

their

own

responsibility, but in those of a British

Minister responsible to the British Parliament.
They do
not readily accept the decisions and the diplomatic bargains of a Minister not their own, when the arrangements

The unfortunate British
wholly please them.
Minister must not only do the best he can in a give-andtake way, to come to terms with foreign Powers, but must

do not
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to stand to

As a matter of fact, we have
the utmost on their rights.
no means whatever of enforcing diplomatic decisions upon
self-governing Colonies who do not like them, as some
It is not long ago that, in a
recent cases have shown.

comparatively small fishery dispute between Newfoundlanders and the United States fishermen, a certain compensation for damages was awarded to the latter, as part
of a settlement.
But the Newfoundland Legislature flatly
there was
All remonstrances were vain
refused to pay.

no getting out of the decision, and at the same time it could
not be enforced ; so, as the only means of solving the
difficulty, a vote for the amount was smuggled through
the British Parliament late one night, at the fag end of the
and the British taxpayer paid the money, for an
Session
affair with which he had nothing on earth to do.
It was
but a small matter, but it raises a very large question ; the
same thing might occur on a much greater scale; something will have to be settled.

Foreign

affairs

may

involve

great storms may come of small clouds.
One scarcely dares to allude to the gravity, one might
almost say the impossibility, of the situation if we had to

tremendous issues

back Canada

The

entente

in a serious quarrel with the

cordiale

with

France

United

States.

is

already sufficiently
strained without the added risk of Colonial quarrels.
For

we seem

have settled most questions with
Germany by effusively offering to let the Germans have
what they want in Africa, and dividing the Pacific with
the present

to

them

into two happy hunting grounds ; but there are still
burning questions in Samoa and elsewhere, in which the
Colonists take an interest, and questions between Ger-

man and

British adventurers

may

yet crop

up

in distant

parts.

No doubt, then, the idea of a great federated Empire
the principle of the United States is a tempting one.

on

Or
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if

much

not so

as that, there

common

action.

great need of some
If there is to be one
is

mode

of

regulating
Empire,
there cannot be in any part of the Empire two foreign
For so
policies, or two executives for Imperial purposes.

much

there must be supreme power somewhere.
But when we come to look more closely at the idea of

an organised federation, the

and

difficulties

become immediately

has already been said that the most ardent
advocates of the idea admit that they are unable to devise a
evident,

it

practical plan.

In the

first

place,

geography and mere distance stand in

the way, and make impossible any union similar to that of
the United States, who own the bulk of a great continent
cut oft" from the rest of the world, and have for neighbours,

north
scale

and south, only confederacies on a much smaller
than

themselves.

They make

it

a fixed policy to

Canada is separated from
accept no foreign possessions.
us by a great ocean, and its geographical and political
Australia is literally
position have been already dealt with.
Antipodes, as far from us as is possible in this round
South Africa is both distant and has many compliglobe.
cations, of which we will say more later.

at the

Then

there can be

no doubt

that the

Anglo-Saxon

spirit

We

localising and independent rather than centralising.
are proud of our country, but we look more to our imme-

is

diate

surroundings.

British

Colonies,

small

and

great,

have always had a tendency to claim and exercise a very
complete control over their own affairs, and to resent
interference.
Even the man who has emigrated but a few
is often the loudest assertor of local
rights and claims,
and the most violent denouncer of a tyrannical British
Government, in the making of which he has ceased to have
an immediate part. In deference to this disposition we
have already conceded to the greater Colonies a selfgovernment infinitely exceeding that of any one of the

years

"
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which compose the United States, and amounting,
been said, to a practical independence in all domestic
In political affairs it is almost impossible to go
matters.
back ; what has been given can hardly be withdrawn.
It is difficult to imagine any means by which any
common revenue could be established for common Imperial
A Customs Zollverein seems quite beyond the
purposes.
One can hardly suppose
region of practical politics.

States

as has

such an arrangement, between countries so distant, to be
practicable under any circumstances ; but in our case free

We

do not levy duty on any
trade at once bars the way.
considerable product of the self-governing Colonies ; they
have in our ports the same freedom as the rest of the world.
their nascent wine-product is very much less in
than
that levied on our native spirits.
It must
proportion
be admitted that in free trade, as in other things, we must

The duty on

take the drawbacks with the advantages, and if it be a drawback, it is no doubt the case that, practising free trade as

good
in

in itself,

exchange

we have no

for

this shape, offer

to admit

present

;

tectionist

our

and

longer anything to offer to others
concessions on their part.
We cannot, in

any bribe to the Colonists to induce them
goods on more favourable terms than at

at

tariffs.

present they

generally affect

To make any mutual

high pro-

arrangements

we must not only abandon the general principles
of free trade, but we must establish differential duties in
And more than that, we must put
favour of the Colonies.

possible,

No duty on foreign
manufactures would benefit the Colonies, for the day is not
within measurable distance when there can be any question

our duties on food and raw materials.

of their exporting manufactures to England on any conThe only possible plan at which the most
siderable scale.

extreme Protectionists could point would be one under
which we should tax food and raw products, making a
difference in favour of the Colonies

a heavy tax on those
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things imported from foreign countries, a
If
imported from the Colonies.

those

lighter

there

one on
be wild

dreamers who have imagined such a thing, I am sure all
sensible men, be they Liberals or Conservatives, be they
Free-traders or Protectionists, see that such a taxation is
impossible.
close union

We may

dismiss

it

as out of the question.

Colonies, and
cannot be obtained on those terms.

with the

a

common

A

revenue,

no available source of a common revenue,
any arrangement for common armaments could only be
effected by a cash contribution from the different portions
of the Empire.
It need hardly be said that any plan of
that kind would involve very delicate and difficult questions.
We have removed our troops from the free Colonies (a few
naval and Imperial depots excepted), and we give them
If there

is

free permission to raise troops of their own.
Canada has,
in fact, a large popular army on the United States system,

and the other Colonies have troops of their own.
tion has hardly been made of a combined army.
the

question

many

SuggesBesides

of pecuniary contributions, there would be
on the subject of recruiting and pay, and

difficulties

especially of distribution

and the needs of the various

parts

of the Empire in times of common danger.
If we cannot
have a thorough Union like that of the United States, there

seem

to

be many reasons

for not disturbing present mili-

Even if arrangements
tary arrangements rashly or hastily.
for a common navy could really be made, there would still be
the same difficulties as in regard to a common army.
In time of danger, who is to decide on the distribution of
our navy? Would there not be risk that we might be
obliged to divide it among the extremities of the Empire
at a time when there might be possible danger of a blow

some of

at the heart?

There is another point of view from which a too intimate relation with the Colonies might be embarrassing.
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One cannot read the concurrent statements of Mr. Froude
and Baron Hubner, and observe the questions surging
up between labour delegates and representatives of the
Colonial Governments, without feeling that there are very

grave

social

questions

in

Australasia,

day assume a very serious form.

In

which may some
countries where

all

Constitution is very democratic, and yet there is a
powerful plutocracy, holding its own by the methods known
to plutocrats in such communities, the situation is apt to be

the

very strained, and there is danger of a capsize, unless the
vessel of the State is steadied by a very large class intermediate between the plutocrats and the labourers for hire.

In America this

latter function is fulfilled by the prepondemass of small farmers, and in England by the great
middle class. But in Australasia the small farmers seem
to be by no means so numerous and so powerful as in America, nor the middle class so preponderating as in England.
And if there
If that be so, there is much more danger.
were serious civil differences it would be a very hard and
invidious task for us to intervene, and to make use of
British soldiers and sailors for the suppression of local
broils.
It would be like interfering between a man and his
wife.
I must say, I think we shall do well to avoid any
such obligation. With the comparatively close union they
have in America any interference of Federal troops in civil
It would be much
disturbances is a very difficult matter.
more so in the case of a looser union with more distant

rating

self-governing Colonies.
I

"Let

would

revert, then, to a great degree, to the

well alone."

Let us take care

matters should disturb the excellent

Let us be careful

how we attempt

lest

maxim

attempts to better

harmony now prevailing.

too close a union, which

One might well
might lead to quarrels and difficulties.
sympathise with the idea of a great confederation of all the
English-speaking races of Britain with all her children.
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But

it

is

Colonies.

too late to hope for that in regard to our earliest
If that were possible, it might have involved the

eventual transfer of the centre of gravity from London to
Washington, which we would not have liked. Those Colonies

which we now protect

are, as has been already said, too
a very close union.
By all means let us
establish and maintain the most friendly links, and try to
put matters on such a footing that those links shall be

scattered for

lasting.

Let us maintain the closest alliance compatible

with complete self-government ; but in making any changes,
let us not be carried away by too large ideas.
Let us rather
confine ourselves to remedying the real practical difficulties
which are found to exist under the present system.
With respect to the cost of common affairs, and especially

we shall do
burden than to seek to obtain
contributions from the Colonies.
We can afford a good
deal, and it is better to keep ourselves free from inconvenient obligations.
Rather let us follow out the present
course of insisting on the duty of self defence.
The great
communities acioss the seas have already accepted that
We shall, of
obligation, and to that we must adhere.
course, be expected to assist them in difficulties so far as
we are able to do so, and we should equally look to them
to assist us when they can.
But there would be no definite
and binding obligation on either side.
The amount and
form of assistance must be regulated by circumstances, and
the position and necessities of each party.
The aid which
we should get from the Colonies would be the friendly and
voluntary aid of an allied brotherhood.
Already they have
shown a disposition to render such aid.
I cannot but
think that the Soudan expedition was not the most fortunate
occasion which could have been chosen for the initiation of
Colonial assistance to the Mother Country, but it was the
the

army and navy,

I

do

incline to think that

better to bear our present

occasion of showing

much

friendly sentiment.
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be that neither

in

commercial, and revenue affairs, nor in
to
a
combined
regard
army and navy, can we have such
a union with the free Colonies as that of the United .States,
regard

to

civil,

there only remains to arrange the mode by which questions
between ourselves and the Colonies may be settled,

arising

and

especially questions relating to foreign Powers and the
dealings with savage or comparatively uncivilised tribes and

peoples beyond the Colonial limits.
Indeed, distance and
complete self-government render it almost impossible that

any very serious questions should
ourselves

and the Colonies.

and extra-Colonial native

It is

arise

between

directly

only in regard to foreign

affairs that difficulties arise.

In dealing with these limited matters, I think
said at the outset that we must not be too timid
so nervously anxious about the so-called

it

must be

not seem

Empire on which

the sun never sets, that we are afraid to hold our own, and
are liable to be sat upon, not only in matters which concern
ourselves alone, but in those which may embarrass us with
Powers or involve injustice to native races whom

foreign
we are

bound

Petting is all very well up to a
a point beyond which it is bad
for all parties.
Indulgence begets the demand for more and
more indulgence. The overpetted child becomes a source
of trouble and unfriendliness.
I will not conceal my view
certain point

;

to protect.

but there

is

as we are situated, a friendly separation would be
better than an unequal partnership on terms unfair to the
Mother Country, and which might lead to bickerings and
that,

Now that the old jealousies due to the
unpleasantnesses,
mode of our separation from the United States have died
away there seems a happy prospect that we may re establish
a close intimacy with them, almost as great as if we were
formally united, and such as may render war between two
friendly peoples of the same kith and kin almost impossible.

We

emigrate or seek our fortunes in the United States just
c
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Facilities of communias freely as if they were still British.
The interchange
cation have almost bridged the Atlantic.

of ideas by means of a common literature, and the interchange of wives by more and more frequent intermarriage,
are making us again one people.
Only some established

and recognised system of tribunals and international
tration seems wanting to smooth over all difficulties.

arbi-

So,

any reason it came to political separation, it might be
in the case of Canada, and that would undoubtedly relieve
Australia is so
us of great trans- Atlantic responsibilities.

if for

distant that

may be

it

that

when

generations grow up which

are Australasian rather than British, and the Australasian
Colonies have greatly increased in numbers and strength,
they may desire a separation which shall not interfere with

most intimate and

friendly relations.

If these things did

we should still have ample scope for our
happen,
in
Asia, Africa, and the islands of the tropical seas.
energies
But I say so much merely by way of insisting that the union
shall be on terms fair to the Mother Country, and not on
terms under which we must continually concede everything.
think

I

So long

as union can

that

it

is

be continued on

desirable to continue

agree
for us prematurely to cut off children
with us.

fair

terms, I quite

it

that

who

it

is

not

wish to stay

The free Colonies are already considerable countries,
but we must not exaggerate their present position in regard
the Mother Country.
According to the last returns,
Canada and Newfoundland number a population of about

to

4,500,000

;

Australia (including Western Australia), Tas-

mania, and New Zealand, a little over 3,000,000 ; or say,
in all, seven and three-quarter millions, as compared to
over thirty-six millions in the Mother Country say a little
few years hence, adding in the Cape
over one-fifth.
Colony, the proportion may reach one-fourth of our popu-

A

lation.

But

it

must be remembered that these Colonies are
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not increasing so rapidly as the United States, while we also,
notwithstanding emigration, have still a considerable annual

The Cape Colony,

increase.

too,

can hardly be included

in the comparison, as so large a part of the population are

Africans.

We

must consider,

too,

whether we are to deal with

The federation
single Colonies or with groups of Colonies.
of Canada seems to be a great success, both as regards
internal politics and as making Canada an independent,
I should think the sooner Newself-supporting nation.
is joined to the rest the better.
In Australia,
seems an absurd anomaly that adjoining territories,
like New South Wales and Victoria, should be walled out
from one another by Customs barriers. The sooner they
can settle such matters the better for them.
But when it
comes to the Mother Country taking an active part in

foundland
too,

it

suggesting and promoting federation in Africa or Australia,
I cannot help thinking that such movements have been a

good deal prompted by the desire to get rid of responsiover to federated Colonies troublebilities, and to turn
some external relations, the control over native territories,
and the conduct of native wars.
That may be all very
if the object
is
to prepare the way for eventual
Colonial independence ; but if it is carried too far, it must,
I think, tend in that direction.
For instance, I think that a

well

very great mistake was made when, in the scheme for a permissive Australian federation, one of the common subjects

was declared to be the relations of Australasia with the
islands of the Pacific, a concession which really seems to
I will discuss later the
involve a separate foreign policy.
of
the
general question
advisability of turning over to the

Colonies the dominion over territories not

free.

In

this

place I only desire again to point out that this relation of
the Australians with places beyond the seas must raise the
difficult

c 2

and dangerous question of a sea-going Colonial
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A

navy.

own

its

federated

relations

Australia

or

with the islands

Australasia,

of the

managing
must

Pacific,

Naval officers in their ships
have a navy, small or great.
nowadays a sort of armed diplomats ; and it is impossible that we should have in the same seas two British
are

navies under different

commanders and a

different control.

The day may come when we may withdraw
gether from the South
to the Colonists.

Pacific,

and leave

ourselves alto-

that region entirely

But, except in the improbable event of

foreign European Powers consenting to withdraw also,
could not
I think that must lead to independence.

all

We

remain responsible for foreign relations which we did not
control.
Meantime, we must insist on unity of naval control on the high seas, as well as on a single diplomacy for
the whole Empire.

But how to get that single diplomacy that is the question, and a very' difficult question it is to solve.
At present, the Agents of each Colony are present in
London, and no doubt the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs consults them in all matters affecting the interests of

whom they represent ; but still the difficulty remains
the Colonies are not satisfied with the results of our

those
if

diplomatic action,

we

dilemma that we must
them and if we give in to

are put in the

either give in to them, or offend

;

we may

offend foreign Powers.
It has been suggested that to deal with such matters

them,

there should be a sort of council of the Empire, in which
delegates from the Colonies should meet British representatives.

But those who have made such suggestions have

also pointed out the difficulties which might arise.
The
only case at all parallel seems to be that of Austro- Hungary.

But there you have only two countries to settle matters
between them, and the personal authority of the sovereign;
still great, forms an important
And after
connecting link.
matters go on very indifferently,
As regards the
all,
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external affairs of the dual Empire, there is often a great deal
of friction and much dissatisfaction on one side or the other.

In a general council of the British Empire the interests
represented would be much more numerous and sometimes
In any such council the population,
quite as conflicting.
importance, and weight of the Mother Country would
entitle her to a preponderating representation ; she could
Each Colony,
not consent to be ruled by her Colonies.

might be little satisfied with the
which its representatives would be
but a very small minority.
They would probably be as

on the other

hand,

decision of a

little

as

now

body

in

inclined to accept as final

and binding the

decisions of the representatives of the Mother Country,
and just as little inclined to defer to the decision of the

Colonies and possessions of the Crown ; for the
circumstances of these British possessions vary so greatly
The
that one has but little in common with the other.
other

view of practical men seems to be that the decision by a
mere majority of such a body as we have been describing

would not

settle

our

difficulties

and insure general

ac-

much

too

quiescence and content.
It is evident, too, that

such a body would be

conduct diplomatic negotiations. That
function must necessarily be delegated ; and how to obtain
a delegation whose action would be accepted by all?
large directly to

What
trust

is

to

moment

to

be done then

?

Can we go on

as

now and

the chapter of accidents and expedients of the
I think not ;
to settle each case as it arises ?

we cannot be always running the risk of friction and bad
Something must be settled.
What we want is by some means or other to relieve
ourselves of the odium and risk of deciding for the Colonies
on our own responsibility, and to get over the difficulty of
understandings.

enforcing our decisions.
the establishment of

is

The

solution to which I incline

some

sort of standing tribunal of
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reference and arbitration of so judicial a character that all
If we could obtain such a
must bow to its decisions.

body whose authority should be recognised by all the
subjects of the Crown, its decisions might well be final
and binding in all questions which might arise directly
between ourselves and the Colonists. And as regards
questions with foreign Powers, the same tribunal might
decide as between us and the Colonies what it is right to
If such a system
give or accept in the general interest.
were established on our side we might hope that foreign
Powers might on their part meet us in a similar spirit,

and

might be some recognised system of
would do much to promote the
of
the
world.
peace
Already in America proposals for a
tribunal of international arbitration have been made and have
found much favour.
It would be a very great blessing if we
could have a tribunal of that character, to whom could be rethat the result

national arbitration which

ferred at once, without

more ado,

fishery

and other

disputes.

seems to me, certain that if we are to have a
united Empire we must have some means of dealing as one
Empire with external affairs and obtaining decisions binding on all.
Perhaps something may come of the official
references which have now been made.
The subject is
It

is,

it

far

too difficult to dogmatise;

all

the advice and assistance which

settling

it,

whether

at

home

means
we can

let

us have

get
or from the Colonies.

towards

by

all

Since the above was written the circular of the Colonial
Office to the Colonies has

been published, and proves to
could possibly desire in fact, even
more cautious than I have been, for, confining the discussion to defence and communication, it distinctly bars

be as cautious

as

I

the question of Colonial Federation, and does not touch
that of a common diplomacy.
So far as it goes.it seems
quite on the lines which I have suggested, and I cannot
but approve of it.
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must be

said,

however, that a large proportion of the

we have

cases in which

difficulty in

authority, fulfilling our obligations,
satisfying the
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maintaining Imperial
at the same time

and

more adventurous of the

Colonists, are those

dealings with indigenous tribes, to which the term "foreign
and I
affairs," in the dignified sense, is hardly applied ;

have already said that

propose to reserve that subject

I

for separate examination.

There

is,

however, one matter, involving questions of

which something
Both Australia and Western Canada

internal self-government of the Colonies, of

must here be

said.

are so situated that

those directions.
it

seems very

much

of the Chinese outflow tends in

If things

likely that

were allowed to take their course,
the Chinese populations might

dispute the occupation of those countries with the white
race.
Without going into motives, it is enough to say that
the whites object to share the country with the Chinamen ;
and if the Colonies are wholly self-governing, one can hardly

say that they are not entitled to decide for themselves that
Australasia and Columbia shall be regions of whites rather

than of mixed populations. At any rate, the Royal Assent
has not been refused to Australian laws of a highly restricChinese.
We cannot go
back from that. It seems hardly consistent with our treaties,
and the liberty which we claim for British subjects in China ;
but I suppose we must just tell the Chinese that we can no
more answer for the Colonies in the way of free trade in
emigration, than we can in the way of commercial free
tive character directed against the

trade.

But beyond

this,

it

happens that parts of Australia,

northern coasts, are really tropical in climate ; the lowlying regions there are not well suited for white labour ; the

its

enterprisers there, sugar-planters, etc., are anxious enough
to get coloured labour.
They do not seem to be satisfied

with

free

Chinese immigration,

for

the

Chinese are too
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have set
independent, troublesome, and expensive ; they
themselves to obtain coloured labour of another kind, procured not by mere voluntary free immigration, but imported
under what

is

called the

" indenture "
system, which

means

So long as this
compulsory service for a term of years.
labour is strictly confined to the lower class of work in the
completely tropical low-lying regions of the north, the free
inpopulations have not wholly objected but they have
The consequence
sisted that it shall not go beyond this.
is,

that these coloured labourers are not

labour

for

the

only bound to

term of their indentures, but cannot

any time gain a footing as completely

free

men.

They

at

are

forbidden certain parts of the country, and certain callings.

This rule applies to labourers imported under indenture
from India or Ceylon, as well as to the South Sea islanders
I will not here enter upon the abuses of
called Kanakas.
the labour importation from the

islands; but

on general

have always strongly objected, and do object, to
any emigration fostered and aided or protected by our
Government, if the emigrants are not (when, at least, their
indentures are completed), to be entirely free, and entitled
The Indian Government
to all the privileges of free men.
grounds

I

has always insisted on security for good and fair treatment
before they facilitated the emigration of indentured labourers
from India ; and in Crown Colonies the Crown is supposed

have the means of insuring the fulfilment of these obligaBut in self-governing Colonies it is not so. I doubt
whether it is good for white Colonies that there should be a

to

tions.

part of their territory in the position of the Southern States
of the American Union.
If the main portion of Australia

be a white man's country, it will probably be better
should all be so, and that the best should be made
that under the circumstances can be made of the smaller
is

to

that

it

But, at any rate, I think we should
portion that is tropical.
have neither art nor part in the introduction of a population
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is

remain

to

position.
all,

in

any degree

If the Australians will
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and inferior
have coloured people at

in a servile

they must be fully and entirely free.
I think that it would answer to

make Northern
Queensland a Crown Colony, to be permanently ruled by
Nor do

We

British officials in the interest of a varied population.
have difficulty enough in managing such Colonies in the best

of circumstances ; but to attempt to do so in close contact
with free Colonies, and with no natural boundary between,
would be pretty sure to eventuate in great difficulties. The

North Queensland planters, anxious to get coloured labour,
might accept Crown Government for a time, but they would
be pretty sure to put forward claims for local management
sooner or

later.

There is another immigration question. According to
Baron Hubner and others, the Americans are beginning
to welcome even European immigration less than they did,
and there would seem to be at present something of that
I do not know that it has yet gone
feeling in Australia.
beyond protest against State-aided immigration. But both
in America and Australia there seems to be jealousy of
receiving not only those tainted with crime but even those
tainted with poverty.

The Colonies

are rather too anxious

cream of our labouring people, and to leave
all the residuum to us.
It is the natural tendency of things
that many of the most vigorous emigrate from our shores
and leave the less vigorous behind. Already that process
has, I take it, materially affected our social position and
the great question of the poor.
It would be hard that
to get only the

this

tendency should be strengthened by arbitrary

ference with the free circulation of the

population,

inter-

good

So long
throughout the British Empire.
as the Colonies assist emigration they are, of course, free
or

indifferent,

to

choose

assist

whom they will assist, but
they should not restrict the flow.

if

they

Yet,

if

cease to
they did
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if they too closely examined into the
so
condition and means of British subjects approaching their
shores, or even subjected them to arbitrary rules and

some day do

restrictions,

somewhat of the nature of those which they

apply to the Chinese, could we submit to that?
be hoped that they will not try us in that way.

It is to

we must be careful how we get
them by promoting emigration in a way
I do not here enter
which might bring about differences.
at large on the subject of what is called State-directed

On

the other hand,

into trouble with

Colonisation; for the question whether
get rid of a portion of our population

it

is

is

desirable to

home

rather a

But one word may be said
question of social politics.
on the matter as affecting our relations with the Colonies.
population of small farmers and
and if we had retained the control
over Colonial lands and some control over Colonial administration, something might have been done by us to
promote colonisation. But, apart from the disputable case
of the Scotch crofters of the Western Islands, and the
If

we had a

surplus

agricultural labourers,

Irish of the portion of Ireland yet overpopulated, we have
many of the farming and gardening classes they

not too

:

are already almost too much drawn into our towns ; and,
if we had them, the distribution of Colonial lands lies with

The

the Colonies.

principal

demand

for State-aided emi-

not on the part of farmers or even agricultural
labourers, but rather on that of the non-agricultural classes
in times of depression and distress.

gration

It is

is

an

evil of

labour.

our system of capitalist and labourer for

must be great variations
Whether our population is

hire that there

in the
really

demand

for

excess

of

in

our requirements, or whether, in the event of a revival of
trade, all surplus hands might be again wanted, is a question which I
if

the State

do not pretend to answer. But, at "any rate,
to promote emigration from this country, it

is
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can for the most part only be in the shape of assisting our
people to emigrate, and leaving the Colonies or countries
to which they go to deal with them when they come.
In
any attempt to make any bargain with the Colonies on the
And then we always
subject they have been far. too exacting.

come

we send the poverty-stricken,
rejected \ if we send our best hands only, that
is hardly fair to ourselves.
On the whole it seems safest
as long as possible to trust to the improvement of facilities
they

to the difficulty that if

may be

for the circulation

of our people throughout the world and

to free-trade in population.

CHAPTER
POSSESSIONS

III.

AND SETTLEMENTS NOT SELF-GOVERNING.

LEAVING now the free
perate zones, we come
another character

self-governing Colonies of the temto the vast British possessions of

those in warmer climes, generally

in-

habited by numerous coloured races, and in which the
European is not so much a Colonist in the proper sense,
as an administrator, an enterpriser, a director, and employer

These form a larger subject of inquiry from an
administrative point of view, as we are more directly reThe white colonisation of temperate
sponsible for them.
of labour.

and almost unoccupied regions is, as it were, automatic,
and the management of such settlements is almost from
the nature of things autonomous.

Our anxieties in regard to settlements in temperate
regions are also limited by the fact that there are no more

we have got them all. The
we look around we shall find no

temperate worlds to conquer
globe
more.

is

limited,

and

if

America are not fully occupied, but
others have forestalled us there, and southern Europeans
shall hardly
are to some degree filling up the void.
Parts of South

We

attempt

On

new dominions

there.

the other hand, where we come into contact with
native races, organised settlement and do-

considerable

minion can hardly go on automatically it must be proand restricted from dangerous excesses.
The Indian Empire could never have been acquired and
;

tected, regulated,

consolidated as a British possession by mere uncontrolled

adventurers.
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Moreover, the limit of new

fields for exten-

sion of dominions of this character has not been reached.

In Asia, Africa, and Oceania we are
very large questions are raised
tensions.

by

still

advancing, and

actual or possible ex-

Before going further, I wish to say something of the
of our countrymen for rule and enterprise in

fitness

dominions of

I have suggested that, as
our
modern ways have made
proper agricultural Colonists,
us less apt and less ready to plod steadily to success than

this latter class.

some other peoples among whom small farming is still a
normal occupation. But, this exception made, the people
of the United Kingdom are really unrivalled for adventure,
and the development of the world. As a Scotchneed not speak vainly, for the testimony is universal
that the Scotch are pre-eminent in these qualities.
But let
us speak of the United Kingdom as a whole.
There is not
only the great middle class always ready to send missionaries
enterprise,

man,

I

of progress

all

over the world, but upwards, to the very

highest class, the

same thing

is

the case.

Primogeniture

may have something to do with it. But be that as it may,
it is certain that we have an enormous and
ever-increasing
class of young men (extending downwards, too, as education
extends) who are somewhat above the class of mere manual
and are full of the courage, the enterprise, and the
mdurance which leads them to seek their fortunes all over
the world.
I say somewhat above the mere manual labour
class with every regard for the dignity of labour, which I
hope is coming to be more and more acknowledged, and
which our young men very often realise in practice when
labourers,

they go abroad ; but I only mean that they are qualified to
direct and stimulate the labour of others; and in this
respect I think they are, on the whole, superior to any
other people.
respects, better

The Germans may

be, in fact are, in

some

educated, more patient, more thrifty and
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and less rash than the Britisher but for pluck and
and the qualities of a ruler and adventurer, I think that

frugal,

go,

;

those of us

who have

seen our countrymen struggling against
of circumstances and all parts of the

difficulties in all sorts

world, must admit that they are probably the best of all.
I don't compare with Americans, for they are our own

blood, and have occupation enough in their own territories;
French, or German, or Dutch,
but, compared to all others
I do not think any people could
or be they who they may
have done all we have done. Perhaps the Germans are, in

some

They make way and

respects, better traders.

thrive

sometimes wlien we do not think the profit sufficient ; but
Baron Hubner admits that they are scarcely so enterprising.
The Dutch have done great things in their way, but they no
With all their dash and freedom from
longer advance.
religious and other prejudices, the French of these days
do not seem at all successful, either as Colonisers or administrators

of

new

The Russians

countries.

are

only

do not think that any
other country could have done in India what we have
beginning to

try

their

hand.

I

done.

As Colonisers and

enterprisers
to be rich

we have only one

fault

by short cuts, which I
have mentioned as resulting from the circumstances of the
But we may hope that, as times become
present day.
that

too great

haste

quieter and competition leads to more
tions, the evils resulting from this too
will

be abated.
There is, however, always

modest expectaambitious

spirit

this special difficulty, that in

addition to the legitimate fortune-seekers, the out-of-the-way
seas and islands of the world swarm with an inferior class of
the scum and offscourings of society
men for
the old countries have become too hot, or sailors who

adventurers

whom

find the discipline of their

them, and

who have dropped

own

profession too

off into very

much

for

rough adventure
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A

very large
may have chanced to be cast.
men are English-speakers, and presumably
of
these
proportion
most of them are British subjects. But when they are in
trouble with British authorities they are apt to call them-

wherever they

selves Americans,

and

it

police of the far-off seas
matter.

is
is

difficult to identify

a very

difficult

them.

The

and complicated

In regard to adventurers, good and bad alike, it is too
apt to happen that, if they are not sufficiently controlled,
they drag us into situations and obligations from which
it

is

in

difficult

the

to

matter.

our having any choice
extend our Empire, it
consent, and not at the

escape, without
If we are to

ought to be done with our
will of individuals who go into strange places at their
own risk and then call on the British power to follow
them.
But in practice it is very difficult to adjust these
things.

However,

among us of a

all difficulties

great

notwithstanding, the existence
class of young men

and ever-increasing

more or less educated, who are ready to seek employment
and fortune beyond the narrow limits of our own islands,
is a reason and justification for foreign extensions where
they can be legitimately made, and provided we do not
carry them to that point of imprudence that, in scattering
our power and resources, we may too much weaken
the heart and centre.
None of us can fail to be aware
of the vast supply of this youth growing up around us,
and which it is very desirable to utilise to the best adSo. far I quite feel that there is a great deal to
vantage.
But then, before we gc
be said for foreign extensions.
on piling up territory upon territory, we must make sure
that

we have made
which we

territories

the

risk

of

mentioned.

the most and

already have.
weakening the centre,

the best of the vast

And we must
which

I

weigh
have just
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Let us see

how we

stand.

and

We

are a people of

an

some

but

that
increasing people
We
diminished
emigration.
by
considerably
have immense manufactures and commerce, and an unprecedented accumulation of wealth ; but others have learned
millions,

thirty-six

increase

to

is

compete with us

fast as

we

did.

in our trades,

Our

vast wealth

and we do not advance so
or at any rate, the

home

and the centre of it is in these British Islands, where it is
We have been engathered and stored in enormous piles.
abled to do this in safety, owing to the immunity which our
But we
insular position and strong navy have given us.
have never had a strong army in point of numbers our
;

people have not submitted to that system of conscription
which fills Continental armies, and industrial hive that we
it is
scarcely possible that we should submit to conscription for foreign service ; no foreign Powers have attempted that on a large scale. Our army, then, is a volun-

are,

tary army,

and a very expensive army.

There

is

a limit to

number of recruits who are forthcoming. Under such a
system, if we do pretty well for our present force in times
of trade depression like the present, we might have great
Great as our
difficulty if trade again became prosperous.

the

is not increasing as it used to
spend so much on the navy as the
first necessity of our existence, that we cannot afford to be
Already
regardless of expense with respect to the army.
our army is by far the hardest worked army in the world ;
under the most peace-proclaiming of Governments it has
been recently engaged in endless wars ; and at this moment
the exhausting drains upon it in Burmah, Egypt and elsewhere make it very difficult to keep our regiments efficient.
The normal garrison of India must always be a very great
strain on our personal resources.
For years past the mass of

resources are, our revenue
increase,

and we have

our battalions at

caused

much

to

home have been

concern.

in a state

After supplying the

which has

demand

of the
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battalions abroad they are like spent fish, emaciated and
or at best their ranks are filled with immature
;

exhausted

and untaught boy recruits. In days when such gigantic
armaments exist in Europe, and when the new and untried
character of naval armaments renders the naval warfare
of the future very experimental and uncertain, there are
many who think that our great and tempting wealth is
While there is
hardly sufficiently protected at home.
very great drain of our army to India and the Colonies,
re have not yet succeeded in availing ourselves of the
>rvices

of Indian

or other

soldiers

beyond their own
on very special

mntries to any very large extent, except
occasions.

On

these grounds

is

it

that a large school of politicians

danger in too great and too rapid an
Of this doctrine Mr. Gladstone
extension of the Empire.
was the exponent and the apostle. Yet it is a strange irony
think that there

is

and shows how much,

of fate

in the

absence of any clearly

are dragged on, whether we like it or no
that since he so formally and forcibly expounded this

ittled policy,

we

1880, the Empire has expanded more rapidly
Events may have led
than at almost any former period.
up to the annexation of Burmah and the arrangement by
doctrine in

which we guaranteed the

territories of

Abdur Rahman, and

so accepted a military responsibility beyond the frontiers of
But also
India extending to the Oxus and the Hareerood.

we have occupied Egypt, and engaged in several campaigns
Egypt and the Soudan. We have made very large
annexations in South Africa, in West Africa, in Borneo,
in New Guinea, to say nothing of Port Hamilton and

in

other

smaller things.

actual

and possible

It

time to take stock of our

is

liabilities

;

perhaps when we go into

particulars we may find that we have already gone so far
that it is only in certain directions there is room to go much
farther.

D

One might be

the

more

inclined to justify

all

that

42
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has been done, if one could suppose that there was a design
of reaching limits where we might rest ; but I am afraid that,

even if other things could lead one to the view that there
was any method in our policy, several of the recent annexations would not square with the theory just mentioned
especially in Africa.

CHAPTER

IV.

INDIA.

INDIA

is far

too large a subject to discuss here in

full,

but

we must look at it in a few aspects which affect the Imperial
There can be no doubt that within the whole
question.
country, or countries, comprised in what may be called the
from the Indus to the eastern hills,
natural limits of India

and from the Himalayas

the

ocean

the people have
and foreign dominion,
that they are, or were, without that national pride and
impatience which lead so many peoples to resist alien rule.
to

so long been accustomed to despotic

Throughout the whole of India proper they have accepted
From the time we
our rule without any popular struggle.
overcame or supplanted the former rulers, and obtained
If
military domination, the people have easily submitted.
ever there were a government in India sprung from the.
people, it was that of the Sikhs in the Punjab ; and of all

the peoples of India the Punjabees were the most manly,
Yet, under the influence
self-governing, and independent.

a very judicious and successful administration, they
accepted our rule, after victory, without any popular resistof

ance whatever, and soon became our best friends and
allies.

One thing only is necessary to the contentment of
the people of India under our rule, and that is, that we
The fact is that a sort of
should not interfere too much.
and a spirit of independence are not wanting to
In
them, but are rather local and tribal than national.
one sense they were, as we found them, the most selfpatriotism

D

2
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governing people in the world

that

is

to say, they

had a

managing their own affairs in their own villages
and trade guilds, quite independent of the government of the day, and could carry on wonderfully when there
was no government at all. That is what was done by the
village communities which survived the crash of Empire, and
kept society together in the hundred years of anarchy which
faculty of
and caste

Hence it is that
preceded the establishment of our rule.
our Government is most satisfactory to the people in its
early stages, before we have learned to interfere too much.
I believe that our early rule in the Punjab was a model in
and though we have not always followed the
it is not to be denied that so far our rule
a whole, has been good both for the governing

this respect;

same

lines, I

in India, as

think

and the governed.
But the future

is not so clear.
The English (and in this
speak of English as distinguished from Scotch and Irish)
owe so much of their own freedom to law and lawyers, that
they have come to have an almost superstitious veneration

I

for those institutions.

between law and

They hardly

sufficiently distinguish

and think any people must be
happy among whom they have established laws, courts, and
many lawyers, after the pattern to which they are accustomed. These courts are very intolerant of laws and institutions other than their own.
And it has long been the complaint in most Provinces of India that the old self-acting
institutions have been sapped and destroyed, and that there
justice,

has arisen a reign of lawyers, worse, some say, than that of
the Pindarrees.
That is an old complaint, but one which
has not been remedied.
And now quite another difficulty
has sprung up.
English education has so much spread

among a generation which has
we rescued their fathers, that

forgotten the ills from which
there has sprung tip a class

who, on political and personal grounds, dispute and resent
our assumed superiority, and use the excessive freedom of
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the Press, of Speech, and of Lawyerdom which we have
The future is not
given, to decry us and dispute with us.
so smooth and easy as the past has been.

Then as regards our military position.
It must be
realised that the events of the Mutiny not only led to a great
European force which we are obliged to
from
supply
England, but also to a great decrease of the
of
India
as a whole.
As neither in men nor in cost
army
increase of the

could we afford a European force beyond a certain limit,
as we no longer thought it safe to maintain a native

and

army too much out of proportion to the European force,
on political as well as on financial grounds the army has
been reduced till it is really very small indeed, when compared with the country and populations to be controlled.
I

in

have sometimes called

a part

is

forces.

Of

it

in that

view the smallest army

we have, only
robust enough to be efficient as against European
The total force in India consisted of about 63,000

the world.

the native army which

Europeans and 126,000
additions are

natives, to

now being made

which number some

say 200,000

all

told, effec-

and non-effectives together. That is the force with
which we are bound to maintain order among upwards of
two hundred and fifty million people (two hundred millions
being our subjects and fifty millions those of Native States),
and to defend them from external aggression.
tives

Small as our Indian army is, it is, however, probably
sufficient to keep order in our territories under

more than

present conditions, and so long as there is no panic outbreak of the population, such as affected the Sepoys in the

But before we corne to those external questions
Mutiny.
which now affect the military position of India, we must
the armament of the native
look at another question
millions
of the population.
who
rule
over
princes,
fifty

With
looked

j

so small an

army of our own,

we need not exaggerate

in

that cannot be overan alarmist way, but
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also

we must not blink the

situation.

It is

very true that

up to the present most of the troops of Native States, if
numerous, are in other respects somewhat contemptible.
But some are efficient, and others may become so ; there is
no rule in the matter. It is not a mere question of the
They have
fidelity of the reigning princes themselves.
much to lose, and are generally safe enough. But while
armed forces exist, there is no saying in what direction their
In times of serious trouble, fires may
arms may be turned.
There are generally discontented
spread to Native States.
elements and rival claims, and there is the uncertain spirit
of mercenary troops, perhaps under very indifferent disciWe might have princes in our camps, and their
pline.
Scindiah held
as has happened before.
troops against us
by us in the Mutiny, but it was the Gwalior force which at
the

last

broke away and defeated General

Wyndham

at

holding the Indian
Cawnpore.
Empire, we should effectively control both the numbers and
the character of the armament of the troops of the Native
I

think

it is

necessary that,

and so arrange matters that, while useful as auxiliaries
where they are wanted, they should not be dangerous. One
States,

fulfil the latter object is, I think, that they should
not be too closely assimilated to our troops.
It was the
"
Contingents," the British-drilled forces in the service of
the princes, rather than the purely native forces, which

condition to

gave us trouble in the Mutiny
been acted on.

The
small,

feudatory position of

is

now

;

all

and

that lesson has already

the Native States, great and

and none of them can
Nepal must be excepted subject

recognised,

independently.

;

act quite
to certain

is really still independent territory, and we
have no control whatever over Nepalese armaments, except-,
ing only that command over the import of arms from abroad
which our geographical position may give us. As a matter

obligations, that

of

fact,

the Nepalese (shrewd and civilised people that they
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are) have, I believe, established efficient arms factories of
modern type of their own. But their population is not
very large, nor is their revenue, even with the considerable

the

which they owe to
not large.
They are
deficient in cavalry, and said to have something of our own
Down in the plains they
Highlanders' dread of cavalry.
territory in the plains
us.

beneath their

Their army, though

efficient,

hills,
is

probably could not bring into the field a force which would
be very formidable to us, even if they were not friendly and
prudent and alive to their own position.
Over all the other States we can exercise a large control.
But still that control is generally ill-defined, and till very
recently there were cases in which it was not accepted in a
Scindiah had strong military
spirit of entire submission.
tastes, considerable military knowledge, and a not very
He notoriously chafed under the reamiable temper.
straints which we had imposed on him, and after long effort
he had just succeeded in obtaining a far greater degree of
independence than he had ever had before. The British
subsidiary force which was substituted after the Mutiny
for the British-officered contingent having been withdrawn,
and the Gwalior Fort surrendered, he became completely
master in his
ments.

own

territory, subject

only to treaty engage-

Sir Salar Jung, again, the virtual ruler of the great

Hyderabad, was not on the best terms with the
He fought us, it is true, with
Government of India.
modern weapons European agencies and the press, and
but still the
political and social demonstrations in London
position which he assumed made it much more difficult to
control in our interests the large and miscellaneous armed
State of

;

forces of various kinds existing in the

Hyderabad

territory,

in regard to which we had no very well-defined treaty
But in regard to the question we are now discussing,
rights.

and

it
may almost be said (if one could use the expression) that
Salar Jung,
fortune has favoured the British Government.
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and Scindiab, and Holkar, the heads of all the most important
and troublesome States, are gone. Minors and Ministers
dependent on the British Government occupy a position
which makes this task infinitely more easy. Lord Dufferin
has just formally exercised the prerogative of installing a
young Nizam at Hyderabad, and appointing a young
Scindiah's territories have

Minister.

come under a long
The position

minority and a British-appointed Regency.

of Holkar's family renders it little probable that his successor will affect the independent bearing of his father.
The Maharajah of Cashmere is not what old Gholab Sing
was, and circumstances seem to have overcome the somewhat exclusive spirit which once prevailed in that State, and
have brought it much more under the control of a permanent
British Resident.

The

independent, have

lately,

chiefs

of Rajpootana, never very
to us

on some occasions, owed

security against rebellious feudatories.
I think, if we are wise, we shall

take advantage of
circumstances
to
put military arrangements on a
favouring
permanent and satisfactory footing, and not allow things

on till fresh difficulties and embarrassments crop up.
Now, coming to questions of external responsibilities and
The word
defence, we naturally begin with Afghanistan.
its
is apt to
is
and
use
Afghanistan
exceedingly misleading,
lead to misconception.
The people do not call themselves

to drift

Affghans, but

"

Pathans."

them by the

"

"

Affghan

seems to be a term

However, let that pass.
I will use the term Affghan, as we are accustomed to it.
The Affghanistan of the Affghan people is very different from
Affghanistan in the sense of the dominions of the Ameer of

applied to

Cabul.
are

said

The
to

Persians.

Rivers
ethnological boundary is the Indus.
be seldom true boundaries; but the upper

Indus runs through a peculiar country, and there* it really
the boundary between the Indian and Affghan peoples
from the point where it issues from the higher mountains of

is
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the Himalaya downwards.
The people beyond the river
are pure Affghans all the way southwards till we come to

the Belooch tribes.

Within those

limits,

the country from

Ghuznee and Candahar is the country
of the Affghan people. The Hindoo Khoosh is not included
it is inhabited by a different race.
The hills north and west
of Cabul and Ghuznee are held by non- Affghan peoples, and
it is the same when we
go beyond Candahar to the Herat
Still less are the
country and the hills north of Herat
the Indus to Cabul

;

tracts north of the

in

mountains,

any degree Affghan

now

called Affghan Turkestan,

in population.

Of

the true Affghanistan, a very large proportion is not
have possessed ourselves
subject to the Ameer at all.

We

of Peshawur and the other Affghan valleys between the hills
and the Indus ; and beyond that the tribes are recognised

be wholly independent. The Ameer there only rules over
a few valleys in which he is able to maintain a dominion.
It is only among the western tribes, which seem to have
to

some intermixture of Persian blood and character, that
and there it is that

rule was generally recognised ;
bellion has lately broken out.

On

his
re-

the other hand, his

which we have lately guaranteed,
the non-Affghan territories reaching to the

suzerainty, or sovereignty,

extends over

Oxus and

We

all

the Hareerood.

much accustomed to look at things from our
point of view only, that I think we hardly realise the feelings of the Affghan rulers in regard to our occupation of the
Affghan valleys on the side of the Indus. The throne of
are so

the only chance the ruler
is at best a bed of thorns
by making the most of the more open valleys, and
drawing from thence the resources with which he may bribe
or control the hillmen. From this point of view the Affghan

Cabul

has

territories

his

;

is

we hold

dominions.

much more

are

an enormous cantle cut out of

The Peshawur

considerable than

is

valley alone

is

something

generally recognised.

The
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population of that district was, according to the
close on 600,000, occupying a fertile territory,

last census,

much

of

it

The Kohat and Bannoo valleys number
almost a garden.
another half-million.
Altogether there must be quite a
million and a half Affghans in the trans-Indus districts
of the Punjab.

When we compare

this territory

scanty total over which the
control,

and population with the

exercises a really effective

well understand the feelings of Dost
his successors in regard to its alienation.

we may

Mahommed and
It is true that

Singh.

Ameer

it

was not we who conquered

it, but Runjeet
but a short time, and
He did little
into real subjection.

Runjeet, however, had held

had scarcely brought it
more than hold it as a

it

sort of pledge, entrusting the civil
administration to a branch of the Affghan ruling family, and
the military garrison to the well-known European General,

Avitabile,

who kept

the people

martial severities than
I

by

have always thought that

for all parties

if,

down

rather

by continual

real conquest.
it

would have been very well
the Punjab, we had given

when we annexed

back the Affghan valleys to the. Ameer, with or without conditions.
We should have rid ourselves of a most troublesome and unpaying task we should have earned such gratitude and contentment of the Ameer as an Affghan is capable
of; and, what is more important, we should have been able to

make him

in

some

sort responsible for the protection of our

hill tribes, and we should have
had something quite under our thumb to come down upon in
case in any matter he caused us dissatisfaction, instead of
the present situation, in which we cannot touch him without
a great expedition to Cabul and Candahar.
Possessed, too,
of the valleys we now hold, he would have had those resources, in the absence of which we are obliged to give him

frontier

from the incursions of

a large annual subsidy to enable him barely to hold his own.
Practically we have all the expense and all the odium of our
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occupation of the trans-Indus territory, and pay over the gross
revenue to the Ameer. And the situation now is this, that
while the Affghan valleys on the side of India are definiby us, and the Ameer has nothing to hope for
there, on the other side he holds Herat and Affghan
tively held

Turkestan, but holds these territories at the mercy of the
neighbouring Russians, save only that right of assistance

from us which he has acquired if he chooses to call us in,
but of which he seems discreetly inclined to say " Timeo

Danaos."

We

have not only incurred responsibilities involving
serious risks in Afghanistan, but we have already, in the
are a
Penjdeh affair, felt the bitterness of the situation.

We

and make a terrible fuss about
dangers and difficulties which are very far off, and possible
remote advantages gained by foreign Powers in remote
regions, and yet when we get a real slap in the face, under
circumstances that make it difficult to deal with, we sometimes take it very quietly and quite overlook it.
I doubt
if, short of a very great disaster, anything more humiliating
strange people

;

we

cry out

Penjdeh affair ever occurred. I am certainly
no Russophobe, but I must say that I thought the conduct
of the Russians on that occasion brutal in the extreme.
It
was not merely a question of the Affghans extending their
to us than that

flank half a mile when it came to a fight ; in time of peaceable negotiations by two important European Commissions,
and after a formal promise that the Russians should not

advance, the Russian general deliberately advanced several
The
marches, and came right on the Affghan position.
Affghans had nothing for it but to fight, or let the Russians

brush past to their rear, if even that they might have done
without actual immediate attack.
If ever a fight was pro-

voked the Russians provoked

that fight.

the advice of these officers,

The Affghans had

camp, and acted entirely on
the actual conduct of the fight

British political officers in their
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When

apart.

the Affghans were crushed and massacred,
to fly to the headquarters of the British

these officers

had

Commission.

And when, to avoid
whom we were not at

risk of collision with a

war, the British Commissioner himself, with his whole camp, had to retreat and
cross the mountains, the elements seemed to fight against

Power with

us.

That

terrible

storm in which our people were caught
Probably our mission sent

completed our discomfiture.

boundary dispute went out on too large a scale,
and with too much pomp and circumstance. The Indian
press and Indian opinion forced that on the Government.
But when the bedraggled and miserable wreck of that grand
to settle a

Commission, hastily retreating before the Russians, reached
the Persian frontiers after that dreadful snow-storm, our
worst enemies could not have wished us a more sorry fate ;

and the Russians could not have had a more complete
humiliation of the British, and exaltation of themselves, in
the eyes of the tribes of those parts
which was probably
the object they aimed at, rather than the possession of a
trumpery village, which the result proved that they might
probably have got by negotiation.
I am one of the very least likely to be carried away by
warlike excitement, but I never felt so stirred in that direc-

when Mr. Gladstone made

his famous
which he seemed to me
greater height of stirring eloquence than on any
sion on which I have heard him.
We were

tion' as

Penjdeh

;

an occasion

in

oration

on

to rise to a

other occaafterwards

inclined to think that his spirit-stirring defiance led to the
acceptance of an arbitration, which would have been a great
triumph for the advocates of a peaceable settlement of disputes.

Why

the arbitration

which, perhaps,

we

shall

came

never

to naught is a mystery
but as two successive
;

know

Governments agreed in letting it drop and reTusing all
must presume that there were good reasons
Humiliated as we were, we were saved

explanation, we
for that course.
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from the dire necessity of war by the very practical and
unimpulsive view taken by Abdur Rahman, the Ameer of
We were bound to assist him in repelling unproCabul.

voked aggression ; and in the view of Mr. Gladstone and of
most of us this was an aggression most unprovoked. But
the Ameer knew the Russians, knew us, and knew his own
territory; he knew how little valuable to him was the
sovereignty over a few Turkomans, who were rather of the
nature of wolves that he had got by the ears than good
He knew how much of his territory was at the
subjects.
mercy of the Russians if he quarrelled with them, and he
did not know how far we should be successful in repelling
them, or how far his subjects would tolerate us as his allies.
"
he put up
So he very quietly said, " Losses will happen
;

with the loss of his troops, surrendered the disputed villages,
did not invite us to repel the Russians, and so the matter
ended.
Anything is better than war, and we are very well

But we must not treat the matter lightly, and
we
must take the lesson to heart. Such events
forget
may occur again, and we may not so fortunately get out of
the obligation of fighting a great European Power in Central
Asia, far away from our own frontier and means of commuout of

it.

it

;

and near the points where the Russians have
It is very
established their garrisons and communications.

nication,

dangerous and difficult ground, and we must be very wary
and careful in our dealings.

Baron Hubner

is very good on the subject of Herat, the
As he says, in that case we are
India."
of
key
" for the
unfortunate,
key is hanging at the enemy's
very
Herat is no more the key than many other places ;
gate."

so-called

"

but no doubt the approach of Russia so far, her setting her
foot on the hills near Herat, dots mark a stage on her

onward progress.
the Baron says,

The mistake on our
to

"put

between themselves and

four

part would be, as
hundred miles of desert

their base of operations

by going
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to

meet

their

opponent."

Yet that

is

just

what we have

pledged ourselves to do in certain eventualities.
For the present our best security seems to be in the prudent and wary character of the Ameer, and the reasonable
expectation that he will keep to the line of policy which he
has already adopted in very trying circumstances. They
are a robust people, these Affghans, and equal to the best
in diplomacy and the rest of it, in spite of all that has been
their undoubted faults.
Not only
a very remarkable man, practical
beyond the wont of Orientals, but his descendants seem to
be much stronger men than we are accustomed to find in

them and

said against

was Dost

Mahommed

the families of great men, Oriental or other.
after all

seems to have been a

Abdur Rahman

much

of

much

really seems, take him

been a great success.
lasted

man

all

The new kingdom

Sher Alice

character,
in

all,

to

and
have

of Cabul has

longer than, I confess, I ever thought it would.
Rahman cannot last for ever we hear of gout

But Abdur
and rebellion

may

there is no saying how long he will last. We
not be so fortunate next time ; it will be difficult to

find another of his great

ghans are a

wilful people,

and hard experience. The Affand we may not I would like to

say shall not be in the position to nominate an Ameer as the
of our own withdrawal, as was the case when we
handed over the country to Abdur Rahman and went away.

price

Of all things we must beware of dynastic pledges. If we
get into anything of that kind we shall be involved in that
legality our craze for which is so embarrassing in dealing
we shall be bound to support the legitimate
heir rather than the strongest, most competent and most
successful man, according to the fashion of Orientals and the

with Orientals

:

doctrine well set forth by Lord Lawrence in dealing with

Cabul

affairs.

In

my

opinion

we must

as strictly personal to the present

ourselves one step beyond.

treat

our obligations

Ameer, and not pledge
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For the rest I think we must still trust a good deal to
which in the past we might have relied on to save us
much anxiety and expenditure, namely, that the Russians have
that

their difficulties as well as ourselves

;

that near as they

now

are to the Ameer's dominions, it will cost them a great deal
of money yet to make effective, for large forces and a great
commissariat, the overland communications with distant

Russia

;

that their finances are not flourishing, but very much
that their Central Asian territories are neither
;

the contrary

productive nor paying ; and that, after all, the Russians have
objects nearer their hearts and nearer home than India ;
that probably they have not so much coveted India as
desired to establish a raw place where they could make us

wince, and to accelerate

the

learning, that Constantinople
interest after all.

lesson
is

we seem

not so very

to

much

be

now

a British

Still, when all is said, there is no denying that the
bugbear which has frightened us so much for fifty years,
when it was but a bugbear, has now become so far a reality

the outposts of a great European Power are really
within measurable distance of our Indian outposts
that

that

;

we can no longer consider India

to be a country divided

from the whole world, and that our military and defensive
arrangements must be modified accordingly.
Probably we are right in spending a good deal of money
in completing our communications along the frontier.
We
can, I suppose, hardly go back from the location we have
made in the high country about Quettah. And if we can

a spot there more healthy than the present Quettah
Cantonment appears to be, it may be a not unfavourable
position for European troops overlooking the Indus valley
as well as guarding the frontier.
For the rest in the matter
of fortifications our military authorities will no doubt confind

sider not only the advantage of great fortifications in certain
eventualities, but also the inconvenience of locking up
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much

of our small army in garrisoning them at all times.
best this frontier question must be a source of very
considerable anxiety to us, military and financial.

At

On

we have a very great terriBurmah, and it must be thoroughly
that Burmah is a country entirely outside of and
from India, not only geographically but ethno-

the other side of India

tory on our hands
realised
different

in

The people there are totally different from the
Indians in race, religion, character, habits, and political
feelings, and our experience of India is no sort of guide in
logically.

Burmah

Burmah.

requires, too, a military garrison,

which

can in no sense be considered a mere advance division of
the Indian army protecting India just as much as if
stationed farther back, which is very much the position of

For practical purposes there has
been no connection between India and Burmah
by land it is a possession with which we only communiThe holding of Burmah makes us no whit
cate by sea.
more secure in India. That possession, therefore, must be
judged on its own merits.
In early days, while I was an advocate for the extension
of our Indian Empire to its natural frontier on the Indus,
the force in the Punjab.

hitherto

;

I

opposed not only the extension beyond the Indus, but

That country has
also the acquisition of Lower Burmah.
turned out to be, under our rule, an immense granary for
the supply of rice to the world ; and while not admitting
the claim of the people at Rangoon that Lower Burmah
supplies a great surplus to the Indian Empire (because that
calculation omits a fair share of the common Imperial

expenses), I have freely confessed in Parliament and elsewhere that it pays well, and has turned out a productive

But there was always the dim*
profitable possession.
culty that our province of Lower Burmah had no natural
frontier, and the risk that, as has generally happened in

and

such cases, we should be dragged farther on by the force
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That

is

just

what has

now happened.
There are those who assume that because Lower Burmah
pays there
will

is

also.

pay

every ground for confidence that Upper Burmah
But that confidence is manifestly based on a

Lower Burmah pays solely and
whereas Upper Burmah, so far from pro-

totally false foundation, for

by

entirely

rice,

Whatever the prolargely, imports it largely.
ductions and the merits of Upper Burmah may prove to be,

ducing rice

they are not those of Lower Burmah.
Then Lower Burmah has a large element of Peguan
population (or at least blood), different from the pure

Burmans, and more accustomed
consoled for the popular resistance

to

subjection.

now going on

We

are

in

Upper
Burmah by being told that the same thing happened in
Lower Burmah, but that it quieted down at last. Those
who take a less sanguine view, point out that while Upper
Burmah was independent there was room for an exchange
of populations.
The Burmans who were discontented
with our rule went to Upper Burmah, while others, who did
not like the Burmese government, came down to our

And

they observe that, after all, in the recent
some of our worst disquietudes
in the lower province, even very far away from the old
territories.

troubles

we have had

frontier.

Certain

it

is

that the best

and most

reliable officers of

experience in the country have long resisted an advance.
But the Burmese were not so cautious as the Affghans and
the Nepalese.
While resisting British domination they did

not exclude foreigners from their country they seem rather
to have desired to utilise them, and make money by them.

The

British merchants of

fingers in,

hand.

long

The

been
E

Bombay and Rangoon

and were very anxious
cry of the local
for

an

advance,

mercantile

and

got their

to introduce the

British

whole

community has
Chambers of
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Commerce have sympathised
up

with

them and backed them

in a very active way.

Our diplomacy,

too, has not

been fortunate.

We

could

not agree with the Burmese Monarch on the great Shoe
question, and some other matters, and in European fashion

we showed our displeasure by withdrawing our Agent.
The Burmese King, however, taking a practical view, looked
on the departure of the British Agent as a happy riddance,
leaving him free to do as he liked; and he took considerable
advantage of his liberty. We did not see it in the same light.

When

bickerings arose, the

King

ostentatiously sought the

European Powers, and allowed French and other
There is no doubt that it was
adventurers to talk very big.
"
French scare," which
what I have sometimes called the
overcame the scruples of our officers, and enabled the
Burmah so much differs
annexationists to have their way.
from India that I have not pretended to any decided
I had very great confidence in
opinion in the matter.
that model officer, Sir Charles Bernard, and was ready to
admit (in the then absence of official information) that
if he thought an advance necessary, he was probably right.
When the first Blue Book appeared, I must say my
impression was that if we had no stronger case for annexIt
ation than that, it was hardly a sufficiently strong case.
was one which rested principally on mercantile grievances.
The French Government had withdrawn their officious
It may
vice-consul, and disowned the French adventurers.
well have been necessary to bring King Theebaw to his
senses, and to put the Burmese Kingdom on somewhat the
same footing as the French propose to establish in Madagascar but the case hardly went beyond that, so far as it
was disclosed by that first Burmese Blue Book.
alliance of

;

The

question of the deposition of

Theebaw

-does not

seem to have been very much discussed that was settled in
a somewhat off-hand way by the Napoleonic announcement,
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Theebaw has ceased to reign," which was
moment of the advance of our troops.

very

issued at the

And

a main

element in deciding the question of annexation seems
to have been the difficulty of finding a suitable prince to
take his place.
Theebaw'' s deposition being assumed and accomplished,
Lord Dufferin went to Burmah, with, as he tells us, an open

mind, rather inclined to the establishment of a Native State.
But, after discussing the matter on the spot, he concluded
for

complete annexation.

The

reasons for that decision are

and effect in his minute of Feb. 17,
As the communications were verbal, we have not
1886.
the individual opinions of the officers consulted, and we do
not gather that the highest of them committed themselves
We must now think Lord Dufferin
to advocate annexation.
took too sanguine a view of the actual situation and of the
But for the rest, there is
reconcilement of the population.
no doubt of the weight of the considerations urged in the
minute and of the extreme difficulties in the way of any
set forth with great force

other course than that which he adopted, on the assumption
the overthrow of the existing Government and the

that

removal of Theebaw were inevitable. Certainly, in circumstances such as those which existed in Burmah, the establishment of a Prince of our selection under our protection
has almost always resulted in

failure.

thing, then, is done, and we must hope for the best.
afraid there can be no doubt that there is a popular

The
I

am

resistance to our rule, such as

We

India.

There

is

we have never experienced

can only hope that

this will

in

abate in time.

and the expediency
;
Upper Burmah must be judged by its

nothing succeeds like success

of the annexation of

ultimate success or failure the moral question of the coercion
"
"
I confess I am
of people struggling to be free
apart.
will
the
that
little
country
pay for many a
very
sanguine

long year,

E

2

if

ever

it

does.
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The discouraging thing seems to be the indisposition of
the people to serve us, or, at all events, to do so courageously
and
in

efficiently.

That drawback we seem

Lower Burmah,

after

upwards of

to experience

thirty years' rule.

have never succeeded in raising Burmese

still

We

and in
the recent troubles in Lower Burmah the Burmese armed
It looks as if we must
police seem to have notably failed.
maintain not only a foreign military garrison drawn from
A country must be adIndia, but also a foreign police.
ministered under great disadvantages if that state of things
soldiers,

continues.

Then, in addition to Burmah proper, we have all round,
on every side, east, north, and west, a great variety of independent or semi-independent hill tribes some savage, some
more or less civilised, but all evidently exceedingly troubleI have a very painful experience of the peoples
some.
between eastern India and Burmah for some years a large
portion of my time was occupied in dealing with them ; and

I desire to express the

Burmah

opinion that, with

a permanent

we must

eventually bring under complete
It is better
control the whole of the intermediate country.
and cheaper to do that, when the tribes form an enclave
British possession,

in British possessions surrounding them on all sides, than
to have them raiding and giving infinite trouble on the whole

of the very extended frontiers of British districts, exposed to
them while they remain independent. That is my experience.

The

is not to be done at a blow
but by a mixture of
and judicious diplomacy we can generally, in the end,
by gradual steps, bring them under efficient control. This
once done, they generally do not give further trouble.
Nothing can be more satisfactory than the present position
of some of the tribes in the hill country between Assam and.
Cachar and Sylhet to a great degree self-governing 'and yet
The Khassyahs enjoy their free elective
quite under control.

thing

;

force

institutions with

Europeans

in their midst, for

whom

they
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I myself very quietly annexed the Garo
which neither Hindu nor Mahommedan had
penetrated, and till lately a blank on our maps, and the
result seems to be quite successful.
We have made a considerable impression on the hill tribes east of Chittagong,
towards Burmah, and still more on the collection of tribes
whom we call " Nagas," occupying the hill country between
Upper Assam and Burmah. Our officers have just penetrated in a peaceful way from the extreme upper end of the

readily work.
country, into

Assam

valley eastward to the upper tributaries of the Irawaddy. Unfortunately, in the course of these advances, we
have lost some very valuable lives ; but the work is done,

Our British officers have never shown to
more advantage than in the difficult and risky dealings
nevertheless.

with these wild tribes.

The

now

I

and

southern border of

Assam

is

work proceeds,
the Burmese border also may be reached and pacified.
But
still, when we look at the map, we shall see that, all this wild
well protected,

hope

that, as the

annexation of Burmah is a very large
Roads and communications we shall, no
doubt, open between India and Upper Burmah.
Supposing
Upper Burmah thus, in a way, united to India, there will
still remain
the external frontier to the north and east
towards China and Tonquin. We must draw a line someterritory included, the

thing

indeed.

where

iri

of the

Burmese

a task which

that direction

is

an important part

administration.

some day the country between Assam
a great new field for tea, coffee, and
cinchona planting, and other European industries, if we
can arrange that those ventures should be combined with
due protection of the natives, and respect for their rights,
their interest in the land and their autonomous instituIt

may be

and India

that

will give

tions.

As

regards trade,

it

seems doubtful how far great expecWe already had a great deal of

tations will be fulfilled.
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Upper Burmah,, and we know that the present
Teak forests
population of that country is not very great.
will, no doubt, be more largely available, but they may be

the trade of

worked out

Ruby mines and

the other minerals

may

or

may

not be large sources of wealth.
One thing must be said
plainly, and that is that the idea of a great trade route into
inner China by way of upper Burmah is a delusion maintained in spite of geography and the plainest warnings of

The physical obstacles to comBhamo and the Chinese province of

the most competent men.

munication between

Yunnan
if

It is I think conclusively shown that
a good route from our possessions to that
must be from lower Burmah or Tenasserim

are enormous.

ever there

province,

it

is

through the Siamese country and along the rivers which
flow in the borderland between the tribes tributary to
to Tonquin.
As to the much greater and
richer Chinese province of Sechuen, the map shows that
it is far too distant, and too much cut off
by mountains from

Burmah and

be accessible that way. In fact, Upper Assam
If political
to Sechuen than Burmah.
difficulties were removed, engineering skill might make
a practicable route that way; but after all probably the
easiest route from the sea to Sechuen will always be by

Burmah,

is

much

to

nearer

way of the Yang-tse-kiang River. The physical difficulties,
and the intervening wild tribes, make very doubtful the
interesting and important question whether Chinese emigra-

may take place by the inland route in the direction of
Burmah, and we may eventually have a large Chinese
If it should be so, the result will be
population there.
very interesting and important in many ways; that might
radically change the situation both in an industrial and a
political sense; but we can hardly look so far ahead at"
tion

present.

Supposing, then, Burmah and
fully "reduced into our possession

its

or

dependencies to be
suzerainty,

let

us
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Having completely occupied

the great (so-called) peninsula of India we have advanced
into that other great peninsula, almost as prominent on the
map of Asia, which we call Indo-China, for want of a
better

name, though the people are

in

no degree Indians.

Of that Indo-Chinese
whole of the

peninsula we shall have occupied the
western part from Assam and the Chinese

frontiers all the

way to Singapore; for though the Straits
were originally mere shipping and trading
we have now, by extending complete British

Settlements
stations,

control

over the Malay States of the

peninsula, made that a
another recent advance.

farther

southern

British

possession
The French occupy or claim the
whole of the eastern portion of the great peninsula, from
China to Saigon.
It seems to be a very unprofitable

protected

possession to them, and one for the

modern French

management of which

institutions are very little fitted.

now deeply committed

But they

they persevere and
establish their authority to the limit of their claims, while
we do the same in Burmah, there also we shall be almost

are

to

it,

and

if

European Power.

in contact with a first-class

Only

in the

southern portion of the peninsula there will remain the
independent State of Siam, hitherto in friendly alliance with
us.
The relations of France with Siam may yet give us
trouble.

At any

rate, that

we should come

in the

East into

European Power, with whom our
relations are unhappily not so cordial as they were, even
more nearly than we touch Russia on the west, is no light
contact with

a great

For the present the
it must be borne in mind.
French have trouble enough on their hands, but a few years
hence, if they are as dominant in Tonquin as the Russians
are in Central Asia, we shall not be able to put them out of

matter;

sight.

There can be no doubt
and

involves great military

that the possession of

Burmah

political responsibilities, and, I
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fear,

a considerable drain on our

men and on

our Indian

revenues.
Altogether, I confess that I

do not

feel

very easy about

Our army is little enough
now that we have not only to care

our military position in India.
for all that rests

upon

it

for India, confined within natural frontiers, but

have great

beyond those frontiers, both east
and west, and dealings with two great European Powers
approaching our borders on either side. To add largely to
our European force in India and the countries connected
with it, would be a great strain on our resources in men,
and we do not like to add to the native army without
adding to the European force also. Even if we would make
responsibilities

such additions
finance

is

and

risks

the finances

are

wanting.

The Indian

not in a very prosperous condition, and

it

would

be a new and unpleasant experience if we were obliged
habitually to contribute from home towards military expenses
in Asia.
Already, what with working our native soldiers

much, and paying them little more than in cheaper days
soldiers were very plentiful in India, we find our
native army by no means so popular, and recruiting by
no means so very easy as it was. We shall have to increase
the pay of our native army ; if we must increase the numbers

when

expense will be heavy.
have always thought it hard

too, the
I

that, while

India draws so

very largely on our limited supply of European soldiers, we
do not derive more aid than we do from the robust and
efficient material which India supplies, for the relief of
Of late
European soldiers beyond the limits of India.
no
a
few
thousand
have
native
been
years,
doubt,
troops
brought as far as Egypt and the Mediterranean, but the
number of those corps d'elite which are fit to meet Euro-

pean troops is so small that we are obliged to resort a
good deal to the stage fashion of marching the same men
We cannot use this limited
round, over and over again.

INDIA.

way too

force in this

often

;

if

we
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are to

the numbers to a force which would be
in Europe,

we

shall

do

so,

and

to raise

deemed considerable

have largely to modify the conditions

of service, and largely to increase the pay as well as the
numbers of our native army. Our best native troops will
hardly be content if they alone are too often to bear the

brunt of what might be expected of the whole native army,
to encounter too often sea voyages and hard knocks
without much " loot." Still less will they like it if they are

and

only employed to garrison unhealthy places which European
troops cannot stand.
Away from their own country they
often suffer in health quite as much as Europeans, or more.
If, then, we are habitually to utilise native troops abroad,
must, I repeat, increase their numbers recruit more
improve their pay, and
largely from the more robust races
revise the conditions of their service.
Still, it would be, I

we

our while to do it.
We could not expect
India to bear an additional burden for Imperial purposes ;
the full additional charge would have to be borne by the
think, worth

Home

Treasury.

After

all,

we might accept

that liability

on liberal terms, and save in the end something in money,
and a good deal in European human material, if we make
up our minds to do so. Even confining ourselves to the
more robust races, there is a very large population in India
from which to recruit. If we offer good enough terms and
I really think someconditions, we should get the men.
I suppose that constitutional reasons
thing might be done.
would prevent the employment of any Indian troops in the
British Islands; but in all our garrisons and possessions
abroad

I

should say that they might serve with advantage
to European soldiers.
And wherever

in fair proportion

campaigns must be undertaken

do a

in

warm

climates, they might

large share of the work, provided also, as I have said,
they are not too exclusively put to difficult and unhealthy

work.
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I am aware that there are questions of a practica.
character that would have to be considered and dealt with.

When European

troops are serving where they get only
while
Indians are receiving large special
English pay,
allowances .for occasional service abroad, it sometimes

happens that they get larger pay than the Europeans, and
If things were
in direct money charge are more expensive.

There are
put on a normal footing that might be adjusted.
few places in which the Indian may not be had cheaper
than the European, if it be a part of his regular service.
There may be a question, too, of the political eftect of

much

showing native soldiers too

them

much

to believe too

of reserves

of the world, and leading

in their

would be

own
the

importance.

A

more necessary

if
system
A
they were liable to large demands for foreign service.
commencement has been made of something of the kind,
but a good deal will have to be considered on that subject.

In

many ways

soldiers

abroad

all

the question of habitually employing native
is not without its difficulties.

Baron Hubner winds up

his

observations on India by

the just remark that if he were an Englishman, it is not so
much the Russians who would disturb him " The internal
policy to

be pursued

in"

India

is

the subject that would

and if I can only here
my
;
a few general observations on that subject, it is not
because I do not think it all- important, but because, as I

absorb

attention."

So think

I

make

have already

said,

it is

too large to treat otherwise than by

itself.

I

have said

that, so far, British rule in

India has been

mutually beneficial to the governors and the governed. We
have found in the Indian services a great outlet for the class
of young men whom I described as a specially abundant

product of the British

shown

their best

though we have

Isles,

and a

field in

which they have

And
qualities to the best advantage.
in no degree colonised the country, nor

INDIA.
even

at

all

cessors have

settled

there

more or

(as

we
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or our European predemost of the Crown

settled in

less

Colonies), in industrial pursuits also a good
class have been absorbed in India.

same

many

of the

Besides the

professions in the Presidency towns and seats of government, we have indigo planters, and recently more numerous
Then we have
tea and coffee and cinchona planters.

found

in India a splendid outlet for

factures

;

not so

much by

virtue

our trade and manu-

of mere conquest, but

because by maintaining peace, and opening out the country,
we have made a market, which we have chiefly been able to
seize, and in respect of which we have been able to insist on
the utmost development of those free-trade principles which
the free Colonies absolutely reject, and even most Crown

Colonies successfully

immense market

resist.

Our cotton goods have an

in India, displacing the great indigenous

and iron manufactures and many others
On the other hand, on an even greater
scale, India supplies us with raw produce, fibres, and other
rice and
materials for our manufactures, and food, too

textile industry,

swell the total.

wheat.
India, too, it must be added pays her own way; the
debts she has incurred are on Indian credit and are not

guaranteed by the British taxpayer. Except on rare occasions
in which European interests are concerned, Britain contributes nothing to the cost of holding India ; the indirect
well as the direct military charges are repaid in full.
In addition to the material benefits, the possession of that
great Empire in India, no doubt, much adds to our name

as

and fame among the nations of the earth adds greatly to
what we call prestige, whatever that may be worth.
So much for the advantages on our side now for those
on the side of the natives. We -have given them peace and
security, and that in a far greater degree than was ever

known

in India before

;

the

more appreciated too

in the
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early days of our rule

when

the recollection of the terrible

anarchy which accompanied the decadence of the Mogul Empire was fresh. We have given them a certain good government. I do not here enter on the question to what degree
it is good
whether it is all that optimists claim for it, or
how far there is truth in detractions ; it will, I think, be
generally admitted that our Indian government has been
good on the whole. Certainly the natives have accepted
without struggling to be free.
Nothing was more remarkable than the absence of popular resistance when the

it

Military Mutiny was overcome, by which in great territories
our power had been for a time wiped out. Then we have

given them great railways and public works, and an

immense

outlet for their produce.
Without directly doing much to
assist their agriculture we have enabled them to assist

themselves in great increase of cultivation and extension of
The hardships attending a transition

valuable products.

we have probably absorbed in
whom we have thrown out

apart,

the hands

agriculture most of
of manufacture.
It

cannot be said that in the way of education we have yet
done very much for the masses, but we have given large
sections of the literate classes a very high, and to them a
very new, English education.
Unfortunately, our own

education
that

in

nations

is

this
;

given to

and

not of the most practical sort
respect
I think

the natives

we

are far behind

;

it

is

admitted

some European

it

a misfortune that the education

is

too

much

literary

and too

little

practical, the more as the proclivities of the classes whom
we educate are already too much in the direction of literature, philosophy,

work.
filling

and

law,

and too

little

in that of practical

nothing so heart-breaking as the difficulty of
our native engineering classes at Calcutta in., spite of
I felt

The only very practical profession
every encouragement.
which we have largely filled with our students is that
of medicine; but
unfortunately that

is

just the science

in
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which our own ground is least sure, and doctors differ most.
By our surgery, at any rate, much human suffering is averted,
and our medical schools must be set down as a great gain.
Sir M. E. Grant Duff's experience in regard to education in
Madras seems to have been much the same as mine in
Bengal, and I heartily subscribe to what he has lately said

on

that subject.

With our

many new

literary

education we have given, the natives
and political, but we have

ideas, philosophical

given them no improved religion ; on the contrary, it has
been said with some truth that we have taken away their

The educated
religion without substituting any other.
natives are almost invariably freethinkers ; and I think it is
own

probably one of the grounds of their somewhat excessive
vanity that they deem themselves not only at least our equals

our superiors in freedom
from old-world prejudices and superstitions. As among
freethinkers in other parts of the world, there is a good

in intellectual acquirements, but

deal of disposition

among some

them

of

to start

new

philo-

I can well believe that
sophical religions of their own.
the Brahmoism of a large section of the educated Bengalees
is
is

quite as good as Comtism or
hardly better or more serious.

any other "ism," but it
On the whole we can

confidently say that our education has

much more

wide-awake, intelligent,

made

the recipients

and thinking men than

they were before, and much more capable of taking part in
The general
a civilised administration and civilised polity.
moral effect on their lives and happiness must be a matter
of opinion, and will be better judged in

the course

of

farther developments.

As regards the mass of the people, there can be no
doubt whatever of the increase of population and cultivation ; but the void caused by the generations of desolation
which preceded our rule left so much to fill up that there
is

not yet evidence that in ordinary seasons the population
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overpasses the

means of

There

subsistence.

is,

however,

much reason for apprehension that, if the increase goes on
very much longer under our life-preserving regime, serious
questions of overpopulation may arise.
Already in great
rural territories, almost without manufactures, the population

averages 600 to 1,000 per square mile.
there is practically none
it is infinitesimal.

And

emigration

As

regards the degree of comfort among the people
That there has been an enormous increase
opinions differ.
of valuable production is undoubted
but, besides the in;

crease of numbers,, it must be remembered that
neither our services nor our capital for nothing.

we

give
of

Much

is paid for
by remittances to Europe. The public
remittances are now about '^i6,coo ; ooo per annum, and
it is estimated that the
private remittances would be almost

this

as

much more

if

the flow of British capital to India were

stopped, and the transactions showed only sums received
in England.
As it is, the continual addition of fresh capital
invested in India about balances the private remittances,
and the balance of trade shows only about the same amount

be depleted from India that is,
about ^"16,000,000 per annum. This is what is sometimes
"
called the " tribute paid to England. Well, it is not tribute,
but it is paid for civil and military services, loans, railways,
as the public drawings, to

and all the rest; and the result is
that a large part of the increased production is not retained
by the Indian peasant.

industrial investments,

The burden

of the debt of India to England has un-

fortunately been very greatly increased of late years, owing
to the fact that it is payable in
England in gold, and that

There has congold has been very largely appreciated.
sequently been an addition to the charge on the Indian
revenue (which is paid in a silver coinage) equal 'to several
millions sterling per

annum, with the result of very seriously
depressing and embarrassing the Indian finances.

INDIA.
All things considered, however, I think we can hardly
doubt that the Indian ryot is much better off than in the
dark days of rapine and disorder, whatever he may have
been in former days under a magnificent native dynasty
we know nothing of that. Baron Hubner takes a view very
favourable to us, and thinks that he saw plain evidence of
the superior condition of our people as he passed between
It may be so in some
British territory and Native States.
cases, but I confess I hardly think the difference is usually
so patent to the eye.
Lord Lawrence's inquiry rather

that our subjects fear the tyranny of
native rulers, their subjects fear our lawyers and our courts;
and that the preference in the case of tolerable native rule
is not very marked on either side.
have, no doubt,

brought out this

We

improved the condition of the people, but they are still
very poor indeed, miserably so when judged by our
Their wants, however, are few ; they are not
standard.

accustomed to other than very poor standards, and they
are marvellously content.
-H?As regards the form of government,

we have

established

a sort of quasi-constitutionalism in legislative councils, both
for India and for most of the greater Provinces ; but the

members

and are rather conany direct power. For the
rest the administration is carried on by an official and
Till lately there has been little
bureaucratic hierarchy.
non-official

are nominated,

sulted than allowed to exercise

else, till we come to such remains of village constitutions as
have survived, a few modern municipalities in towns, and
some local committees for some limited local purposes.
As I have already said, the people accept our rule with

out any active protest

That

in fact,

it

does not occur to them to

no doubt,

pretty nearly a complete
paternal despotism, but it is a despotism wonderfully free
from the abuses, the corruption, and the nepotism which

object to

it.

usually attend

rule

is,

paternal

rule.

The

device of a service
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nominated or selected by one authority in England, and
employed by another authority in India on duties giving
it the fullest occupation, has preserved us from gross nepotism among the European servants of the Government ; and
the purity of the European service, combined with entire
impartiality and freedom from personal ties, makes us equally
above reproach for the employment of the natives.
There is no trace of that oligarchical rule of British
settlers which prevails so much in many Crown Colonies.

Some
have

personal privileges European-British subjects still
one time they had most inconvenient and un-

at

privileges; but the European merchants and
planters have no substantial share in the government of
the country, one or two nominated places in the Legislative
Councils notwithstanding. India is in the main administered

justifiable

for the benefit of the natives.

If there be exception,

it

is

not due to the influence of local Europeans, but to Parlia-

mentary influence

at

home.

Paternal despotism above is not incompatible with much
local self-government ; but the new generation of educated

want much more than

that, and it is in regard to
than to their minds, morals, or
practical aptitudes, that the educated native question has
Their
suddenly risen to be a great and burning one.

natives

this political question, rather

demands take two directions, which by no means necesFirst, greater political power
sarily lead to the same goal.
by means of representative institutions on a large scale, and
second, a larger share of high and lucrative appointments
under our rule

;

or perhaps I should have put the last

which

first.

most pressed.
It is not education alone which gives political importance
The educated natives are of a class who
to this movement.
could easily be controlled, if that were all.
But" it is in
combination with the excessive licence of the press and of
speech which prevails in India that the question becomes a
It is really that

is
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With an absolute Government we have im-

serious one.

ported, into India the utmost freedom of writing and speaking which prevails in England, only a good deal more so,
for that

we have

freedom
in

is

not subject to the same restraints which
It is more like the freedom which

England.

prevails in Ireland

There must be

when there are no special laws in force.
when absolute and ultra-free institu-

friction

In such a case the
tions are thus brought into contact.
press is almost necessarily in constant opposition to a

Government in which its conductors have no part, and with
whose acts and motives it is apt to be out of sympathy. I
should think that nowhere else in the world does there exist
this combination of a patriarchal despotism with the most
extreme freedom of writing and speaking. Radical as I am,
I cannot but have some sympathy with Baron Hubner's
expressions of doubt and surprise.
However, for many years after this freedom was granted,
it did not do much harm, was rather of use in showing the
governing class all that could be said on the other side.
There was not material for the press to work upon in any
dangerous way. The Government could afford to say of
"
too hostile criticism,
Well, it pleases them, and don't hurt
But since there has grown up this large educated class,
us."
with the political ideas derived from free countries, somewhat exaggerated and distorted, there is material for the
press to work on, with and by, not only considerable in itself,
but more important in its working on others. Baron Hubner's
"
"
definition of what we call
is, I think, quite the
prestige
"
If you succeed in inspiring me with the
best I have seen
idea that you are stronger than I am, you exercise prestige
That is just what it is in India. As long as the

over me."

British Government is in the eyes of the natives a great,
mysterious power, in whose overwhelming strength and
energy they believe, its weakest representative is clothed

with immense power, and
F

we do not

require a large army.
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But when the people see and hear that Government continually

abused,

derided,

misrepresented,

when

all

that

happens to its disadvantage abroad (and unfortunately a
good many such things do happen) is paraded and made
the most of, that kind of prestige must be very much
weakened. Nowadays the educated natives are becoming
so many missionaries of these ideas to the classes which are
Not only every student can say
not themselves 'educated.
tall things in the press, but we are threatened with that
government by agitation which is a doubtful benefit else-

Mass meetings are got up for this or that object,
for good or, at least, popular objects, sometimes for those which more nearly concern a would-be

where.

sometimes

oligarchy.
The influence of these ideas not only spreads downwards, but also, so to say, upwards in a way more immediately

embarrassing.

The mass

what we should

call

highest class are
princes.

Many

of the educated natives belong to
many of the

the middle class, but also

now

educated, including most of the native
of these latter as well as of the more

powerful and influential people in our own territories are
becoming permeated, not, it is true, with levelling ideas, but
with that portion of those ideas which detracts from the
prestige of the British Government ; they are often inclined
not to be such simple subjects and feudatories as they were,
nor as before to strive to attain their objects only by persua-

and friendly arguments. They sometimes entertain men
of advanced ideas, subsidise the press, employ agents in
England. Such practices are spreading, and the Government
sion

finds those hitherto submissive

Movements

becoming independent

if

freedom have
also obtained much sympathy from some advanced politicians in England, and that greatly adds to the importance
of the subject in India.
For myself I say all this not as
not hostile.

in the direction of

here asserting that the system

is

wrong, but as showing
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is
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attended with some immediate incon-

veniences.

The educated natives themselves are very nice people ;
one cannot but like them individually. It is only when
In mere
they get on political stilts that it is a question.
our equals but I do
not think they have the energy and backbone of the European ; if they had, we should not be where we are in India.
intellectual capacity they are quite

They equal us as metaphysicians and lawyers, but I have
alluded to the difficulty of getting them to adopt the profession of engineering,

and

in

most

work they do
There are many

practical

not show themselves equal to Europeans.

industries and enterprises which they might, if they would,
learn to practise just as well as they learn our language and
literature, but which they are content to leave for the most

part to Europeans.

And

there

is

something which prevents

amalgamating socially with us as much as other races
do.
An Affghan when he is friendly is, "Hail fellow well
met " with a European in a very little time, and I fancy
from the accounts we have had that a Burman is soon at
his ease.
It is not so in the case of most natives of
their

!

India.

As regards industrial enterprises, the Parsees may be an
exception to what I have said, but they are scarcely Indians;
in fact the word "Parsee" is simply
they are rather Persians
"

Persian."

What
education
whither

are
?

we

we

to

do about

this

movement

Well, that very much
are tending
do we

following

upon

depends on the question
desire

to

prepare

the

and make ready the day when
they may stand alone, and we may be relieved of our
present task? or do we look to the continuance of our
natives for political freedom,

rule ?

I fancy

we

are not yet prepared to

answer that

question categorically, and meantime we must temporise.
Happily, there is a compromise which will serve for either
F 2
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eventuality,

we must

for a time we may pursue with
much committing ourselves. I think

and which

advantage without too

feel that the

all

populations in detail

is

too

task

of governing these great

much

for us.

We may make

our paternal government efficient in the higher grades, but
we cannot properly superintend a system of that kind in the
lower grades, keep our instruments pure, and adequately
No absolute government has ever done
protect the weak.

Something must be delegated to the people themselves.
have a people whose indigenous institutions
are eminently (as I have already said) of a most selfgoverning character, it becomes almost an axiom that we
I heartily and
should make the most of that aptitude.

so.

And when we

entirely

approve of the movement

We may

for local self-government.

modern natives, show
you are capable of self-governing a village, and you
may govern Birmingham ; show that you are capable of
governing Birmingham, and possibly you may govern
well, I think, say to the

that

Rome.
only regret is that it was not sooner and more
generally realised that the task in detail was too much for
us that we did not more universally, throughout India,

My

and preserve indigenous self-governing institutions,
We have undone
weaken or destroy them.
much which we shall have to do again.

cherish

rather than

And,

in

opinion, our present tentatives in the direcgovernment are too much in the nature of

my

tion of local

trying to introduce new and foreign forms of that good
thing, and to spread them from above downwards, rather

than the method which

I would prefer, viz., to gather
together the threads of the indigenous system, strengthen

and improve

that system,

and from

that basis

work up-

wards to higher things. If we have a good system of village government, we may then group villages together for
certain purposes, and thence by steps come to larger and
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larger areas

national

institutions,

am

I

out

my

it

may

be, eventually, to provinces

united

areas,

and
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by

a

community

of

and quasilanguage,

habits.

not preaching what I have not practised throughIndian career.
My early service as an Executive

was chiefly spent in districts where the village
system existed in good shape. Taking over territories on
the Sutlej fresh from native hands, I not only maintained
and utilised what I thought the admirable little republics of
District Officer

a most excellent people, but myself imbibed from them the
ideas of good local self-government, which I have ever
sought to promote both in India and in my own country ;
this respect they were far ahead of us.
After the
Mutiny there was a wave of reactionary opinion in favour
of aristocratic forms, which threw things back.
I had not a

for in

chance of promoting popular institutions in Oude, but I
think I planted the germs of such a system in the Central

And in Bengal I passed through my LegisCouncil with the full assent of the members, European

Provinces.
lative

complete scheme of local self-government on
But I was then considered too advanced, and the sanction of the highest
authority was not accorded to the measure. I did, however,

and

native, a

the lines which I have mentioned.

establish a system of local administration of local taxation.
that opinion has almost gone beyond what I was

And now
prepared

for, I

issue to the

heartily wish that there may be a successful
in the direction of local govern-

new endeavour

ment.

most fear is that if we too much begin with
town or the great district and there introduce
municipal institutions so brand-new that they can only be
worked by people a good deal Anglicised, it may be difficult
to make them really popular, or to enlist in the work the
best of the indigenes power will be too apt to fall into the
hands of journalists and lawyers.

What

I

the large

;
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The summary

of the view to which I incline

is

that the

not yet prepared for political freedom on a
such
as we understand it, whatever they may be
scale
large
hereafter, but that we must concede very much both to
natives

are

and to the necessity of the case.
only question is, how much, and in what direction?
and the answer I give is, local self-government wisely and
well planned, and then left to work with real freedom ; the
their legitimate aspirations

The

make

object being to

own burdens

the people bear their

and educate themselves for higher things, rather than to
attain at once a local government without faults and
blemishes.
Such faults may seem great to us, but the
people prefer them to the exotic virtues imposed on them
by a foreign Power.
In connection with the subject of local government I

would say a few words regarding the Native

States, for,

now

that they are recognised as feudatories, a Native State is
These States
really a form of native local government.

have been considered too, and to some extent are, an
outlet for the more ambitious native talent.
At any rate,
they are an important part of our dominion.
scarcely see that

we have done much

Yet

I

can

to put them on a
rather manage

We
permanent and satisfactory footing.
from hand to mouth, as it were, and make the best of
matters as circumstances
really of

arise.

Where

a native State

an indigenous character, where the

is

rulers are of

the race of the people and indigenous institutions exist, I
very decidedly think that the less we interfere the better.
I

would never

interfere at all without absolute necessity.

have always acted on that principle.
But unfortunately
most of the larger Native States are hardly of this character ;
I

they are rather cases in which an alien conqueror established
a dominion by the aid of mercenary soldiers and battalions,
often drilled by European officers of various nationalities.

Where

the institutions are really indigenous, they very often

-
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Rajpootana and other territories take a feudal
prince is not by any means an absolute ruler,
but the chief of a feudal organisation.
Quarrels between
him and his greater or lesser barons frequently arise, and to
in

as

The

form.

prevent their fighting it out, we are constrained to interfere,
After all we have still lurking about us a sort of subdued
belief in the divine right of kings

;

at

any

rate,

our treaties

are probably made with the princes, and it is easier and
I think the tendency of our
simpler to deal with them.
system is to make the prince more absolute than in practice

he was before.

The
is

truth

is

that in native times a native

generally a despotism very

government

much tempered by

rebellion.

generally an opposition, and there are the parties
of the ins and the outs almost as much as in our Parliament.

There

is

In our dealings with Native States we are very much
hampered by two difficulties. First, in the capacity of
guardians of the public peace, we take from the people the
sacred right of rebellion, and we can hardly then suffer
Second, whereas
very much tyranny without interference.
in native times the prince generally comes to power by
the survival of
virtue of the principle of natural selection
the

fittest

cretion

in

our craze for legality deprives us of any
selection.

We

must

whether he be

good or bad,

extreme cases.

In the

many

support

the

legal

dis-

heir

except, perhaps, in very
cases in which failure of

and adoption give opportunity for selection,
a child is selected, of whose future nothing can be preWhile he is a minor we must interfere to keep
dicated.
direct heirs

things

when he grows up the chances are we
In the case of a
him
in the right path.
keep

straight

interfere to

;

tyrannical, avaricious prince, or one who
his power too far, we interfere to restrain

of a

And

weak or incompetent prince we
so our interference

is

seeks to stretch

him

;

in the case

interfere to assist him.

always growing.

Perhaps, under
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we cannot and ought not to refrain
if we desire to enable the natives
to govern themselves, we should try to devise some permanent system under which such constant interferences
should not be necessary.
My doubt is whether we are
doing that. The system rather is to dry-nurse the prince
by a British Resident. Then, nowadays we educate the
We give them that English education
young princes.
present circumstances,

But

from interference.

We attend to their
of which I have said a good deal.
teach them to ride and to shoot,
physical education too
perhaps to play cricket and lawn-tennis sometimes make
them amiable and accomplished young gentlemen. Very
" stable " of the

Rajah of Anglepore is favourably
and at home he
entertains Europeans sumptuously and in excellent taste.
Government is a
Yet, after all, he is but an average man.
very difficult task; in that direction he may or may not
The more he accepts European modes of
succeed.
government the more he has need of the assistance of the

likely the

known on

half the racecourses of India,

Resident.

My own

view

is

that, as in the village, so in larger States

Hindus have a great tendency to constitutionalism of a
hereditary character, and the Mahommedans to constitutional law restraining the prince, and that we should develop
and improve these institutions, and try to make the Native
the models of native selfStates what they ought to be
As we cannot insure under our system either
government.
the

very strong despots or paragons of virtue, rather let us
substitute for our constant interference constitutional checks
give the people of the Native States some of that
power of self-government on a gradually increasing scale
which is claimed for the people of our own territories:
When a Native State was reconstituted in Mysore something of the kind was proposed, but I have not heard how
And in other States I
far it has been put into practice.
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that there is more than at best some almost
sham councils, on the model of our councils without their
modicum of vitality.

do not gather

The

claim of the English-educated natives to office must

be considered

two aspects first, one to which hardly
has been paid, the effect on those natives
who have not so completely mastered English ; and second,
as between natives and Europeans.
There is no doubt
that under the old system we obtained for our service the
cream of the talent, intelligence, and education (such as it
in

sufficient attention

And we must not now unduly
was) of the whole country.
minimise these qualifications of our old servants. The old
employes were often men of very great acuteness and great knowledge of the country, and their education
was not wholly contemptible. The official system, nomenclass of native

and higher education existing in the country, as we
was mainly derived from Persian sources. I do
not speak of the mercantile education and priestly learnclature,

found

ing,

it,

but of the classes from

some

whom

officials

parts of the country these were often

were drawn.
In
Brahmins with a

good deal of Brahminical education none were more acute
than Mahratta Brahmins but throughout the great countries
of the Gangetic valley a Persian officialism prevailed, and
the Persian language was either in use, or so interlarded in
;

the vernaculars as to

make

the official dialect half-Persian.

Throughout the whole of India this was more or less the
case.
We are so accustomed to the official terms and
language which everywhere prevail that we have come to
regard them as indigenous, when, in fact, they are Persian,
or Arabic introduced through the Persian.
Now the Persian language and literature, like Persian

True it is that
curiously civilised and modern-like.
dates from before the most modern science and inven-

art, is
it

tions.

We

literature

do not find recent developments there but for
and cultivation of the mind I believe that it is
;
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Hence
little, if at all, behind any contemporary language.
the Persian-educated natives were not only very intelligent,
but had a high and cultivated tone of manner and bearing.
With the

large introduction of English into our offices,

we have not only admitted on equal terms those natives
who have ascended direct from the vernaculars (which had
somewhat low during the Mahommedan regime] to a
but we are in effect excluding
high English education
altogether from high office all natives who are not thorough

fallen

;

English scholars.

We

have thus only one

and

class to

choose

not so large as
from, which, though large
increasing,
That is hard on the nonthe whole native community.
English natives, and especially on the Mahommedans, who
is

had hitherto had a large, though by no means exclusive,
share of Government employment for just as the Hindus
;

now

learn English, formerly they learned Persian, to qualify
I think we can hardly blame
for the service of the Moguls.

Mahommedans

the

for being

somewhat slow

to

take to

English, seeing they had so good a language and literature
of their own, and that Arabic is to them not only what the
classics are to us, but the vehicle of their religion.
The

Government recognise the hardship and

Mahommedans
present system

There

so
it is

evil

of leaving the

much

out in the cold; but under the
hard to find the remedy.

another very serious drawback, in my view, to
the English system.
Formerly, while the Europeans supthe
plied
governing power, the native servants supplied that
is

complete native knowledge which kept us in touch with the
Now, I have grave doubts whether a young Hindu
people.

who

is brought up in the Presidency Colleges, and possibly
has a year or two in England, and so acquires not only much
European knowledge, but even a good deal of European'

not at the same time in some degree cut off from
the intimate native knowledge of former days.
They sometimes belong to the class whom we should describe as not
feeling, is
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While the mass of the people
are, I doubt if it is an
unmixed good that the public services should be wholly
But it is difficult to go back.
Europeanised.

knowing a horse from a cow.

remain so thoroughly native as they

Regarding the claim of the natives to high offices now
held by Europeans, we must remember that they already
hold by far the greater number of what we should call high
offices

"

from a European standpoint
"

The

use of the word

It is applied in one
very misleading.
sense to the small Civil Service recruited in England ; but
if

Civil Service

we use

is

the term in the

same sense

as the British Civil

Service at home, the natives are to the Europeans in the
proportion of a hundred to one, and more.
They may be

described as holding

everything up to stipendiary magisCounty Court judgeships, and, it may be said, all
the places in offices held by the permanent Civil Service at
home, up to the highest. The few high offices held by the
European Civil Service correspond to those held by politicians (Members of Parliament) here, with the addition of
some of the highest judicial offices. The word " district,"
tracies,

too,

is

misleading.

An

Indian

The man whom we simply

district is a great territory.

a district magistrate would
any other country be his Excellency the Governor of
high degree, and the appointment would be a high political
The average Indian district may be described
appointment.
call

in

as a territory of several thousand square miles, with about a
million and a half of inhabitants (sometimes two or three
millions), equal to several large English counties rolled into

Save the high officer presiding over each of these great
it
may be said that almost the whole of the adminisboth
executive and judicial, is already in the hands
tration,
one.

districts,

of natives.

There are but one or two European

Civil

servants, qualifying for higher appointments by doing precisely the same work as their native fellow-servants.

There are

in

the service

of the

Government a few
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uncovenanted "

the

same footing

Europeans, but they have come in on
and I do not here enter on

as natives,

the question of their employment, which
restricted,

A

and properly

is

more and more

so, I think.

few natives have risen to the limited class of highest

offices hitherto reserved

especially in the judicial line

but no doubt most of these offices have not been open to
them in the ordinary course of normal promotion, just as
our permanent Civil servants are practically excluded from
some of the highest offices.
Well, the claim to a larger share of the highest offices
in the double aspect of the fitness of the

must be considered

compared to the European, and the poliAgain we come to the question, Do we desire to
prepare the natives for political freedom ? And again we
are not yet prepared to answer it.
As regards the personal
questron it is the case that the most literary natives are not
always the most robust or the most to be depended on in an
emergency; they have all the intellectual power and ability
of the European, but have not always his courage and

literary native as
tical effect.

resources.
qualities

It is only specially selected

who can be promoted

men combining both

with advantage to the public

interest.

another question to be considered.
The
have
an
in
immense
the
higher
patronage
appointments to the lower and secondary grades.
Europeans can
exercise this patronage among natives with the utmost
impartiality; but give that patronage to natives, and
would there not be fear of nepotism? We know that evil

There

is

offices

home. And natives are very cliquish and clannish it
has always been the tendency of influential native officials
to fill the offices with their relations and dependents.
A
at

competitive system may do much, but we must take care.
On the whole, I think it must be considered that it
would not at present be possible to promote natives to the
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very highest offices in the normal routine of promotion
equally with the Europeans who do the same work of the
second degree. But the time has come when, as the reward
of exceptional merit and ability, occasional promotion of
natives to the higher offices should be made.

The

question then

How

is,

is

this to

be done

Parlia-

?

ment, some years ago, taking precisely the view which I
have just mentioned, enacted that it should be lawful to
appoint any native of India to the higher reserved offices,
although he had not been admitted to the Civil Service,

and under

rules

providing that he

selected for proved merit

meaning of

this

and

should
I

ability.

arrangement.

It

seemed

be specially

never doubted the
to

me

that native

Civil servants of very exceptional merit and ability were to
be eligible to promotion to the appointments previously

reserved.

But

which

for reasons

the Government of India took

I

have never understood

quite

and

another view,

thought they complied with the Act by putting a certain
number of young and untried natives, selected by patronage, into the exclusive and limited Civil Service of Europeans, to begin there at the bottom, of course.
thought that plan would succeed, and I think
to

generally acknowledged
the exclusive Civil Service

is

be a

failure.

The

never

I
it

fact

is

now

is,

that

a device to meet the peculiarity

of our position in India to enlist capable British youth for
important functions in a distant and strange Empire, and
especially to avoid the evils of a gross nepotism which must
attend an untrammelled selection of Europeans in India.
But such a limited service, with a monopoly of the highest
offices of the State, is

unknown

in our

own

or any other

administration where the employe's are serving in their own
Even competition has its limits. It would never
country.

answer to make

all

great judicial offices,

of hundred

men

our great
the

offices

monopoly

of State, and

all

our

of a hundred or couple

selected at an early age by competition
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however they might afterwards
have high office in India, we
must at least have the advantage of a great selection from
among those who have proved themselves most capable.
It seems to me that both the public interest and justice
to our great and most excellent Native Civil Service, require
that promotion should be the result of proved merit, and not
the monopoly of a few young men specially favoured on

and

entitled to promotion,

turn out.

If natives are to

account of birth or otherwise.

The presence in the European
who have come in by virtue

natives

colour,

very
here

compete

much Europeanised.
;

it

appear in

I will

would be time enough

much

and
and

not deal with that question
to

do so

if

they were to

larger numbers.

So much has been made
Indian

of the right of British

in England, irrespective of race
a sort of accident.
They are few in number,

subjects to
is

Civil Service of a few

Mahommedans

in so

many

directions of the

as a political factor, that, in noticing

India from an Imperial point of view, something must be
Some little time ago, I tried to explain

said about them.

who

the Indian

Mahommedans

are, in

a

letter to

which attracted some attention, and
here the substance of what I then said.

journal,

According to the
British India

last

number 45

census, the

millions, rather

I

a leading

may

repeat

Mahommedans

of

more than 22 per

whole population. Of these, 23 millions are
Bengal and Assam, chiefly in the
eastern districts, and about 12 \ millions are in the Punjab
and Scinde the Indus valley chiefly in the Western districts, leaving only between nine and ten millions for all
the rest of India; so that the mass of the Mahommedan
population may be said to be grouped in the extreme east
and extreme west. Of the remainder about six millions
cent, of the

in the lower Provinces of

are in the North- West Provinces

and Oude, the

seat of the
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between 13 and 14 per cent,
great Mahommedan Empires
of the population of those Provinces.
In all the rest ol
British India the Mahommedans are only about 5 per cent,
of the population.
In none of the Native States are the Mahommedans

numerous, except one or two small ones on the lower
Sutlej

and Indus, and

guished from the

Mahommedan
are under

State

of

Cashmere Valley as distinCashmere State. In the great

the

in

rest of the

Hyderabad,

the

Mahommedans

o per cent, of the population ; in most of the
other States they are very few indeed.
Including the
Native States the Mahommedan population of India is
i

about 50 millions.

The Mahommedan Emperors
generally) very broad

and

of India were (speaking
They were to a

tolerant rulers.

great degree foreigners ruling over an alien people, as we
rule them.
The immigration of foreign Mahommedans was

never large, and the converts are for the most part either
the mass of the people, in parts of the country which
Hinduism had scarcely reached, or came from among the
lower, least martial, and most unattached classes in other
Almost all the stronger and higher
parts of the country.
classes of the natives retained their own religion and institutions.

The Bengalee Mahommedans constitute the majority
of the ryot class in the eastern districts.
These people
are by no means of pure Hindu blood.
They are very
largely composed of the aboriginal races, of which remnants

The Hindu
and forests.
had but very partially penetrated into those parts.
The lower classes became easy converts to the Mahommedan missionaries, while the more Hindu upper classes
remained Hindu.
The Bengalees are notoriously not
and
it
is
soldiers,
enough to say that for a hundred years
still

survive in the eastern hills

religion

we maintained

order

among

the great population of eastern
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Bengal with one Sepoy regiment, and that when that regiment mutinied the people took our side, and hunted them

down.

The

religion of the

Mahommedan

cultivators has

probably some effect in making them more independent than
the low-caste Hindus, over whom caste trammels exercise so
depressing an influence. And unwarlike though they may be,
these ryots are among the most independent and prosperous
of their class.
In agrarian questions, where they think that

they suffer from the tyranny of Hindu landlords, they may
be troublesome enough, but they certainly do not represent
in any form or degree any class that ever was dominant.
That description of the Bengalees disposes of onehalf of the Indian Mahommedans.
Upwards of half the
remainder are in the Punjab and Scinde. I here leave
out of account the Affghans of the districts beyond the
Of the fine popuIndus, of whom I have already spoken.

Punjab proper the bulk are the Jats never
thorough Hindus, and of whom it may now be roughly said
that almost one-half have turned Mahommedans, while the
lation of the

Most of the people of
have also become

others are quasi-Hindu or Sikh.

the gardening and
as

Mahommedans,

cowherd
have

all

classes

the

Cashmere and the neighbouring

soft

lower

classes

of

For generations,
under the Sikh rule, the Punjabee Mahommedans have
been a good deal sat upon and kept down. They owe to
us the protection and equality which they now enjoy.

They

are

among

the quietest

valleys.

and best of our

subjects,

a

very fine people, but in truth rather the lower than the
dominant part of the population. Certainly they are not
a source of political danger to us.
population of the

A

same
for

class runs

down

into Scinde.

Thus, Bengalees and Punjabees together, we arccount
more than three-fourths of the whole Mahommedan

The remaining Mahommedans are scattered
population.
over all the rest of India.
The only foreigners of this faith
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who have
Affghan
"

in

any numbers

origin,

Rohillas," or

-'
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4

settled in India are the people of

commonly

called Pathans,

and sometimes

They obtained jagheers in
from them Rohilcund and scattered

mountaineers.

the province called
;
Pathan villages are pretty frequent in parts of the NorthWest Provinces, and more rare in some other parts of India.

They have adopted Indian language and manners, and have
about the same relation to the original Pathans as FrenchNormans in England had to the Northmen of Scandinavia.
They

are undoubtedly a very fine

and

civilised people,

and

represent a once dominant race.
Throughout our rule
in northern India they have generally been very friendly
with us; our civil and military services have always been

In the
especially the irregular cavalry.
was
at
first
would
stand
Mutiny
hoped they
by us, but
in the end very many went over with the rest, and since
then they have not been so much in favour. Even in
full

of

them,

it

Rohilcund, however, they are but a small fraction of the
population, and elsewhere they are a mere drop in the
I have no figures as to their exact numbers, but
ocean.
I

think

all

if

we put them

India, that

at

would be a

about a couple of millions for

liberal allowance.

The Mogul emperors rather petted the Rajpoots, and
a few Rajpoot villages in northern India turned Mahommedan, but these are very few. Throughout the NorthWest Provinces there are scattered villages in which the
class are Mahommedan.
many Mahommedan weavers and

upper proprietary
a good

butchers,

There are
other

artists,

also

the

and a considerable loose population of the towns

and bazaars, whom the easy proselytism of the Mahommedans has from time to time attracted. There are a good
many commercial Mahommedans in the town of Bombay
and its neighbourhood, and some of Tippoo's converts in
the Madras districts.
The Trichinopoly Mahommedans
used to supply troopers to the Madras cavalry.
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Bearing in mind, then, that the vast majority of the

Mahommedans

are the quiet ryots of Bengal and the
Punjab, and people of humble grade in other parts of
India, I should say that, as an outside estimate, we might

number

five millions, in all, the

put at

who can be

said in

any sense

Of

of

Mahommedans

to represent classes formerly

last, a large proportion are
a source of political danger ;
so that after all the forty or fifty millions of fierce Mahommedans thirsting for our blood, of whom we sometimes hear,

dominant

in India.

these

not unfriendly to us or at

all

may be reduced to about a tenth part of that number, and
even these are mostly very decent people, though they may
have some occasion for a certain feeling of discontent.
I have admitted that in these days, when they are so
much passed

in the race for office

Hindus, and are often

ousted

by the English-educated
by encroaching money-

lenders, they are probably not so friendly as they were.
But, on the other hand, they have lost much of their

And at most, what are they
military spirit and aptitudes.
among so many ? two, or three, or five millions among 250
millions

!

I

do not deny

that

if

there were a general arising

Mahommedans might take an important part.
But I do say that we have absolutely nothing to fear from
any internal rising of Mahommedans qua Mahommedans.
against us the

Even

were possible that under the influence of any
great religious revival the whole Mahommedan population
of nearly 50 millions should rise together, then I am sure
we should have 200 millions of Hindus against them to a
And if 200 millions of Hindus, joined with the
man.
if it

whole power, resources, and European troops of the British
Government, could not beat 50 million Mahommedans of
the classes which I have described, it would be very strange
indeed.

As a matter

of history

it

is

patent that the

Mahomme-

dans of the classes who formerly ruled in India owe almost
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their very existence to us.
When the Mogul Empire broke
up, they were rapidly overwhelmed by the surging up of

Hindus

Mahrattas, Sikhs and Gorkhas
the
We came into political
overrunning
country.
existence in India entirely as the subsidised auxiliaries of

from

below.

were

the sinking

Mohammedan

Whether

Powers.

it

be

in the

Carnatic, in Bengal, in Oude, or in the Delhi Provinces, that
was always the same. Sooner or later we took the country

and established the
only,

who saved

from complete

but

British peace

the

remnant of the

it

was we, and we

lately

ruling class

political extinction.

I am convinced, then, that we may put out of our minds
idea of any serious danger to us in India from the
Mahommedans alone. They never can be dangerous to us

all

when religious questions are sunk, and
they are united with people of other persuasions for other
unless on occasions

A

objects.
all

religious revival

other races

is

not what

such as would

we have

set against

them

to fear.

Now, as to the question whether any outside Power
seeking to disturb our rule in India might expect aid from
the Mahommedans, I will deal with that, too, frankly.
I
that there is much more cohesion among
Mahommedans than there is among Christians but still,
it may be admitted that, if there were a possibility of a
great
Mahommedan Power appearing on the frontier, very many

do not know

;

of the Indian

Mahommedans, somewhat depressed

as they

welcome the invaders. Recent collisions
between Hindus and Mahommedans are no new thing;
but perhaps the Hindus may be inclined to be a little
bumptious on account of their present position, and the
Mahommedans of the great towns may be somewhat

are now, might

irritated

to

see

the predominance

of the Hindus.

The

Mahommedans
this

of the better class do, as I have said, feel
comparative exclusion from profit and power, and

even the

G

2

Mahommedan

ryots of the country districts

owe a
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grudge to Hindu landlords and money-lenders. We know,
however, that there is no possibility, under present circumstances, of any great Mahommedan Power appearing in
India.
Well, then, would the Mahommedans prefer any

other Christian Power to ourselves
don't

give

know why

they should.

I
say the Russians?
are said to

The Russians

more promotion and higher rank to Mahommedan
than we do, but their general rule is much harsher,

officers

and they cannot be very popular

in

Central Asia.

then, that an invader could count on, in
Mahommedans, would be the following.

All,

regard to the
To the better

of the Mahommedans our rule is not at present
so favourable as to the Hindus, and unless we can redress
the balance there must be a good deal of smouldering disclasses

content

among them.

Throughout India the loose black-

guardism of the towns

is

mostly in

name Mahommedan.

and strays those who have fallen out of other
and some of the predatory tribes, a large proportion,
sects
in fact, of the people who would enact the part of birds of
All the waifs

prey in any disturbance, affect in a way the Mahommedan
and might join any invader in the character of

religion,

Mahommedans.
zealots,

and the

There

is,

too, a small sprinkling of religious

or pretended,

real

about the country

Faqueers

who might be tempted by promises

like

of a partial success.
where the ryots are

in case

And in certain parts of the country,
Mahommedan and superior rights have

hands of Hindus, an opportunity of
would be tempting. I think that is
the utmost that can be said as to any distinctions that an
invader would find between Mahommedans and other
largely fallen into the
throwing off that yoke

natives for his

own purposes.

Except the Nizam of Hyderabad, there
important

Mahommedan

able forces

;

and even

is

no

large

and

Native State commanding consider-

in that State the

Mahommedans

are,

as has been seen, but a small minority of the population.
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good deal was made of an alleged
it has become clear
that this was confined to a most insignificant fraction, to
whom the orthodox Mahommedans were, and are, bitterly
hostile.
The only active Wahabee development was in the
At one time

Wahabee

a

revival in India, but I think

small religious colony of Sitana, in the AfTghan hills beyond
There has been at one time and another some

our border.

acceptance of doctrines supposed to be allied to Wahabeeism
some districts of Bengal, but that would only be of some

in

importance in connection with agrarian movements.
Otherwise the reforms inculcated are perfectly unimpeachable and politically innocuous.
Certainly the reformed
political

Mahommedans would have no

inclination

to

join

any

movement.
would hope, then,

infidel
I

the idea that the
hostile to us,

that we may put out of our minds
Mahommedans as a body are specially

and divest ourselves of

towards them on our part

I

am

all

jealousy and hostility

afraid that there

is

among

some

Christians an inclination to entertain a sort of holy
horror of Mahommedans, curiously inconsistent with our
'

present liberality towards Jews, heretics, and unbelievers.
This, I take it, is partly a survival of the religious antagonism
of the time of the Crusaders, partly a remnant of the old

dread of the Turks, and partly (perhaps most of all) due to
I have always maintained that
our objections to polygamy.

polygamy

is

a pre-Mahommedan institution, not directly con-

For the rest, difference in the
form in which we worship the same God is, I hope we are
coming to recognise, not a reasonable ground for discord.
nected with the religion.

We

might rather accept a certain near religious kinship with

Mahommedans

as worshippers, and generally earnest
God. Let us carry out towards
of
the
same
worshippers,
them our modern doctrines of religious equality, and look

the

at political questions without

any

religious bias.
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A

question of great importance in regard to our connection with India has hardly yet been faced, and that is,

how

far

it

is

desirable to promote the settlement in the

country of Europeans, and the drawing around them of
those who, more or less, share their blood, or religion, or
habits
in

fact, we should make
The Mahommedans did so

whether, in

India.

;

ourselves a people

they both settled

and encouraged the conversion to their faith and society
of those natives who had not very settled faiths of their
own, or who were, for political reasons, willing to join their
fortunes to the conquerors ; and undoubtedly they very
much strengthened their position by this process. As the
statement of the Mahommedan population has shown, they
were able to bring over wholesale to their faith a large part
of the population in some parts of the country, while
and individuals joined them here and there in other

The

fact is that they

have not only

less political

tribes
parts.

scruple

than we in making converts, but they carry into practice
of man, and

the attractive doctrine of the

equality

abolition of caste distinctions

much more

we

do, with our

must be

said,

stiff

social

and

the

completely than

quasi-caste notions.

It

however, that nowadays, since their political

gone, the Mahommedan religion makes little progression in India
they get only waifs and strays they
make none of that large progress that they are said still to

power

is

be making in Africa.
In one point of view there is much to be said in favour
of promoting European settlement in India.
As the hilly
and temperate regions, never fully occupied by the Hindus,
and but sparsely inhabited by aboriginal tribes, are opened
up, there is more and more field for European youth of the
upper and middle classes in industrial enterprise. - And I
believe that it would be a very great advantage if they

became more settled than they are in these days, knowing
the country and the people better, and were less speculating
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mere paid servants of specuhome. Facilities for education and settlement in
the hills would tend to make them more settled.
There is,
too, the very large class of Government servants, both
Military and Civil, with large families and not excessive
birds of passage, or worse, the

lators at

means, who find their position in Europe, after completion
of their service, without root or occupation, to be very
uncomfortable, and

who have

very great difficulty in pro-

were improved
and extended, and good schools were established, there
would be very much to be said in favour of their settling in
India, and there bringing up families who, knowing the
native languages and native habits, would be very useful,
both for industrial purposes and in many branches of the
Government service.
After the Neilgherries one of the best hill stations is
The rainy season is
Shillong, in the hills north of Assam.
much less severe there than in other hill stations, and the
viding for their children.

If our hill stations

ground admits of carriage roads.

It is

not at

all

unlikely

that in point of climate, as well as of facilities for
industries, the hilly

European
country between Assam and Burmah

may offer considerable advantages, subject, of course, to
respect for the rights of the aboriginal tribes.
I have myself no doubt whatever that if we had gone
it as the Mahommedans would have done, we might
have converted to Christianity large aboriginal populations,
whom neither Hindus nor Mahommedans had reached. We
might have thus made special adherents of our own millions

about

of a particularly nice people in the hilly country of Bengal
and the Central Provinces, and a good many in other parts
The Sontals
of India, as well as about Lower Burmah.
tribes at one time showed a strong dispoBut our dogmatic
adopt Christianity wholesale.
theology, without the practice of the principles of the Gospel,
has not the same charms as the simpler doctrine and more

and some other
sition to
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levelling practice of the

the Gospels

The

Mahommedans.

too literally

they thought

it

Sontals read

was the poor

religion, that ruling Christians would protect their
fellow-Christians against grasping zemindars and hard moneylenders, and take care that Lazarus had his share with Dives.

man's

And when

they found that this was not part of the scheme
There is no denying that Christianity
they went back.
makes very little progress in most parts of India.

The

East Indian or Eurasian population, except in the

Presidency Towns,

is

very small and very scattered, and

I

But if we were more settled in
say very depressed.
the country and collected these people about us, I think a
good deal might be made of them. Then there are the old

may

Christians, too, of the south of the Peninsula.
I

have stated the arguments in favour of settlement in
be weighed

India, but there are very grave considerations to

on the other side, all hinging on the difficulty of holding
the balance between Europeans and natives under our political system. The fear is that if the European element were

much
of the

stronger in the country they might claim something
oligarchical position of the Europeans in Crown

Colonies,

and a

large

share

in

the

government of the

not on equal terms under self-governing instiOf all
tutions, but in the character of a superior race.
save
from
let
us
India
things
becoming anything like a

country

Crown Colony as we have hitherto known Crown Colonies.
The heat and bitterness lately exhibited on both sides on
the comparatively small question whether a few native
magistrates in a few rare cases should be allowed to exercise

powers over Europeans, which they already exercise in some
parts of the country, does not augur well for an early
approximation, social and political, between Europeans and
natives, such as undoubtedly took place between Mahommedans and Hindus ; for there was no Mahommedan
State which did not

employ Hindus

in the highest places,
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and no Hindu State which did not equally employ Mahommedans.
was that,

The

peculiar feature of the Ilbert Bill agitation
may say for the first time, a large pro-

I think I

portion of the European

officials

were in

line with the in-

dependent Europeans on one side, against the natives and
an -official minority on the other. Hitherto the European
officials have been in some sense the champions of the
natives.
Of course they are bound to do justice to all
But I deliberately say that it is much better that
parties.
their sympathies should be on the side of the natives than

Europeans can very well take care
would be an evil day if ever it happened
that on many subjects it were a question between Europeans, official and non-official united, and the natives.
the other

way

of themselves.

for the
It

Besides the difficulty of resisting the claims of a large

European community to some political freedom and privilege,
and their jealousy of equality between themselves and the
natives, there would be much difficulty in regard to official
I have mentioned the advantage we now have
patronage.
in the system under which Europeans are appointed to the
services at home, and natives are selected in India without
fear of nepotism.
But when Europeans came to be born
and bred in India, it would be very difficult to exclude
them from the definition of " natives," and to refuse them
Government employment, for which, in fact, many of them
would probably be extremely well suited.
Lately it was
found that under a system of fair and open competition,
owing to the indisposition of the best natives to go in for
engineering work, the East Indians were getting most of the
public employment offered to the students of the Engineering
And to encourage the natives, an
College at Roorkee.

attempt was made to give a preference by rule to "pure
natives" but it was found impossible to maintain that
The law laid down by Parliament that there
distinction.
should be no distinction of race or creed cuts both ways.
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You cannot

prevent persons of European blood from comThe fear is
peting fairly for appointments given in India.
that, owing to ties of blood and friendship, appointments

might be given by patronage to European young men in a
way which would hardly be fair. In fact, a tendency to
that sort of thing did certainly spring up in regard to what
are called " uncovenanted appointments," especially after

the Mutiny, when there was in some quarters some distrust
of natives and a belief in " fine young fellows " of European
blood, who could not pass the competitive examinations in

England.
It

may be

a bold thing to say nowadays, but I confess
have turned out, the somewhat

to the belief that, as things

exclusive policy of the East India Company in regard to
Europeans was a happy thing for India. It enabled us to

consolidate our system and establish a Government which,
so -far, at least, as regarded the local administration, was
honestly devised for the benefit of the natives, and was
subject to European influences only so far as it was directed
from home. But those powers of exclusion have passed
We cannot prevent European ingress to India if we
away.
would, and it is hard to say whether it is better specially to

encourage
be neutral

it, and try to direct and regulate the stream, or to
in the matter.
Perhaps if any considerable Euro-

place, the solution may be found
in local self-governing institutions, in which they may take

pean settlement should take

and patronage may be avoided, as it has been
England, by fair and open competition.
Meantime, I
would only say that, looking to the great production of
a

fair part,

in

European children

in India, especially in

the families

of

the public servants, to the difficulties, expense, and drawbacks of sending them away to Europe for education, and
to the large
natives,

sums devoted

something might

good European schools

to the higher education of the
be done to assist and direct

fairly

at the hill stations.
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certainly to remain in India, and more and
to govern India in India, I should be in favour of
trying gradually to make ourselves a people in India, and
would hope that, as has taken place in former days, people
If

we were

more

of European blood quite settled there might become a good
deal subject to native influences, and amalgamate with the
natives

somewhat

as the

Mahommedans

did.

But

in the

I hardly
uncertainty as to the future, I confess to doubts.
see my way.
It might be a serious question if, in addition
to the jealousies between Europeans and natives, we had

and difficulties between Europeans settled in
and the Mother Country something like those
between Creoles and Spaniards in Spanish Colonies. It
is one of those questions which can hardly be settled in
advance. We must see how things turn out.

jealousies

India

I do not here attempt to go into questions regarding the
form of the government of India and other matters; but
before leaving -the subject I wish to say one word regarding

We have been fortunate in
to
I do believe that the
in
and
India,
regard
ways
many
East India Company served its purpose in a very remarkable
way as a buffer between the people of India and Parliamentary influences. But that is past and gone, and cannot
be recalled. Parliament must necessarily determine the

the interference of Parliament.

form of the government of India, and the principles on which
But I do say very advisedly, after
it is to be governed.
seeing both sides of the shield, that the idea of bringing the
administration of India more directly under Parliamentary
control, of substituting a Parliamentary

House

of

Commons

difficult

Committee of the

Council of India, or anything

wild

and impracticable

in the last degree.

very well

how overburdened

Parliament

of that kind,

We know

for the

we

To suppose

is

find

it

that

is,

how

manage our own affairs.
Parliament could master and manage
adequately to
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another political

system

as

quite

Empire,
really ludicrous.
Parliamentary interference
is

large,

in

But more than that

our Indian
too

much

not only impotent for good,
but is potent for evil.
In. the absence of a thorough
mastery and understanding of the subject, personal and
local
still

and

class

is

influences too

true that if India

is lost, it

much
will

be

It is
prevail there.
lost in the House of

Commons.
India,

For many years past all unfair burdens put on
and most decisions adverse to her interests, have

been the

result of votes, I

may

almost say, of snap votes,

House of Commons. No Parliament must give a
Government to India, but it must be a Government by

in the

delegation

;

not a direct Government.

free institutions in India,

In the absence of

you must delegate much authority

some body which shall help to hold the balance fairly,
some extent represent the interests of the natives,
and shall be for a buffer between India and the direct
to

shall to

action of Parliament.

CHAPTER
CROWN
THE

so-called

V.

COLONIES.

Crown Colonies seem

to

be the

least satis-

Allusion has already been
factory part of our system.
made to the difficulty of governing them from home.

There is infinite variety among them. A good many of
them had. at one time free institutions (for the ruling race
only), almost as much as the American and other selfgoverning Colonies, and to this day some have legislatures
(in great part elected) which have much quasi-independent
But the present test of what is called a Crown
power.
Colony is that the executive officers are nominated by the
Crown, instead of being what we call "responsible Minis"

meaning that they are not responsible to the British
Parliament, but only to the Colonial Assemblies.
Setting aside Western Australia, which is somewhat in

ters

the position of one of the territories of the United States,

and

will

no doubt be eventually free and self-governing
and the Falkland Islands which

like the rest of Australia,

little account, it may be said that in all the Crown
Colonies there is a native or coloured population much ex-

are of

ceeding in number the British
This
are bound to guard.

we

settlers,

and whose

may even be

interests

said of those

possessions which are a little more than military or commercial posts.
Thus in Gibraltar there is a Spanish population in intimate relation with the Spaniards of the mainIn Malta we well know that there is a native

land.

population
difficulties.

in

whom we have considerable
almost more a foreign possession

dealing with

Cyprus

is
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than a military outpost.
In Hong-Kong we have a large
and important Chinese population.
Setting aside again these places and also Ceylon, which
a sort of outlying bit of India never under the East India
Company, and the Straits Settlements which were till
is

recently under the Indian Government, it may be said
that in all or almost all the Crown Colonies of any old
standing, predial slavery formerly prevailed.
They were
plantations, cultivated by slave labour, and, the slaves
being chattels without any rights, if they had (as they

generally had) free institutions, they were of the nature of
white oligarchies ruling subject populations.
Since the
abolition of slavery by the
and generally very much
Colonists (who very often

fiat of the British Legislature,
against the will of the white
are not of British blood), it
has been quite necessary that those Colonists should no
longer be left uncontrolled, but that there should be

sufficient

British authority to

secure the

full

execution of

the

emancipation, to prevent any evasion of it, and to
ensure that there might not be substituted for the abolished
personal

slavery

a sort

of

Thence there has been

in

political and social slavery.
most cases a reduction and

modification of the self-governing institutions previously enAnd the coloured majority not being

joyed by the whites.

deemed

fitted for free institutions, or, at

a power which might
whites, the power of the
for

various forms,

We

and more or

have more or

any

rate,

not

fitted

make them dominant over the
Crown has been introduced in
less completely.

acted on the doctrine quoted
with approval by Baron Hubner, " that, where large bodies
of natives and a small number of whites are brought toj
less

gether under one government, their control should be entrusted to an authority directly responsible to the Imperial
Government, and able to bear itself impartially between
conflicting interests," or, as

he afterwards puts

it

as his

own
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should be a cardinal point of our policy " to reserve
to the Imperial Government the exclusive control of the
view,

it

where they exist."
But the withdrawal of old franchises and the subjection
to a Crown bureaucracy, from which they were formerly
comparatively free, not unnaturally rankled in the minds of
the white Colonists, made them somewhat hostile to the
new. regime, and greatly increased the difficulty of governing
interests of the coloured populations

these Colonies.

In truth,

owing to these

and

difficulties

to

the

in-

by a free Parliament,
our interference has not always been very complete and
effective, and thus it is that we have still Colonial Legis-

efficiency of a bureaucracy controlled

power and very much
of
the
the
administration
Colonies, which really
influencing
For
represent but a small fraction of the population.
latures, exercising very considerable

Natal there are some 400,000 coloured per-

instance) in

sons to only 35,000 whites, or persons
as whites, all told ; but the Legislature

hands of the

who
is

are counted

entirely in the

so far as regards the elected members,
forming the great majority 23 out of 30.
Another great difficulty in dealing with these Crown
latter,

that slavery has left behind a hankering after
compulsion in regard to labour, which exhibits

Colonies

is

more or

less

itself in

severe vagrancy laws against coloured persons not
in criminal laws for the punishment of
;

in regular service

breaches of

civil

contract;

and

in

some other matters

in

which the laws are not equal, but draw a distinction between coloured persons and whites. There has also grown
up a system of meeting not only the want of sufficient
labour, but also the assumed recusancy of the ex-slaves
their alleged indisposition

to labour for hire for their old

by importing labourers (chiefly from India) under
what is called the "indenture" system, by which they are
bound down to labour for a term of years, and these
masters
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engagements are enforced by highly penal laws. Manifestly
such a system is very open to abuse, and it has necessitated
a somewhat minute supervision by the Crown authorities,
of which the employers are apt to complain, and which has
is shown by the reports of
Royal Commissions in several Colonies, by whom
I will return to this
serious abuses have been disclosed.
I
will
that
while in some cases
meantime
only say
subject
where labour is really very much wanting, the importation
of indentured labour is probably, on the whole, advantageous,
notwithstanding the drawbacks of the system, I very much
doubt whether it is justifiable (especially if the cost is in any
degree borne by public funds) where there is really a large
population, and the only question is whether they can be
brought to terms. For instance, in Jamaica there are nearly
half-a-million of Africans,. and the black population seems
It seems strange and anomalous
to have increased rapidly.
that large numbers of labourers should go from Jamaica to the

not always been very effective, as
several

Panama

Canal, while indentured labourers are imported to
One cannot help thinking that if the

Jamaica from India.
Colonists

and Africans had remained

face to face with

one

another they might have come to terms, as has been the
case in the neighbouring States of the American Union.

In connection with the demand for hired labour it may also
be said that some of the plantation Colonies have shown
an indisposition to encourage the independent settlement
of the coloured people on the land as farmers or peasant
proprietors

;

they are afraid that they

may be

thus with-

drawn from the necessity of labouring for the planters. I
think they are wrong there is no so good nursery for voluntary labour as a good resident population, who generally
learn the advantage of supplementing their income by labour
;

when they can

get

good wages

at certain seasons.

In most of the proper Crown Colonies an attempt is
made to retain the power of the Crown by so constituting
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the Legislature that the official and nominated

Members

should be in a slight majority, and so able to carry a
vote at a pinch ; but this is sometimes subjected to an
executive direction that in matters of finance a Govern-

ment majority

is not always to be used.
Sometimes, too,
nominated Colonial Members, or even officials connected
with the Colony, do not sympathise with the Government
in London, and difficulties have arisen in regard to comBut the main
pelling them to vote with the Governor.
difficulty is that whereas the coloured populations are
for the most part politically dumb, the whites can always

find

a voice in the

dividual

Members

It follows that

British

Parliament by enlisting

in-

of Parliament to advocate their case.

whenever anything

is

done

that

is

very dis-

tasteful to the white Colonists, or

to

bear to divert the free

any pressure is brought
votes of nominated Members

of the Assembly, the Secretary of State for the Colonies
is always in dread of
bringing a nest of hornets about his

and of discussions most inconvenient in an overburdened Parliament. He tries therefore, by all means,
to avoid such inconveniences, and does not offend the
Colonists when he can help it.
Governors of Colonies,
The
too, sometimes do their duty under great difficulties.
Press, which makes and unmakes reputations, is generally
A Governor
entirely in the hands of the white Colonists.
whose administration is agreeable to them is lauded to the
skies, and his name and fame go forth in the most favourable light, whereas a Governor who takes the part of the
dumb majority must sometimes be content with their silent
gratitude, and has to submit to a great deal of depreciation
from the organs of the minority may in fact sometimes
come to be looked on as a sort of bete noire of the
ears,

Colonial Office.

A very great difficulty is the almost inevitable personal
connection of a large proportion of the Colonial officials
H
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with the white Colonists and planters.
They cannot all be
sent out from the Mother Country, and have not always

been so

when it would have been desirable. This
much aggravated by the want of definite
those to which we are accustomed in India,

in cases

difficulty is I think

rules

such as

which is in great degree owing the purity and
success of the Indian Civil Service, by which public officers
are debarred from other employment, and very especially

and

to

prohibited from entering into enterprises and speculations
Even in the home Civil Service I
within their jurisdiction.

think there

is

much want

of rules of this kind

restrain very flagrant abuses.

are

much

little

or

no

;

but at

home

and public opinion no doubt a good deal

efficient control

In the Colonies these checks

Local public opinion sometimes affords
or may even be enlisted on the side of mem-

weaker.
aid,

community whose conduct might be queshas happened, then, not only that local magistrates and others who have to decide questions between
bers of the local

tioned.

It

white Colonists or planters and coloured people, have been
much in sympathy with the former, but that in not unfre-

quent instances they have been themselves planters and
speculators of the classes whose interests are deeply affected
by the questions to be decided. This is no mere theoretical

danger

;

nothing was brought out more clearly by the

reports of the Royal Commissions who inquired in Mauritius
and Guiana, than that the evil to which I have alluded

extensively prevailed and was a main source of the harsh
and bad administration of bad laws. I hope there are
not such flagrant cases now; but quite recently the facts
have been found to justify complaints from other Colonies,
that some of the magistrates and officials were engaged in
planting and other enterprises hardly consistent with a
single devotion to the public service and absolute impartiality

of feeling.
all these causes

From

it

is

hardly to be wondered at
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not always very successful in

really maintaining in practice the interests of the coloured
populations, and that not unfrequently Colonies, called

Crown

Colonies, are

oligarchies,

and more

a good deal managed by Colonial
or less in the interests of the

minority.

In addition to the

failure, in

some

instances, adequately

to protect the indentured labourers and coloured people,
as shown by the reports of the Royal Commissions, an-

other fact, of wider range, may be mentioned as showing
the practical failure of the Colonial Office to control the
Crown Colonies. We know how we have held by free-trade
it

is,

duced

We

or was, with us a sort of religion.
have introwhich we really control almost more

free-trade in India,

completely than in our

own

islands.

But we have not

succeeded in doing so in any of the Crown Colonies, except
one or two commercial stations which, being principally
entrepots for passing trade, have been made free ports, for
reasons quite independent of the general principles of freetrade.

Of

all

the aspects of free-trade, that on which we lay most
food of the people should not be

stress is that the necessary

most Crown Colonies this principle is set at
most glaring way. Raising tropical
products of commercial value, many of them depend on
In the West
imported food as much as we ourselves do.
Indies, grain, flour, and salt-fish are largely imported from
These necessities of the life of
the American continent.

taxed.

Yet

in

entire defiance in the

the people are mercilessly taxed by the local Legislatures,
which thus throw on the labouring population heavy burlittle felt by the richer classes ; but to this day we
have not had the courage effectively to interfere.
It is
much the same in a good many other plantation Colonies.
Even in Ceylon rice seems to be subject to a special tax
from which other products are exempt, and the importation

dens,

H
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from India of the food grains which, are consumed by the
A
is subject to a considerable duty.

labouring population

similar system prevails in Malta.
That possession being
nearer home and better known, we are continually inquiring

and protesting

;

but

all

the

same we have not succeeded

in

Our control over Crown
touching the duties on food.
Colonies generally must indeed be very imperfect when we
have not the courage to introduce any approach to freetrade, or

even to

insist

on

justice to the labouring masses in

that matter.

Another instance of want of courage (which I should not
have expected) in dealing with a Crown Colony, so recently
as the year 1883, very much struck me.
It was in regard
to Natal, which has been already mentioned as having a
position than most Crown Colonies,
small white population seems hardly to justify
that position.
The Natal Legislature set about a Reform

more independent
'though
Bill.

the

its

Both the Governor and the Attorney-General warned
Government that a main object of the Bill was to

Home

strike at

the votes of the East Indians

resident in the

Colony.
Notwithstanding the large African population,
Indian immigrants had been introduced on indenture, and

being more civilised than the Africans, had thriven there
more than in almost any other Colony.
Perhaps this

was mainly due to the freedom which they enjoyed after
completion of their terms of indenture. The restrictive
laws directed against the people of colour had been enacted
against Africans, and the Indians who came in, not being
specially mentioned, enjoyed (after completion of indenture)
the full privileges of British subjects, which has not usually
been the case in most Colonies. At any rate, in Natal the

Indians cultivated the

soil,

and became successful

traders

inconvenient competitors of the smaller white traders.
Thus acquiring property, notwithstanding a somewhat high
franchise,

some of them became

entitled to votes

as

many
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181 of them were found to be on the register.
The
became alarmed lest the Indians should share

whites

power with themselves hence the provisions which
the Colonists proposed to introduce into their Reform Bill.
They inserted clauses requiring of every coloured person
claiming a vote, whether African or Indian, an English
educational test not applied to whites, and it was also
political

:

who claimed the
term being applied to
all the indigenous laws of the African tribes.
Such a rule is
also very hard on natives of India, to whom, in their own
enacted that no one should have a vote

any special law

benefit of

this latter

we have always conceded
Under the

country,

tain important subjects.

"in

law,

laws,

suits

and

caste,

their

own

laws on cer-

provision of the Indian

regarding succession, inheritance, marriage,
usages and institutions," the native

all religious

Mahommedan and Hindu,

are to be administered to

the natives of these religions respectively ; and the same rule
is applied to the professors of other faiths, or to people of

other nationalities.

The new

Natal law was, however, passed by the local

The Governor again pointed out the injustice
Legislature.
to the coloured races.
But the Colonial Office knew the
storms which disallowance of the Act would bring about.
And even so logical-minded and independent a man as

Lord Derby consented

to submit the Bill for the Royal
"
cannot in any degree be
Assent, only remarking that this
difficult
as
the
solving
question of the repreregarded
sentation of native interests."

The

result

three-fourths,

is

that the Indian vote has

and the

been reduced by

register of Natal voters

now

stands

Europeans, 7,596; Asiatics, 41; Africans, 10 though
the Asiatics are about as many as the Europeans, and the
Africans are more than ten to one.
Surely such representhus:

tation

is

avow

that

an utter farce

we

!

It

would almost be better

to

give the whites alone representation, than to

no
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give with one hand to the coloured population what we take
away with the other, as has been done in Natal.

Seeing the great difficulty of governing the Crown
Colonies from Downing Street, and the very unsatisfactory
character of the local legislatures and administrations heretofore existing, there has very recently been a disposition
to revert to self-government, under a system by which all

races

may be

represented,

and important experiments are

Undoubtedly the experience
being made in that direction.
of the southern States of the American Union is much in
favour of a system of the kind, if
sufficient thoroughness and boldness

it
;

be carried out with
of that I

am

satisfied,

study of the subject in several of those States.
There the coloured people have absolutely equal rights
before the law, and have votes under the American demoafter a careful

In one or two States
system the same as the whites.
on the lower Mississippi there was for a time a good deal
of violence towards the blacks, but we have not heard much
of that lately, and in most of the States the system works
well on the whole.
Occasional lynching there, no doubt, is,
but in America lynching is not confined to the black States
cratic

The ballot-boxes too are under the conor to black people.
There is no sufficient safeguard
trol of the dominant whites.
against fraud, as I very well saw during an election time in
those States.
Very good care is taken that the blacks shall

But for all that, they have
not again get the upper hand.
votes and equal rights ; the whites are not always unanimous
about everything, and when they differ the black vote turns
And so, without being dominant, the blacks are
the scale.

an important political factor, and hold their own in a way
that they would not if they were unrepresented.
But in comparing these American States with our
Colonies there is this great difference, that in most of the
former the whites are so far (whatever they may be in the
future) an actual majority of the population, and in none
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nowhere are they in a small
nowhere
would
minority
they be in fear of the blacks as a
mere matter of physical power if they were left to themselves.
Even in days when they were not politically
dominant, as they now are, their Rifle Clubs and Klu Klux
Now they can
organisations made them very formidable.
afford to give votes to the blacks without being overwhelmed
by them. In our tropical and subtropical Colonies, on the
are

they very far behind

;

;

other hand, the coloured people are the great majority,
the whites often but a very small minority.
In the Cape
Colony proper, excluding the unrepresented Native districts,
the American system

may succeed, for the whites are there
strong enough to hold their own, and it would be all the
Dutch and English were
better if the two white races
But
obliged to amalgamate more completely than they do.
Crown Colonies it may be admitted that at present

in the

would hardly be possible to introduce absolute political
equality with a very democratic system ; the whites would
it

be nowhere.

The system adopted is generally this to give an equal,
or what purports to be equal, franchise, but with a somewhat high qualification in respect of property or income.
:

The

franchise is generally fixed at a point which will admit
the great majority of the whites, whose incomes and wages
are larger, and exclude the great majority of the coloured

Thus
people, whose incomes and wages are much smaller.
in Natal, where there are 7,596 white voters to a population
of only 35,000 whites, there must be something approaching
to universal suffrage for the whites.
The system is yet only in the experimental stage, and
the result can hardly be known.
have seen how it has

We

been evaded

In the Cape Colony (which I mention in this connection, though it is not now classed as a
Crown Colony) the law has for some years given the vote
in Natal.

to coloured people,

under a not

illiberal franchise

which
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would enable many of them to vote. In fact the Malays
of Cape Town and some others have become effective
Its effect,
citizens, and so far the system has worked well.
indeed, seems to be visible in an improved liberality and
fairness in dealing with the affairs of the coloured people
within the Colony proper.
But there seems to be no doubt

that the great
districts

mass of the black population of the

of the Colony have not

attempt to exercise their
vote has not been seen

rights.
;

on a comparatively small

interior

come to understand or to
The effect of a large native

so far that vote

is

very local and

scale.

In the Crown Colonies the construction and working of
a system of representation to include the coloured people
seems to depend very much on the temper and action of
the Governors and Colonial authorities of each Colony.
In
Jamaica the thing seems to have been started on a far more
liberal footing than in Natal.
The population of Jamaica
is stated to be 580,000, consisting of 14,000 whites, 110,000

coloured (that is, people of mixed blood), some 10,000 East
Indians, and 444,000 blacks. The voters are 7,443, of whom
3,579 are of white' or mixed blood, 98 Indians, and 3,766
Africans.
But the constitution has but very recently been

and we have not yet any information as to its working.
Mauritius too has lately received a new constitution,
but there the concession of the vote to the coloured people
set up,

seems to have been much evaded, though ngt as successin Natal.
The population is stated to be 8,000
Protestants and 108,000 Roman Catholics, figures which
may be taken roughly to represent the proportion of British
and people of French origin say 116,000 of European
blood; about 254,000 Indians; and a few of other races.
The voters under the new system are: Whites, -3,750;
so that the Indians, who form
Indian, 295 ; Chinese, 15
fully two-thirds of the population, have less than onefully as

;

fourteenth of the electorate.
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going on towards introducing any
general
system in the smaller West Indian and
other Colonies we have as yet very little information.
In
that

is

elective

British Guiana the Legislature still consists of the old Court
of Policy, the elected members of which practically represent
the planters only.

Ceylon, and the Straits Settlements, and some other
Colonies are on the Indian system, the Legislature consisting of official and nominated members only, without elective
representation in the central

any
is

rate,

really

Government

seems to have well-developed

more favourable

;

though Ceylon,

local institutions.

at
It

to a coloured population that the

Councils should be wholly nominated than that they should

be partly elected,
the whites only.

if

the elected

members practically represent

CHAPTER

VI.

TERRITORIAL CHARTERED COMPANIES.

To the Crown Colonies must now be added a new or
renewed development territorial extensions by Joint Stock
Companies. After all, the East India Company's dominion
was a sort of accident. The Company was incorporated by
charter for commercial, not for territorial purposes.
But
our Government does not seem to have had the same
objection to territorial acquisitions at the risk of Companies
(though under the British flag and protection) as to direct

extensions immediately under the Crown.

A

little

time ago

the world was somewhat surprised by the grant of a charter
to the British North Borneo Company, with direct licence
to take

and hold

territory in

Borneo and to add

to their

And that Company has
possessions when they could.
since continued to hold a dominion nominally large, and
to govern the settlements they really possess with all the
attributes of sovereign power, after the manner of the East

India Company.

The Germans seem

to have followed the example,

to seek to acquire Colonies in the same way.
again, a British charter has been granted to the

African

Company, Limited," which

is

And
"

and

now,

National

understood to have

acquired large territories in West Africa, in the region of the
Whatever has been done, it has been done very,
Niger.

and we have curiously little information about it.
But there seems no doubt that great British extensions and
developments have recently taken place in that part of

quietly,

Africa, as, in fact, the charter of the

company

in general

TERRITORIAL CHARTERED COMPANIES.
terms

That

states.

interests

made
of

charter, after reciting the original

com-

Stock Company, and the
by them that they have bought up the
European traders in this region of the

mercial character
assertion
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all

of the Joint

" now
the
Niger, and are

sole European traders there,"
further states that the kings, chiefs, and peoples of various
territories in the basin of the Niger, recognising the virtues
of the Company, have ceded the whole of their respective
territories to the said Company.
And Her Majesty then

authorises the

Company

to hold

and

retain the said terri-

the rights, authorities, and powers necessary
for the purposes of government, preservation of public
"
"
or otherwise ;
also to acquire by all lawful means
order,
tories,

with

all

same regions. They are to fly a
British flag, to administer justice, and to exercise sovereign
powers as denned, or rather left wholly undefined and
other territories in the

unlimited.

It

is

a very large order indeed.

I

doubt

if

the poor old East India Company, in its palmiest day,
ever had such unrestrained and unlimited powers and such

a carte blanche, by direct permission of the Crown, to acquire
as much territory as they could.
Then the East India
Company had for a time a complete monopoly of trade,
and when that came to an end they ceased to trade in
India, whereas

government.

the

new companies combine

trade

and

In spite of the assertion of the African

that they are now the sole European traders,
their charter a provision against monopoly.
North Borneo Company's territory seems to have little

Company
there

The
to

is

tempt

in

rival

traders.

That Company seems

to

seek

rather to develop their territory by their operations than
But in the case of
to find large resources ready-made.

a trading company occupying and governing large territories on a great artery of commerce like the Niger, leading
to most important countries and great populations in the
interior of Africa,

it

is

hard to see how their character of

n6
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absolute rulers

very compatible with equal freedom to

is

when they formally assert that they
other traders.
Accordingly, it is not
that
are
surprising
complaints
already heard that the Company use their powers to establish a practical monopoly.

rival traders, especially

have bought out

I

the

must say

I

all

think these recent

way of Chartered
it is

new developments

Companies

are

in

a very

much

consideration.
And I greatly
that
such
a
justifiable
step as the estab-

serious matter requiring

doubt whether

Territorial

Company should have been taken
by the Executive Government on its own authority without
any sanction of Parliament, and without even any communication to, or the vouchsafing any information whatever to
Parliament.
We might find ourselves some day with an
African Empire on our hands, for which, or the suffering

lishment of this African

the growth of which, our representatives

are

in

no way

an Empire, perhaps, as complicated as India,
responsible
without the resources of India, and without the isolation
from other Powers which so long facilitated our rule
India.
At any rate, if we are to establish a great rule
Africa, we should know it and regulate it.

in
in

CHAPTER

VII.

PROTECTORATES.

IN addition to the recognised British Colonies, we have
what are now called " Protectorates," though the meaning
of that term is very undefined and elastic.
The primary
seems
to
be
that
some
chief
or
tribe
meaning
formally
accepts a sort of British suzerainty (but, again, what is
suzerainty?) on condition of protection from external
aggression, as in the case of

"

some

Protected States

"

in

with this difference, that, whereas in India the pro;
tection afforded was generally against aggressive native
powers, our Oceanic protections are generally against the

India

In a good many
aggressions of enterprising Europeans.
cases we seem to impose our protection without any formal

And we

consent of the natives asked or given.

still

in

these days assume the right technically to annex to the
dominions of the British Crown, by the mere planting of a
flag (and that without even the authority of the Pope), new

and unexplored
savage.

This

is

countries,

done

assumed

partly to

to

be uncivilised and

forestall

other European

establish our prior claims, and partly to give us
jurisdiction over British and other European adventurers on
This last is the main justification of these prothe coast.

Powers and

It is often a very difficult question whether it is
ceedings.
to let them
the least evil to leave these people to themselves

fight

it

out with the natives, and

let

the natives defend them-

own way

or to let ourselves be dragged by irresponsible adventurers into annexations and responsibilities
selves in their

which we have not voluntarily and deliberately undertaken.
The so-called Protectorates vary infinitely, from almost

n8
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complete British dominion to the most shadowy claims,
founded on the planting of a flag on the shores of wholly
unknown regions; but they have a general tendency to
mature and ripen towards annexation.
In South Africa we have a good

many

Protectorates.

eastern boundary of the Cape Colony
the various tribes of Kaffraria are nearly reduced to the

Beyond the proper

and are

position of British subjects,

for the

most part made

over to the dominion of the Cape Colony.
So were the
Basutos till it turned out that the Colony could not control

them, and

we had

to take

have the Zulu reserve
dominion, and there

them back.

territory

a

Beyond Natal we

sort

of

nondescript

question whether beyond that
we are to protect Zulus and Swazis. In the centre of
South Africa we have lately made an immense extension,
is

still

not only wholly annexing a large territory in Bechuanaland,
the administration and finance of which are still very diffiformally taking under our protection
potentates beyond, while our agents
have coquetted with others beyond that.
On the West African coasts it seems hard to draw the
cult

questions, but

some considerable

line

between British possessions and those of

chiefs over

whom we have established or claim some sort of Protectorate.
On the East coast of the same continent our relations with
some of the cognate Arab
on the Arabian coast, and perhaps with some of the
Somaulee tribes near Aden, were becoming so close that
they seemed to be approximating to the character of a
Protectorate ; but since the appearance of the Germans in
those parts we have been obliged to disclaim any actual
responsibility for Zanzibar; while farther north the abandonment of the Soudan, the handing over of MassowarTto the
Italians, and the establishment of the French at Obok,
&c., seem to have checked the tendency to advance in
that direction on our part.
the Arab Sultan of Zanzibar and

chiefs

PROTECTORA TES.
The
in

territorial

in the

still
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extension of the Straits Settlements

form of a Protectorate, but

it

is

seems to be one

which British authority is pretty completely dominant.
In Oceania, among the islands of the Indian Archipelago

and the

Pacific, the question of protection

a very

difficult

has lately assumed
and debatable form.
In those quarters,
undoubtedly, there is very much need of protection against
"
"
European rovers and beach-combers of all sorts. Those
seas seem to be specially affected by adventurers of doubtful
character; in addition to bond fide traders and enterprisers,
we have there much of the scum of other lands and of the
We have
high seas deserters from ships, and what not.

A very large
not only to deal with British subjects proper.
of
hail
the
British
there
from the
subjects
proportion
Colonies, and own
allegiance to British authority.
to be jealous of that authority

Australian

but a sort

The

of secondary

best of

whenever

it

them

is

are apt
exercised in

than to promote it. The
may claim to be Americans,
And then there are
contrary.

restraint of their enterprise rather

worst of the English-speakers

and we cannot prove the

many

real foreigners

French, and German, and the rest

whom we

have no authority whatever, in territories not
formally recognised to be British, while the representatives
of foreign Powers have equally little authority over our

over

All these things go far to supply arguments in
of Protectorates or nominal annexations ; and in

subjects.

favour

some of the

islands

established by us

One

something

and by

of

the kind has been

others.

peculiar form of

semi-protectorate

has

been

at-

tempted on a large scale by the establishment of the High
Commission for the Western Pacific, with a staff of deputies
and courts of justice to give effect to the "Pacific Islanders'
"
But the diffiProtection Acts
of the British Parliament.
not
annexed
has
where
we
have
been
that,
actually
culty
the islands, we have no jurisdiction at all over white men
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who

are, or assume to be, foreigners; while the function
of deciding judicially between British subjects and the
natives, we assume, involves the necessity of regular proof
against individuals, which it is very difficult to obtain or

adequately to

sift.

The Europeans complain

of offences committed

case

authority

is

by the

a wholly insufficient

responsibilities formerly enforced
officers.

To

judge from the

last

that, in

the

the judicial
substitute for the tribal
natives,

by the operations of naval
papers presented to Parlia-

would seem as if we had gone back, and thrown the
"
act of war."
responsibility on naval officers proceeding by
And both civil and naval officers being scrupulous men,
there has been a kind of negative conflict of jurisdiction,
each disclaiming it. The Diamond seems to have gone
but where
about destroying villages by way of retaliation
a murderer was surrendered, the civil and naval officers
ment,

it

;

equally disclaimed the responsibility of dealing with him.
The most notable recent instance of a Protectorate,
which has now become technically, as far as our law is

concerned, an annexation,
arrangement with Germany,

is

New

Guinea, where, by an

we have divided with them

the

whole of that very great island not already claimed by the
Dutch, somewhat in the way in which masters of fox-hounds
divide a hunting country between themselves.
Certainly
there was less immediate justification for this step than in
almost any other case. Scarcely any portion of our nominal
Even geographers and
dominion is known to us at all.
ethnologists have not yet succeeded in much penetrating
into the interior.
So far as we do know anything of the
of
the
fringes
country, it would appear .that the people of
New Guinea (or some of them) are comparatively civilised,
with institutions, an effective agriculture, and recognised
Captain Cyprian Bridge, R.N., who has had
property.
almost better opportunities of judging than any one else,
"
says
Throughout the parts of New Guinea with which I
:
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am

acquainted the inhabitants are ingenious and indusand carefully fence in their plantations.
Their houses are large and well built. They make very fine
trious agriculturists,

fishing-nets.

Their canoes are of enormous

size,

and the

trees are procured a long way off.
Pottery is made in large
The consent of these people to any
quantities for export."

protectorate or annexation was neither asked nor given ; the
vast majority of them are utterly ignorant that anything of

the kind has taken place.
The necessity arising from unauthorised European settlements, and the risk of consequent
oppression of the natives, was less there than anywhere in

Oceania. So far the natives had held their own. Europeans
had gained scarcely any footing there and the objectionable
"
" labour
traffic
(that is, traffic in labourers) had not largely
extended to New Guinea. There is no doubt that so far as
our own immediate aims and interests were concerned, we
should not have thought of such an annexation. Our hands
were forced by the Australian Colonists.
The Australian
demand for the annexation was due to two causes First,
the jealousy of possible foreign occupation, and a tendency
to a " Monroe Doctrine," on the part of an influential class
;

at least, in all

the

Australian Colonies

;

and,

second, a

hankering to exploit New Guinea, of which, as a new El
Dorado, unknown and magnificent, many reports were current among the Colonists of Northern Queensland and
elsewhere.
It was more immediately Queensland alone
which forced our hands by its action in annexing New
Guinea on its own account the day after the departure of
the British mail, an action which, though utterly disowned
at the moment, we ended by practically accepting, as has
been before said. It was certainly unfortunate and inappropriate that it should be Queensland which thus forced
our hands, for that was the Colony very deeply implicated
in the iniquities of the "labour traffic," to which I must

afterwards revert.
i

It

is

yet

imperfectly understood

how
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completely we have, in
matter.

fact,

given in to Queensland in this
to annex New
on behalf of Australia. Even

The Queensland Government wanted

Guinea, and to administer

it

when, under pressure of German advances, we consented to
we would not hear of that we must send an inde-

annex,

;

pendent British High Commissioner, who would exercise
whatever authority was to be exercised as a high international officer, bound to protect the natives against any
on the part of British Colonists as well as anyone
Yet we haggled about the paltry sum required to
else.

injustice

British Commissioner and his
which would require a Parliamentary vote, and we
sought to get contributions from the Australian Colonies
We might have anticipated that if
to defray that charge.
the Australians paid, they would seek in some degree to

defray the expense of the
staff,

Then that clause in the permissive Australian
Federation Act which enabled a Council of the Colonies (or

control.

some of them)
the
Still,

to deal with their relations to the islands of

might be construed to include New Guinea.
the public were led to believe that the New Guinea

Pacific

executive was in the hands of a purely British officer ; and
But when, unfortunately, a
so it was for a short time.

vacancy in the

office

very soon occurred,

it

turns out that,

and without any public attention being drawn to
the matter, it has been filled by a late Queensland Minister.
I have no doubt that this gentleman is quite free from

quietly,

any part

in,

traffic.

He

or sympathy with, the iniquities of the labour
would not have been selected were it other-

in fact, the party to a great degree responsible for
;
those iniquities has fallen from power in Queensland.
But

wise

we cannot forget that it was that party who originally
attempted the annexation which has now actually taken
And we are informed that the present- Queensplace.
land Premier "has drawn up a memorandum for substill

mission

to

the

Governments

of

the

other

Colonies,

x
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suggesting a scheme for the administration of New Guinea.
He proposes that Queensland should administer t

&c. &c.

The

Majesty's

Government have shown some

latest news is that the present
has
Queensland Assembly
formally endorsed this plan, and

territory,"

that

Her

dis-

accept it if the Colonies bear the expense.
Evidently we are within measurable distance of a possible
transfer of New Guinea to Queensland after all, if we allow
to

position

matters to drift in that direction.

minds

to a policy

one way or

We

must make up our

other.

The progression of British influences, which leads to
the establishment of Protectorates and the ripening of Prois promoted and hastened by
two very different agencies, acting in very different degree.
It has been said that the missionary goes first and the
trader and enterpriser follow, and that is a good deal the
The missionaries go out into remote regions without
case.
Government aid ; in quarters where the natives have little

tectorates into annexations,

tangible religion of their own, they are often highly successful, and their influence is generally wholly for good.
They are not too prone to seek Government aid ; indeed,

they have not unfrequently established a kind of rule of
their own, becoming the advisers and ministers of converted

churchmen in Europe in early days, yet without
the corruptions and centralised ambition of the mediaeval
But when their converts suffer greatly from the
Church.

chiefs, like

aggression of barbarian tyrants, they sometimes do not carry
to an excess the doctrine of turning the other cheek, and

may

occasionally be induced to favour British intervention.
rate, when they incline to such views they are not

At any

In
unfrequently utilised by others who have other objects.
determining the last great annexation in South Africa
missionary arguments bore a considerable part. A missionary was in fact the British agent chosen to decide the
matter, and who actually made the annexation.
I

2
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There are

also considerable complications

inevitable rivalries of Protestant

and Catholic

due

to the

missionaries,

with France in foreign parts ;
particularly in our relations
since the French, while repressing ecclesiasticism at home,
are the

patrons of Catholic missionaries abroad.
naturally favour the cause of the Protestant

special

Our people
missionaries.

I

think

it

must be

said that, for instance, a

to any settlement with
Hebrides is due to the fear of
allowing the Protestant work to be overridden and outdone
British
by Catholics under French patronage. And the

of
great part of the difficulty

France about the

coming

New

of the French Protectorate of Madagascar is
founded not only on commercial and national grounds, but
also very much on Protestant influence in Madagascar as

jealousy

opposed

to Catholic influence.

Much

of this religious zeal

No doubt the
is very genuine and even praiseworthy.
are perfectly sincere in their
Melbourne
of
Presbyterians
But when
zeal for their missions in the New Hebrides.
the representatives of Queensland, among other Colonies, go
into transports of virtuous indignation on the wrong and
natives to the mercy of
impropriety of leaving unprotected
thinks
must be forgetful,
one
wicked
they
French,
the
or expect us to be forgetful, of the labour traffic dis-

made in regard to transactions
so large a part.
bore
in which Queenslanders
closures so lately officially

traders and speculators are much more aggressive
the
missionaries, and though, as long as things go
than
well enough content to be free from Governwell, they are

The

ment

supervision,

much more prone

when they

get into trouble they are also
to call for Government assistance, and

to expect that their grievances should be redressed by ships
The best of the traders are apt to haste to be rich,
of war.

a large proportion of real or pretended traders and
adventurers of the bad and doubtful characspeculators are
Wherever these men are strong
ter already mentioned.

And

"
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enough they are apt to oppress the natives, and where they
are not strong enough they get massacred, and cause a cry
for British vengeance.
If Protectorates did no more than
keep such people in order they would be amply justified.
But once any sort of British interference commences, British
ideas, regarding commerce, and contracts, and property in
Natives whose ways are not our- ways are
land, creep in.
to
be
apt
judged by our standards ; people are found to
"

which they may, or more
British subjects and
be possessed.
others establish claims to commercial products, to privileges,
to lands, and gradually a set of claims and counter claims
are built up which it is very difficult to sift till complete
sell,

for

a

probably

little

may

trade," rights of

not,

British jurisdiction
It

is

was somewhat

established.
in this

way

that

an irregular settlement

of Europeans in Fiji led to the complete annexation of the

which go by that name, and where, under nativeprotecting Governors, an effective administration has been
established, which many highly praise, but which planters
At any rate, there we have a complete
loudly condemn.
It is likely
government for which we are responsible.
Powers
in
we
and
other
that
other
may by
enough
places
islands

similar steps

come

to a like result in the shape of annexation.

A

very important subject connected with outlying
Colonies and Protectorates among savage or semi-civilised
races

is

the extent to which

a kind very injurious

to

we

are to permit free-trade of

the natives

a question which

principally arises in regard to the trade in
drinks.

The

arms and strong

question of the trade in arms

There can be no doubt that

is

a very

diffi-

often a very
great injury to simple savages to supply them with deathdealing arms, by which their intertribal wars are made
cult

one.

it

is

much more deadly than ever they were before. Also
whenever we are in contact with these tribes they become
much more formidable and troublesome enemies when they
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are provided with firearms

and ammunition. Yet it seems
hard to debar them from the use of the weapons which may
be used for defensive purposes, unless we are prepared to
defend and protect them.

"

Be this as it may, the policy of
allowing or prohibiting the sale of arms is not usually
regulated by any broad lines of deliberate policy, but rather
with reference to the difficulty of restraining British freeand others from selling arms if they find it profitable

traders
to

do

In that case sell them they will.
In truth, out of
very seldom have the courage to interfere effectand if we did, we would not prohibit white men from

so.

we

India
ively

;

own use, of course) arms which they
an enhanced price to natives. And so in Africa
and Oceania the trade in cheap arms goes merrily on.

possessing (for their
will sell at

The drink question is still more serious. Many simple
savages have not learned the art of providing themselves
with drinks of the strongest character.
The white trader
however, that the craze for strong drink

finds,

is

there, or

developed, and that no trade
profitable than that founded on the supply of drink.
at

least

is

easily

he

accordingly supplies.
desolation worked by this

unaccustomed

to

There

is

no

doubt

more

is

Drink
of

the

new supply of spirits to races
and
who have neither the moral nor
them,

the physical stamina to resist them.
Many of our officers,
keenly alive to the evil, have sought. to stop it, but it is

not

easy

to

do

so.

In places where exclusive

British

authority has not been established the Germans are said to
be much given to the liquor traffic, and them we cannot
touch.
traders

some

But also within our territories or Protectorates
and grape-growers will not be wholly controlled. In

we have got so far as, in a way, to prohibit
of
supply
spirits to ordinary natives.
Many of the
chiefs in consideration of being allowed freely to get drunk
themselves, have been willing and anxious to protect the
districts

the

people from the

evil.

But the inalienable

right of

the
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one which no Government

has ventured to contravene wherever he goes
so chiefs
and white men are exempted from the prohibition. History
itself.
When two or three hundred years ago whisky
was becoming far too common in Scotland, and it was
determined to save the Highlanders (then hardly considered
civilised Christians) from its effects, it was prohibited, but
chiefs, lairds, and gentlemen of good degree were exempted
from the prohibition.
So it is when we attempt prohibition

repeats

in Africa.

And when

whites are allowed to obtain liquor

neighbours the blacks are anxious to have
it and
to
pay handsomely for a supply, it goes
willing
without saying that there is a good deal of neighbourly
freely,

and

their

is by no means very
Even so much prohibition seems hardly to be
maintained when neighbouring Colonists are producers of
spirits and influential traders are engaged in the business.

accommodation, and the prohibition
effectual.

Some

British officers loudly complain of our failure to
The question is indeed
protect the natives in this respect.
a sad and a serious one,

CHAPTER

VIII.

RECAPITULATION OF CROWN COLONIES AND PROTECTORATES.

THE Crown

Colonies

and other

British

territories

and

Protectorates (outside the free Colonies and India), though
very numerous, and in the aggregate very important, are
none of them, taken singly, countries of the first magnitude

and importance,

that

into possession

we do

is,

so far as they have been reduced
know what South Africa and

not

New Guinea may be some day. In the aggregate (thus
limited) they do not yet approach in area the great territories of the free Colonies, nor in population to the great
Indian populations ; but their distinguishing feature is that
they are

always

British territory

growing, while

we seem

to

in

the

other

classes

of

have reached a sort of natural

limits.

While the Crown Colonies have, speaking generally, a
and, in some instances, a large amount of prosperity,
taken as a whole it cannot be said that they are excessively
fair

prosperous and profitable, as will be seen when we roughly
enumerate them. Speaking generally, we may say that most
of

them nearly pay

civil

their

way so

far as regards the cost of

and do not, in
the Mother Country.

administration,

that

shape, involve

It is only in certain
direct expense to
special cases that Parliamentary grants in aid are made.
And no doubt we bear a good deal of indirect cost involved

by these possessions, including the naval protection towards
which they contribute nothing. Some of them contribute
towards the cost of the military garrisons maintained within
their limits, but at most they pay only the direct charge in
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By

the

Colonial contributions to the

gross cost of British troops, was no
For the considerable military posts

more than ^139,000.
the Mother Country

pays entirely, as also the cost of the Protectorates which

we have chosen to assume.
I will now mention the

various possessions.

Ceylon

has the largest population, and is, perhaps, in some respects,
the most important of the Crown Colonies.
It is practically an outlying part of India, and is managed very much
on Indian principles.
It has an area of 25,000 square
miles, a little less than Ireland (but the area includes some
considerable mountains), and a population approaching

The Ceylonese
who have retained

three millions.

Indian

origin,

are a distinct people of

the Buddhist religion, but

a large part of the island is occupied by Tamils
Hindus
from the neighbouring districts of India who also swarm

over in large numbers, in a purely voluntary way, to labour

on the Ceylon plantations. The island is fairly prosperous
and progressive. It does not grow enough food for its own
wants, but still produces some spices, &c., and is an
field for British planters.
Unfortunately, their
coffee planting
has fallen through, owing
original industry
to a disease in the plants, and they have taken to tea and
cinchona, in which they seem again to have good prospects

important

Ceylon, however, has not been, and probably
source of revenue and profit to the
Mother Country that some of the Dutch planting Coloof success.

never
nies

will

used

suffice

be, the

to

for

be.

the

cause Ceylon

is

The revenue does not more than
administration, and only suffices beso placed in regard to India as to be

on India for military aid in case of need,
and therefore it can reduce its military expenditure to a
minimum. Even the very small payment which it makes
to the British Exchequer for troops, it was lately
obliged
able

to

rely
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to

beg

off

caused by the

during the depression

failure

of coffee.

The duties on food apart, the administration appears to
We hear very little about it,
be fairly good and successful.
The people have been long in
and that is a good sign.
contact with Arabs, and Dutch, and Portuguese there are
We have now given
a good many Christians among them.
them much English education, and they seem to be fully
;

advanced as any of our Indian peoples.
The Straits Settlements were originally, as has been
already stated, under the Government of India, and still

as

retain a
stration

Indian.

good deal of the Indian character
;

in their admini-

but, a few immigrants apart, the population is not
The natives are chiefly Malay; but the most

important part of the population are the Chinese settlers,
who are there not only as mere labourers and servants, but
also as

merchants and enterprisers

rivalling the

Europeans

In
greatly exceeding them in numbers.
this part of the world, more than in any other, some of the
Chinese are really settlers, rather than mere birds of passage ;

in business,

and

some cases they bring their wives and families, in other
Most recases intermarry with the people of the country.
markable of all, they consent to be buried in the country.
Even in the protected Malay States (the population of which

in

but small) Chinamen, attracted by the mines, sometimes
exceed in number the native population ; and the necessity
of controlling the Chinese was the excuse for our interven-

is

The

total population of the Colony is given as
whom five-sixths are Malays and Chinese in
of
423,000,
.about equal numbers, and the remainder a melee of various
The revenue suffices for the administration.
nationalities.
tion.

Territorially the

country

is

commercially Singapore, and

The

not

of great importance

in a less degree

;

but

Penang, are

great rise and prosperity of Singaimportant places.
pore as an entrepot and place of trade are well known ;
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business,

so

important
as it was before Hong-Kong was created, and other
I imagine, too, that much of the great trade
places rose.
shown in the statistics is due merely to its position as a
relatively

it

is,

port of call.
Mauritius

is a wonderfully successful producer of sugar
but
that is very small, only 700 square miles
;
It is
altogether, and much of that is barren volcanic hills.
very fully populated, and, in respect of population, may be

for its size

be now,

for the most part, an Indian country, the
of
the inhabitants being immigrants from
great majority
India no longer mere indentured labourers, but now chiefly

said to

settled Colonists.

But the co-existence with these Indians

of a large

minority (not very far short of one-third) of
European blood, who cannot get over their view of themselves as a superior race, and of the Indians as an inferior

them with labour, make the adminiand render the experiment of self-

race imported to supply
stration very difficult,

government now being initiated specially hazardous. We
can only hope for the best ; it must be very closely
watched.
The revenue is good ; the Colony pays its

way

well.

Though the West Indian Colonies are many, under
many separate Governments, they may be here grouped
together, including the Colonies on the mainland and all
None of them
the islands as far north as the Bermudas.

are equal in resources to some of the foreign islands, especially Cuba ; but in the aggregate they are very important.

The total population is about 1,500,000, of whom the great
Speaking generally, it cannot be said
majority are Africans.
that they are in recent times very prosperous ; and such
prosperity as some of them have is in great part due to imBritish Guiana, in particular,
ported East Indian labour.
seems almost entirely to rely on this labour, by the aid of
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which

it is

other

West Indian Colonies which have imported East

still

a successful sugar Colony.

Indians they are

still

In most of the

a comparatively small minority of the

population, and they are chiefly indentured labourers rather
than yet settled Colonists on a considerable scale.
They
are generally imported only because the planters have failed
It is
to come to terms with the emancipated negroes.

undoubtedly the case that, notwithstanding all the favourable circumstances under which emancipation was effected

West Indies

the ample compensation to the planters,
gradual emancipation, the very paternal care of the
British Government and people in this matter
the emanci-

in the

the

pation has not been nearly as successful as in the Southern
States of America, where it took place under every condition of disaster

and

a great war, in which the
violent emancipation, without a
a sort of saturnalia for a time of

irritation

Southerners were beaten
farthing of compensation

;

;

negro domination under "carpet-bagger" guidance, which
In spite of it all, the
might have demoralised any people.

Southern States have already settled down prosperous and
progressive, and raise much more cotton than ever they did ;
while the West Indian Colonies have been going down, and
are still crying to heaven, abusing a heartless British Go-

vernment, and importing coolies in a fragmentary sort of
It may be that cotton cultivation is better suited to
way.
the negro genius than sugar ; but one can hardly believe
that the negro of Jamaica is really by nature more wicked
and troublesome than the negro of Georgia or South
If he is, circumstances must have made him
Carolina.

The

truth seems to be that, under the pressure of
the
whites of the Southern States have faced
necessity,
the situation bravely and honestly, have fully acceptedemancipation, and made the best of it; while the West
so.

have been influenced

Indians never heartily accepted

it,

by a repugnance

equality before

to

accept

full

the law,
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some

So they

successfully to resist

degree
complete equality.
have maintained the struggle and cried for help, when
they had better have made the best of the situation, as
the Americans have.
There is much difference in the different Colonies. The

Bermudas are far off, and are, in fact, partly a naval station
and partly a market garden for the supply of early vegetables
The
to the United States, with a population of but 15,000.
Bahamas, too, are a large Archipelago near the United
Honduras is
States, with a total population under 50,000.
an undeveloped sort of Colony, of which wood-cutting is
the principal industry.
Barbadoes is thickly populated, and
the blacks there are said to be much better and in a better
Trinidad has a large

position than in the other Colonies.

Indian population, and is understood to be in some respects
British Guiana has
in better case than most of the Islands.
a very large area, but most of it is scarcely known, and the
population of the known and cultivated part hardly exceeds

a quarter of a million. Everything has been done for the
West Indies that could be done consistently with our freetrade principles.
Very experienced Governors have been
In
sent and various new industries have been suggested.

some

instances, at least, things seem to be looking better.
Necessity has at last induced the planters in some of the
Islands to abandon their dislike to the acquisition of land

by the blacks and

The

their

combination in some cases to

from Jamaica (which,
population of near 600,000, is quite the most
It
important of these Colonies) are very encouraging.
appears that there has now sprung up a large class of
it.

prevent
with

last

accounts

its

negro peasant proprietors, and that the desire to own land
has very largely developed among the people in a way

which

is

likely to

lead

to

the independence and

attending peasant proprietorship.

In

fact, I

thrift

understand a
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large proportion
rent land.
St.

of the

now own

blacks of Jamaica

or

Lucia seems to have a large number of freeholders,
told that in Trinidad, Tobago, Grenada,

and we are

Montserrat, Nevis, and Dominica there are
cultivators, either as proprietors or as renters

many

native

on shares

the

equivalent of the metayer system, which also prevails in the

United

States.

The

blacks of the

West Indies

are Christians,

and a

good deal seems to have been done to educate and civilise
them. With the exception of some Imperial aid to the
smaller Islands, the West Indies pay their own way by the
aid of the very objectionable food taxes, for which no
been found, and the effect of which is to
taxation on the poorer classes.
of
the
There
weight
put
was question of substituting a land tax in Jamaica, but
substitute has yet

whereas in Switzerland they are introducing a progressive
taxation, the rate increasing with the amount of property
or income, in Jamaica it was proposed to adopt a sort

of inversion of this system, the rate to be heavier on the
smaller properties, and decreasing as they increased up to
the properties of the large planters.
That would not

be

at

all

things to

tolerable.
Evidently there are a good many
be settled yet under the new constitution of

Jamaica.

Both administratively and

financially the

West Indies

labour under great disadvantage in the great number of
different Governments and the great variety in their consti-

some being proper Crown Colonies, while others
have the remains of old constitutions.
It would seem to be
desirable that they should be re-grouped and re-constituted

tutions,

in a

ment

more systematic way, and put under a larger Governor Governments, as Mr. C. S. Salmon proposes, though

whether they are in a position to be entrusted with as much
We
self-government as he would give them is a question.
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must always remember our duty of protecting the coloured
races.

We know

by a long and sad experience what a terrible
and great expense our South African possessions
have been to us, and continue so to be to the present day.
It would be useless to go through all that dull, and dismal
trouble

The settled Colonies are tolerably prosperous, but
development has been nothing at all approaching that
of the Australasian and American Colonies.
The Cape Colony has been touched on as now one of
the free Colonies, and Natal has also been a good deal
mentioned as a Crown Colony with a small white populastory.

their

tion of large pretensions.

In the old Cape Colony proper

the coloured population is largely made up of the relics of
the remnants of the old tribes of the region, and
slavery
the half-breeds called Bastards, most of whom may be said
to be more or less tamed, and welded into our system.
But in the farther provinces of the Colony, still more

beyond the Kei and

in the region of the
the less-assimilated natives largely prevail.
Natal seems to be pretty prosperous

diamond
as

fields,

a planting,

and speculating Colony; but of the small white
population a part is the remnant of the Dutch settlement
which preceded the British Colony, and a large part of the
British seem to be yet only birds of passage rather than

trading,

permanent Colonists. The importation of East Indians has
The natives, who form the vast
already been mentioned.
majority of the population, have not yet undergone any
considerable social amalgamation with the whites, and do
not labour regularly for them.
They are chiefly located in

and generally preserve their own laws and
But, Zulus as they are, they now seem to be
peaceable enough. Though the white Colonists decline
military responsibility, they are ready enough to under-

native reserves,

customs.

take

the

task of governing the natives,

and have

lately
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volunteered to undertake

the

management of Zululand

has been hinted, indeed, that they
have already considerable pecuniary and speculative in-

beyond

as well.

It

terests there.

Enclosed between the Cape Colony, the Orange Free
Natal, and the Indian Ocean is a considerable

State,

territory, still

mainly native.

But the greater part of

this

we have subjected and handed over to the management
of the Cape authorities.
There remain only Pondoland
and Basutoland. Pondoland is a small territory near the
eastern coast.
One half, under the name of Xesibeland,
we have already annexed and handed over to the Cape
late Order in Council.
Basutoland has a sad history, involving us in difficulties
of which we have not yet seen the end. After intervening

by a

between the Basutos and the Orange Free State, we took
them under our protection, and, left very much to themselves,

they became

the

best

people in South Africa

excellent agriculturists, possessed of flocks, and herds, and
horses, independent in their bearing, and comparatively
civilised.
us,

But, though their engagements were clearly with
be rid of such matters we one day,

in the desire to

made them over to
With the Colony they did not get on

without in any way consulting them,
the

Cape Colony.

so well.

Certain transactions, resulting from a quarrel with

a sub-section of them, led them to suspect Colonial speculators of having an eye to their lands.
The Colony, on the

make sure of their obedience, determined to
disarm them, and attempted to do so. The result is well
other hand, to

known. It was the act of the Colonists themselves, engagements of the British Government notwithstanding. So they
A regular war'
tried to carry the measure out themselves.
resulted, and the Colonists, after great efforts and the exThen
penditure of very large sums, were thoroughly beaten.
the long-suffering British Government had to take the Basutos
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them

was gone ; they had become
;
one another. We have been
of
aggressive, drunken, jealous
moral influence of a British
the
to
deal
with
them
by
trying
officer, under very disadvantageous circumstances, and seem
to be partially successful
more so than might have been
Peace, however, in the Basuto territory seems
expected.
The drink
to have been continually hanging by a thread.
We would much like to keep
question is a great trouble.
out drink, but Cape Colonists make brandy, people on the
borders of the Free State and elsewhere sell it.
White men
cannot be altogether excluded, and so we seem unable to

too

their industry

control the drink

traffic.

The

future of Basutoland remains

to be seen.

Our

troubles in Zululand, also, are too recent

and too

brought to an end to let us forget them. Zululand is,
as is to be seen on the map, a comparatively small country
We remember how we
abutting on the sea north of Natal.

little

attacked the Zulus

on very

frivolous

pretexts

;

first

got

beaten, then beat them;

first

him up again when he
ments with Usibepu and

friendly arrangeothers, then allowed them to be

;

fell,

deposed Cetewayo, then
first

set

made

overturned by the Boers without remonstrance ; first solemnly
engaged the Boers of the Transvaal not to overstep their
eastern border, then quietly allowed them to take possession
of the greater part of Zululand ; finally declared we would
not intervene in that country at all, and now, last of all, have
to intervene and divide the country
with the Boers, in the form, on our side, of a British Protectorate of the part of the country nearest the sea.
That is

announced our readiness

the very latest, and we can only hope that it may succeed.
declared object is to keep the Boers from the sea and

The

and Amatongas, the only other
between our borders and the point where the

reserve a road to the Swazis
tribes

who

lie

junction of the Transvaal with the Portuguese territory of
J
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Delagoa Bay cuts us

off

from the

rest of Africa in that

direction.

The

history of our transactions with the Boers beyond
Cape Colony is still more painful. Long ago, when
they trekked away from us, we declared they should not
go free, and followed them. After much trouble and fighting we gave it up, and entered into a formal convention
with them, by which we bound ourselves to leave them
That
alone beyond the Orange River, and not to cross it.
but
when
diamonds
a
for
good many years
gave peace
were discovered, we disregarded the convention and appropriated the diamond region now made over to the Cape
Since then we have wholly set at naught the
Colony.

the

;

We took
convention, without particular reason assigned.
in
Transvaal
to
the
annex
troubles
of
it, and
advantage
sent a military commandant, who administered it in entire
When it became
disregard of the feelings of the Colonists.

too hot for us,

we changed our minds, and were

quite willing

There was really nothing in
Government
But
our
thought proper to vapour
dispute.
about first establishing the authority of the Queen, and
permitted an officer of forward proclivities to drag us into
a senseless war, in which he was repeatedly beaten, and
Then we
our disasters were crowned at Majuba Hill..
of
the
whole
and
came to
saw the blood-guiltiness
affair,
But we could not, and have not yet made up our
terms.
practically to

surrender

it.

First we stipulated for the protection
to do.
of the large native tribes in the territory over which the
Boers had exercised a nominal rule. Then we surrendered

minds what

them, but stipulated that the Boers should not extend east
or west, while we left them free to do as they liked to the

Then, in spite of this, they made large aggressions
to the east in Zululand, but we took no notice ; but finally,
north.

when some Boer adventurers made some
smaller scale

on two petty native

aggressions on a

chiefs to the west,

we again
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and

we were
why we

quite entitled to act against them if we chose ; but
suffered so much aggression in Zululand, where we
substantial ground for interference and great facility for

had

doing so, but interfered in Bechuanaland, where we had no
need to do so, in a country in the heart of Africa, so far
removed from our resources, is and must remain a mystery.
We were under no obligation whatever towards the chiefs
who had suffered from the Boers. Besides the wish to
protect the natives there was the idea of a possible traderoute to the farther interior, and a desire of the Cape
English to humble the Transvaal, and so do something to
wipe out Majuba. At any rate, Mr. Mackenzie was allowed
to go up and annex Bechuanaland, and following that, Sir
Charles Warren was sent to march up and march down
again with almost as many men as the King of France, and
at a cost to the British taxpayer of about a million of money.
The result was that by a mere proclamation we annexed a

very great territory
everything up to the twenty-second
degree of south latitude and twentieth of east longitude
besides entering into some relations with the chiefs

beyond.

The

limit

of west longitude had reference to the Ger-

mans, then in their

first

rage for extension, and to

whom we

were readily offering everything that was not worth having,
besides permitting them to take a few better things, and
who, in pursuance of this policy, had acquired the desolate
West Coast from the mouth of the Orange River to the

A

curious part of the
far northwards.
that as the twenty-second parallel of latitude
just about cuts across the northern frontier of the Transvaal,
it is not known to this day whether it is intended to make

Portuguese territory

transaction

is,

another change, and by

this

annexation to shut in the Trans-

on the north.
Meantime, most of the invading Boers are

vaal

J

2

left in

pos-
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session of the land claims which they had acquired in some
South African sort of way, and we have this great territory

on our hands, most of

almost without inhabitants, and cer-

it

We went into the
tainly without any appreciable revenue.
business with some vague idea that the Cape Colony would
take it off our hands ; but now they will do nothing of the
We

kind.

access

;

nothing,

stipulated

and the consequence

is

even for freedom of

not

wholly cut off from

that,

Bechuanaland, and having no access except
through the free Colony, we must, pay their customs dues
for all we import, their railway rates for our troops, and be

the sea as

is

altogether very

much

at their

mercy

;

while

if

ever there

is

is obliged, and
reap
any advantage, they
will
be
to
vote
the
year by year
obliged,
money to carry on
the Bechuanaland administration.
The worst of it is that,
whereas both in Kaffraria and Zululand we have a natural
boundary by which we are separated from further African
complications, in Bechuanaland we are in contact with

will

interior Africa.

one

The

engagement

it.

farther

leads

to

Parliament

we go the
another.

tribes

grow thicker

Where

are

we

;

to

stop?

The last Blue Book (4,839 of 1886) certainly does not
supply any satisfactory answer to this question on the
contrary, strongly suggests that we cannot stop, but must
Part of the territory formally assumed
go much farther on.
by the British Crown viz., the part formerly claimed by
Makroane and Montisoia, the chiefs on whose account we
we have absolutely annexed. The natives are
interfered
" Native
Reserves," as in other Colonies ;
provided for by
but they do not seem to be at all satisfied.
Makroane has

but a small share of his old

territory,

and European

settle-

in that of Montisoia, very much
natives are to pay a hut-tax, as a

ments are being established

The
to his disgust.
small contribution towards the expenses of British occupation. In the territory beyond, our Protectorate is of a pretty
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thorough description, involving control by a British mounted
police and there also the chiefs do not seem at all satisfied
;

with our volunteered protection.
One of the principal of
them, Sechele, whether of his own motion or under the
"
"
who swarm in these parts,
guidance of the legal advisers
" I
asks some very pertinent questions.
hear that myself

and other

have been taken under the Protectorate of
beg to ask what is meant by the ProtecMajesty.
torate of the British Government.
For instance, a short
time ago the police came and took prisoners some white men
who were in my town. Again, the other day, some people
came, who, I suppose, were police; I received no intimation whatever from you on the matter.
I beg you to tell me
chiefs

Her

I

what kind of a Protectorate it is that we are under, what
its customs are, and what are its laws."
Various British
officers and others were consulted on the questions raised
by our position in these countries. Their opinions were
received in April last ; but the Blue Book does not show
what decisions, if any, have been arrived at. There seems
to be a general concurrence of opinion among those consulted that we must keep on advancing, and cannot stop
till

at least

last for

we

get to the Zambesi.

The

Protectorate

may

a time, but "numbers of people with nothing to

do are waiting

to get farther north."

"

Whether the

chiefs

land or not, white men will gradually force their way
into the Protectorate ; by degrees they will lay claim to the
"
soil."
Eventually the country must be annexed." Then,
the
present Protectorate, a powerful chief, whom
beyond
sell

we have

partly taken

under our protection, profusely

offers

us a great territory beyond our present limit, to which
turns out that another powerful chief lays claim.
He

it

is

also threatened by a rebel brother now in the Transvaal.
If
interfere, the chiefs, it is said, will fall out among

we do not

themselves, and filibusters from our territory or the Transvaal will appear among them.
Foreign Powers, too, may
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get their fingers

in.

"

The country towards

the Zambesi

is

the richest part of the territory." So they are all agreed that
up to the Zambesi we must go, with our Protectorate and

whatever else

may

follow,

and

that white

men must be

allowed to go forward under due regulations.
African settlements are of considerable im_p The West
Allusion has already been made to the African
Company's possessions, actual or potential, on the Niger, and
But we have
nothing more need be said on that subject.
portance.

known as Gambia,
Gold Coast, and Lagos,
all scattered along the coast between the Senegal on the
north-west, and the mouth of the Niger to the south-east
also the British Settlements, or Colonies,

Sierra Leone, British Sherbro', the

The

territories

attached to

these settlements are very

ill-

and do not seem to be very populous and imWe seem to be continually adding to them small
portant.
of
sea-coast, or small protectorates over chiefs on
strips
the great object seems to be to secure for the
and
rivers,
Colonies a Customs revenue all along the coast, and by
linking our possessions to one another, and to those of
foreign European Powers, to put a stop to what we are
pleased to call smuggling and evasion of our Customs
We, free-traders in principle, seem to consider any
system.
bit of coast where trade is free, or at least unrestricted by
European Customs regulations, an evil to be suppressed.
If we were ourselves in the habit of considering the welfare
of the natives in preference to trade at any price, and
strictly to keep out spirits and other things injurious to
But I
them, there might be justification for this policy.
fear it is not so.
Our relations with the chiefs in the interior are very ill-defined indeed
but we do interfere to
some extent. We have to deal with very difficult questions
in regard to native laws and customs, especially those which
involve questions of slavery, the delivery of refugees, and
defined,

;

the procuring of native labour.

We

have to try to keep the
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missionary _ and^ other

into rivalry with the

Mahom-

rnedan religion and civilisation, which has gained so strong
a hold on the northern part of the African continent, and
which in the west we meet advancing from the other side.
S>ome recent travellers have indeed compared the Mahommedan influences with our own, not to the disadvantage of

But our position and relations on the west
still very obscure and difficult to under-

the former.

coast of Africa are
stand.

The

Blue Books on the Gold Coast and Sierra Leone

last

show what

call a somewhat alarming disposition
active policy there, and an advance of
British influence into the interior among the Ashantees and

to

I

demand

a

should

more

other tribes, in order to establish peace and commerce by
The Chambers of Commerce who were so

force of arms.

demanding the annexation of Burmah, have again
up in regard to West Africa; at any rate the
London and Manchester Chambers of Commerce have

active in

been

stirred

passed resolutions pointing in the direction which I have
mentioned ; but the Government have responded only
It is still in the balance whether
partially and cautiously.

we are to establish large dominions in this
The Sierra Leone merchants pathetically

part of Africa.
state that the

place is only an entrepot, and that unless we interfere to
render the interior fitted for trade and commerce, they may
as well shut

up shop.

In Borneo the British Colony of Labuan is very petty.
Raja Brook's territory is not acknowledged as properly
British,

and the

territory

of the North Borneo

Company,

reduced into possession.
The native population under the rule of the Company seems
to be but small, and they trust more to the development of
though nominally

large,

is

little

the territory by Chinese immigrants.
ally give very

The Company

natur-

hopeful accounts in general terms, but no
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statistics are available,

and

I

can add nothing more.

The

development of Borneo lies in the future.
--Of our paper sovereignty in New Guinea nothing apIt
preciable has been occupied, and nothing is known.
remains to be seen on what principle our sovereignty is to
be exercised whether we are merely to protect the natives,
or whether we might make over another great territory to an
enterprising company, or whether we are to administer it or
the Australians administer it, with a view to European

J.et

settlement and plantation.
The Fiji Islands have a considerable area

square miles

some 6,000

but a population of only 127,000, of

whom

3,500 are Europeans, 8,000 imported labourers, Polynesians

and Indians, and 115,000 natives.
But, unhappily, the
native population has diminished in consequence of epidemics, which came in with us. It seems to be the unhappy
fate of the Pacific Islanders that they

cannot stand contact

with our civilisation, and die down rapidly wherever we
come.
Otherwise the Colony of Fiji seems to be doing

by our ships of war, British rule is maintained without any foreign soldiers whatever.
In other Colonies labourers have been imported at the

well, and, visited

Here it is the other way. Sir Arthur
Gordon asked permission to import Indian labourers, beinstance of planters.

cause he could not protect the natives from the planters
a view
unless he supplied them with some other labour
very consoling to those interested in protecting the Fijians,

but not so

much

so

to

those interested in the Indians.

not here enter into the disputed questions
of Fiji management ; suffice it that no one can doubt the
singleness of purpose of Sir Arthur Gordon and his

However,

I will

successor.
The power given to the chiefs does seem somewhat excessive, and the degree to which the lower people
are made a sort of adscripti glebce, and required to culti-

vate

certain staples,

might seem open to

question

;

but
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means of saving them from the dewhich has overtaken so many of the Pacific

the only

Hong-Kong is an exceedingly flourishing place, but it
need hardly be said that it is only a commercial stationnot a territorial Colony.
We have there, besides a consi
derable community of European merchants, a large Chinese
population, including a section of that pushing mercantile

element which

is

said to be taking

much

enterprise of the Chinese coasts out of

of the trade and

European hands.

Of

a population approaching 180,000, all but some 10,000 are
Chinese.
The whites are about 3,000. We are making in

Hong-Kong and Singapore a kind of experiment in the
government of Chinese, which may be useful if they settle
more largely in our Colonies and possessions ; and the

The chief diffiexperiment is not without its difficulties.
in
in
is
the
relations
with the
however,
culty,
Hong-Kong,
administration of the neighbouring Chinese coast.
We are
not always very tender of the Customs and other regulations
of our neighbours, and we have not unfrequently treated
the Chinese with a good deal less consideration than we

would

European neighbours.
Happily, however, the
temptation to opium smuggling and the like on the part of
is now past.
But Hong-Kong is a free port in
respects perhaps too free, for freedom there means, or
used to mean, no questions asked.
At one time it was

Europeans

some

alleged that native pirates sometimes found free quarters
there, and it is still very much alleged by the Chinese that
native smugglers and contraband ers and breakers of regulations find an asylum and base of operations there.
They
have a free port in which the British interfere with them

very

little,

and where the Chinese may not follow them

-at

and

yet so close to China that it is alleged they would
break through all rules if special precautions were not taken.

all;

Accordingly, the Chinese have established a special cordon
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immediately outside the limits of the Colony to watch and
overhaul all native vessels visiting Hong-Kong, and enforce

This is
the Chinese regulations before they can get out.
called the blockade of Hong-Kong, and is much resented

by the Colonial community.

It is difficult to see

how

the

a great free port, and a
very pushing community impatient of Chinese control so
near the Chinese Coast.

matter can be settled

Of
very

when we have

Port Hamilton, to the north of the Chinese seas,
is
known, and nothing need be here said,

little

except that

it

is

believed to

have been a mere naval

station for precautionary and strategical purposes,
it is now, it
appears, to be shortly abandoned.

and

that

In regard to our Mediterranean possessions, it is only
necessary to observe that no one would think of desiring to
have them merely as Colonies. They are military and naval
stations.

while

and Egypt
Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus, and Aden
it
are supposed to form a chain of British

we hold

by which we may not only maintain our influence in
the Mediterranean, but secure and cover the shortest route
I say nothing of that view of the case till I come
to India.
posts,

to a more general survey.
Meantime, one word regarding
these places so far as they are in some sense Colonial possessions.

Gibraltar

is literally

no more than a mere garrison town

;

but most of the people of that town (under 20,000 in all,
are Spanish, and we have some of the same difficulties with
the neighbouring mainland that are experienced in HongBesides a not unnatural jealousy of the British
Kong.

possession of a Spanish rock, the Spanish complained of
smuggling, of an asylum for political offenders, and of contraventions of Spanish regulations.
I believe that ouf officers
are doing their best to put an end to all just ground for
these complaints ; indeed, recently, they got into a scrape
for over-zeal in this direction in the case of political refugees.
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In Malta, our difficulty is to reconcile the requirements
of a great British fortress with the claim to the liberties of

and to self-government such as is granted to
other places, on the part of a somewhat exacting native
community, who deem themselves a people, and appeal to

free citizens

the circumstances and conditions of our occupation of the

We

have also to reconcile
island as justifying their claims.
the claims of a Maltese aristocracy with a sufficient care for
the interests of the lower classes, and also the conflicting
claims of the Maltese, Italian, and English languages, to
say nothing of the claims to recognition of the Roman
In fact, these difficulties are not
Catholic ecclesiastics.

overcome, and have not been sufficiently overcome.
Maltese questions are always cropping up to trouble us.
As has been mentioned, we have not succeeded in dealing
easily

with the taxes on food, nor have
ciled military

we

yet thoroughly recon-

government and precautions with

municipal administration.

The

population a

civil

little

and

exceeds

150,000.

In Cyprus we are new brooms.
The administration
seems to go on successfully, an even hand being held
And the higher porbetween Greeks and Mahommedans.
tions of the island seem to prove useful as a 'sanatorium for
The difficulty about Cyprus
troops disabled in Egypt.
(apart from wider political questions) lies in the tribute we
have engaged to pay to the Turks enormous in proportion
to its size and resources.
The consequence is that an
island, which otherwise would well pay for its internal administration, cannot do so, and it is necessary to make
an annual Parliamentary grant to aid it. The population
of Cyprus approaches 200,000, and leaving out a few
foreigners and Roman Catholics, they are divided between
Greeks and Mahommedans, in the proportion of about twothirds Greek and one-third Mahommedan.
Aden and Perim still belong to the Ihdian Government.
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are but barren rocks, hot and unlovely, and involve a
good deal of difficulty in regard to water supply, Arabs,
and Somaulees. We certainly should not covet these places

They

for other than strategical purposes.

Our

latest

annexation

the Gulf of Aden.

is

the Island of Socotra, outside

a barren island, of which nothing is
have as yet no information of the circumIt is

known, and we
stances under which
grounds

annexed, and of the
Apparently it is a mere nominal
has been

it

for that step.

annexation, with no real occupation.
I

have now,

I think,

mentioned

all

the British Colonies

and Protectorates which are worth mentioning

in a general
The
of
kind.
this
aggregate population of the
survey
Crown Colonies and other territories, outside India and the

great self-governing Colonies, so far as has yet been ascertained, is about eight millions, or, if we include the Cape

Colony as mainly an African

Thus

population, nine

millions.

:

Ceylon and Mauritius

Mainly Indian
Largely Chinese

Straits,

...

Hong-Kong, Labuan

mainly Pacific Islanders
West Indies, about
Fiji

...

...

...

3,250,00x5

...

650,000

...

130,000

1,500,000
African Colonies, including the Cape Colony, about 2,000,000
...
Mediterranean Colonies and Garrisons, about
400,000

Unclassed and unenumerated Protectorates
about

say,

1,000,000

The total, it will thus be seen, is not exceedingly
Some of the Colonies are well populated but there
;

doubt

that,

tories

in the

is

no

even apart from the need of labour for the
very many of our possessions, completed or in

planters, in
progress, there

much

large.

and a capacity of supporting, a
full development of the terrilarger population.
we already occupy, and any further progress, whether
is

room

for,

The

nominal possessions not really occupied or in further
much depends on the population question

extensions, very
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occupy tropical and quasito afford the labour by which

fitted to

also

the great supply of British educating and directing energy
Captain Cyprian Bridge,
may be turned to account.
speaking of the Pacific islands, and the decrease of the
"
Fertile as they may be, they
native population there, says
can only be made productive with labour, of which no man
:

can say where

it is

to

be obtained."

CHAPTER

IX.

IMMIGRATION TO TROPICAL TERRITORIES.

THE

want of a labouring population in many of the warmer
is true.
Yet there are great and overflowing
in
the
world
quite fitted for tropical and subpopulations
tropical climates if they can only be made available.
Labourers have already been obtained from several sources
We must examine a
Indian, Chinese, and Polynesian.
little this population question ; but I fear that we have not
territories

yet found very satisfactory

means of promoting a

large

immigration.

The world has already had too much of labour-import
from Africa, with all its horrors of slave-dealing and slavery.
We cannot suffer such things any more; civilised Europe
will not permit any more of that sort of labour import, even
if it

were carried on in the form of indentured labour.

might

result.

been, there

We

on

that subject to risk the abuses that
Besides, populous as Africa seems to have

are too sensitive

is

intestine wars,

every reason to believe that the horrible

due

in great part to slave -dealing

and

kid-

napping for the purposes of slavery, have very greatly
reduced those populations. There is room and to spare
for all of them in Africa if it were only pacified and deExcept, then, for our African possessions, towards
veloped.

which forces in the interior still direct a wave of native
population, we cannot look to Africa for population and
labour in

But

new

countries.

we have an enormous population rapidly
and threatening soon very much to press on the

in India

increasing,
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We have seen
in their own country.
know that, under favourable circumstances, these
people make excellent Colonists.
They are accustomed to
means of subsistence
enough

to

and law-abiding, industrious, frugal, and
and they have also a natural aptitude for

agriculture, quiet

very intelligent,

commercial

pursuits.

Yet there are great

difficulties in the

evidence that the Hindus were once, in prehistoric times, a seafaring and colonising people, but for
many centuries this has ceased to be so ; Arabs, Malays,

way.

There

is

and Europeans have ousted them from that function. The
modern peoples of India are not only not seafaring, but
have a proverbial dread of the " black water," which the
vast majority have never seen, and only know as a mysterious

terror.

Then

the

caste

trammels under which Indians

system

live,

and the

stand very

social

much

in

way of emigration. The better and more enterprising
classes do not attempt any voluntary emigration whatever.
Those of them who are now educated beyond old superstithe

been already explained, at all prone to
rough enterprise. They may go to England to compete for
appointments and take degrees, but they will not be the
Hence emigrants can only be
pioneers of colonisation.

tions are not, as has

sought among the poor and the needy or the casteless,
and not many of them are yet willing to go. Those who
are willing have not the means.
Hence has arisen the indenture system, under which
they are sought out, and their expenses are paid by those
desire their labour, on condition that they are bound
to labour for a term of years.
But this system is very

who

To begin with, the Colonies and emof
labour
who want coolies do not deal direct
ployers
with possible emigrants in the interior of the country.
of the
recruiters, and the remuneration
They
liable

to abuses.

employ

recruiters has very generally taken the
of so much per head to contractors

form of a payment
for

the

supply of
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labourers, a system not only suggestive of a near analogy
to the buying

and

selling of

human

offering great temptations to abuse.

beings, but necessarily

Then sometimes

great

hardship and much mortality occurred in the passage to
distant Colonies in crowded vessels, sometimes inefficiently
found.
And there was little security that on arrival in
remote Colonies the emigrants would be treated as well
as those who engaged them had led them to expect.
Hence the Indian Government was obliged to step in to
protect

its

take

subjects, to

abuses of mercenary touts

full

and

precautions against the
recruiters,

to

insist

on

adequate provision for the voyage, and to limit emigration
to those Colonies and territories where they were satisfied

made adequate provision for the protection of Indian immigrants.
But then, all these precautions cost money, increased the expense of emigration,

that the local laws

and

in proportion as it is costly the planters insist on long
terms of servitude to recoup the expense.
The machinery at the disposal of the Indian Govern-

ment

them

enables

recruiters,

and

to

make

put down the abuses of the
reasonable provision for the health

to

and safety of the emigrants on board ship. The mortality
from sickness on the way is not now excessive
but
disastrous shipwrecks are still, unfortunately, not uncommon, and I am sorry to say that on these occasions British
officers and crews have sometimes shown themselves in
a light happily rare among British seamen saving themselves, and leaving their passengers to perish like so many
derelict cattle.
Some of the officers and sailors in secondrate ships seem hardly to regard coloured passengers in the
same light as those who are white. Not to go back to
;

several cases within my own experience, take the followAs he
ing very recent case from Baron Hubner's travels.
"
arrives at Fiji
pass near a large steamer, wrecked
a few days before on a coral reef.
She had come from
:

We
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number of coolies engaged
officers, and crew, all of them

Calcutta with a considerable

The

by planters.
captain,
drunk when the catastrophe occurred, were saved, but not
one of the poor Hindus escaped death."
There may
very likely be question as to the sweeping charge of
drunkenness, but as to the more material facts, I fear the
event was too near for any great mistake on the Baron's
part.
It is

not very long ago that the officers and crew of a
came into Aden and reported the loss of the

pilgrim ship

which they had

left in a sinking state.
But a few days
another vessel towed the derelict into port, not very

ship,
later

much

the worse, and

board.

I

with

several

never heard that those

hundred pilgrims on
were seriously

officers

punished for the incident.

So far as regards promises and undertakings, the Indian
Government secured good treatment for its emigrant subthe Colonies, but the reports of several Royal
Commissions have abundantly shown that in practice these
I will
precautions were sometimes by no means effectual.
take, as an instance, Mauritius, the Colony nearest to India,
where the Indians are mostly a settled population, and where
one might most have expected that their good treatment
would be secured. There had grown up a large Indian population, free of the indentures by which they were originally
bound. The planters were jealous of free Indians, who
would not work on estates. They attributed to them all
sorts of wickedness and evil designs, which seem really
jects in

ludicrous to those who know these people.
A compliant
governor happened to preside, and, in spite of the protest
of some of the best and most experienced island officers, a
law was passed, of extreme severity, which not only led to
great abuses in regard to labourers under indenture, but
put those whose terms had expired, and who desired to
remain free, under such harsh conditions that they were

K
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driven into
to

an almost
I will

re-engagements, or

if

they refused, reduced

servile condition.

not quote the strong language of the report of the

Royal Commission of 1874 regarding the many abuses
which they found to prevail in- the treatment of indentured
labourers, but I

more

particularly note those affecting the

Indians supposed to be free.
If within eight days of
expiry of indenture they did not re-indenture, they were
subjected to a system of the most harassing supervision,
"
under what was called the " Pass system
they could not
which they
for
a
without
pursue any calling
police permit,

paid heavily, could not move from one place to another
without a special permit, were obliged to exhibit a ticket
with their photograph to the police, and were charged a

heavy sum for the photograph, for the benefit of favoured
Altogether,
persons, and were subject to other restrictions.
the terms of the law were such that when it was received
in England, even without the subsequent light thrown by
the Royal

Commission on the manner of

its

execution, the

Emigration Commissioners were obliged to say that "it
subjected the old immigrants not employed on estates to a
control which in this country has been applied only to men
under tickets of leave." It was observed, however, that
" the
opinions of those on the spot, with the best means of
judging, were decided and unanimous as to the necessity for
such a law " quite an error, for the adverse opinions had
not been sent home ; and so the law was " allowed to go
into operation."

The Royal Commissioners,

besides reporting on the
find that this law
of
the
"We
farther
injustice
law, say,
was enforced both by the police and the magistrates in such
a reckless and indiscreet manner as to cause cruel hardships
to a number of Your Majesty's subjects."

by

After so strong a report in great detail had been made
a Royal Commission of unquestioned impartiality, one
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would have expected that not a moment would have been
But the
lost in puting an end to such flagrant abuses.
Colonial Office deal very gently with Colonists, whom they
While quite
bring like hornets about their ears.

may

accepting the necessity of acting on the report, they went
about the matter very slowly and quietly, with many references and much hesitation.
Many years passed before the
It was repealed
finally repealed.
and much more equitable laws and rules were
substituted, of which there is little to complain, except that I
believe to this day free Indians are not placed on complete
equality with other races, and are subject to some special
restrictions under the name of vagrancy laws.

obnoxious ordinance was
at

last,

It

may be

admitted, too, that in other Colonies, conse-

quent on the report of the Royal Commissions, particular
abuses have been for the most part remedied, and greater
care

is

now

exercised.

But what has been may

be.

I

have

always maintained that, after expiry of indenture, Indian
immigrants should be entitled to all the privileges of free
British subjects,

independent of race and colour.

But that

doctrine has not yet been fully accepted.
Emigration from India still goes on, but does not seem
to increase, but rather the contrary ; it varies, I think, a

above or below some 20,000 per annum. The people
are frugal, and sometimes save a good deal of money,
I
though think there is a good deal of exaggeration about
that.
We have figures only regarding the minority who
return home with their earnings ; and then the considerable

little

who go

capital of successful traders, included in averages, gives a
fictitious appearance of large savings so far as mere labourers

are concerned.

good many

A

settle in

are unaccounted

for,

good many do thus return home ; a
some of the Colonies a great many
and in one way or other fall out by the
;

I cannot hear that in many of the Colonies the
way.
Indians are much settled on the land.
In Mauritius space

K

2
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wanting ; in that and other Colonies such settlement has
been discouraged. I have heard of something of settlement
in Trinidad and one or two other places ; but we have very
The whole question of large emigration
little information.
from India is one which still awaits solution.
My own opinion is that we cannot have emigration from
India on a large scale, and on satisfactory conditions, till the
is

able more actively to encourage and
can hardly be till the British Government more directly and clearly undertakes the responsibility
of protecting the coloured races in British Colonies and

Indian Government

facilitate it

and

;

is

this

I
possessions not recognised as wholly self-governing.
think emigration from India most desirable for all parties
most desirable as an outlet to overflowing Indian populations, and most desirable as a means of populating warm

But I think it
countries not well suited for white labour.
must be on the condition that the emigrants have at least
that complete personal freedom which they have in India,
and that they are not in any degree treated as an inferior or
I confess I should not be willing to trust
servile race.
them to a Colonial Government, under such conditions as
those of the new Mauritius Constitution, where the votes of
the planting interest will completely monopolise the representation.

I

scale [can

be

cannot think, too, that emigration on a large
satisfactory unless facilities for settling

on the

land are offered to the emigrants in new countries where
land is plentiful.
The Chinese are a more robust race than the Indians
probably better

fitted for Colonists

;

especially where hard-

ship has to be endured, and rough work has to be done,
I cannot understand the vieV/
they are much superior.

taken by Baron Hubner in this matter ; and no one has had
better opportunities of seeing Chinese emigrants in all parts
of the world.

wherever

he

He

is

meets

never tired of praising the Chinaman
him "active, sober, of proverbial
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honesty ; an excellent cultivator, a first-rate gardener ; a
born merchant a first-class cook ; unsurpassed as a handi"
craftsman
he has every industrial virtue under the sun,
and he beats the white man, " not by force, but with the
;

Yet he winds up his sumweapons of labour and thrift."
mary as if he thought Chinese immigration the greatest
misfortune ; he speaks of the white river as fertilising the
lands through which it runs with the seeds of Christian
civilisation, and the yellow, river as threatening to destroy
them.
I must say that, apart from the question of preserving the temperate countries as white men's lands, it
seems to me that the objection to relying on Chinese as
Colonists is not so much their inferiority in religion to the

white adventurers
that,

who object

to their competition, as the fact

except to the limited extent already

mentioned

in

some

places not very far removed from China, they do not come
as Colonists, but only as labourers and fortune-seekers

mere birds of passage.

They are in a country, but not of
They remain completely foreigners, whose ways we do
not understand. They have their own self-government, of
which we know nothing
their own feuds, of which we are
sometimes very painfully made aware their own habits
it.

;

;

and methods.
After often inquiring, I have never been able to discover
why Chinamen will not bring their wives and families and
settle

;

how

far

it is

a mere social prejudice, or

how

far the

Chinese rulers are unwilling to give up a hold over their
Be this as it may, till the difficulty is got over
subjects.
we must look on the Chinese as foreign labourers, and not
as Colonists.
We are hardly yet in a position to form an
opinion what they would be if they really colonised, and
how we should get on with them. But it is a very pregnant

question as regards the future history of the world,
The Polynesians cannot possibly be u source
larv.r

supply of immigrants

thai

-...mrr

ol
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Very great abuses have occurred, and the
has accelerated the tendency to decline in the
No doubt some ot
population, already too pronounced.
overdone.
practice

more populous than
large, and is

the islands are

population

is

not

no doubt, think

Planters,

fetched from islands where

where there are
those

world

;

who know

whole

certainly decreasing.
right that labour should be
there are no planters, to islands

it

but the general result of the statements of
is that nowhere in those parts of the

best

labour redundant,

is

nity to exercise

others, but the

it

if

there were peace and opportu-

beneficially.

The abuses
doubt

of the Polynesian labour traffic are beyond
there is nothing in modern times more shocking.

are proved not only by a great concurrence of testimony, but also by the report of the Commission on the
Western Pacific, and by recent trials.
There seems no

They

doubt that natives were habitually kidnapped and bought
when voluntarily engaged they were misled and
deceived as to the terms of the engagement in short, that
every offence that was possible was committed by unscrupulous recruiters paid by results, and very insufficiently superIt is also clear that very great
vised by inefficient agents.
mortality occurred among them on Queensland plantations
and even when they survived their term of service, the
stipulation to return them to their homes was very insuf-

that even

:

;

performed, it often happening that the wrong man
was landed on the wrong island, and there probably plundered and eaten. The supervision, such as it was, mostly
was in the hands of the Colonial Government, in which
the planters, who profited by the system,. were most powerful.
Since the conscience of Queensland was awakened,, and the

ficiently

party have fallen from power, some trials
have taken place in the Colonies. In a recent case it was
clearly proved that the master and crew of the labour vessel
deliberately intercepted canoes and captured their occupants,

labour-traffic
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were run down, and when the

jumped into the water,
More inexcusable and
murders could not be imagined, and convicted of
escape,

they were shot without remorse.
horrid

murder the perpetrators were but
they were not executed.
No doubt since these disclosures the traffic has been
more supervised, and the abuses much abated, but it is a
;

dangerous and doubtful traffic at best.
In connection with this question
may be mentioned the
barbarous system of reprisals by our ships of war, for
alleged offences by uncivilised natives, which has largely
prevailed both on the coasts of Africa and in the Pacific,

and against which some
It

protested.

conscience

of our best

has always seemed to

officers

me

have much

that the British

strangely variable ; sometimes it is much
matter of secondary importance, or
on a very small scale ; but at other times it is very slow to
move. And so it is here, though repeated Blue Books have

excited

it

is

may be on a

been published showing clearly enough how, on a complaint regarding some quarrel or some outrage on a white
man, vessels of war have been sent to demand satisfaction
or surrender of alleged criminals, and not obtaining that,
have, without regard to the criminality of particular indibombarded this and that native town, and landed

viduals,

and destroyed houses and crops and fruit-trees and whatever they could find, and spread devastation far and wide.
It is a most barbarous system.
In the Pacific these expeditions were generally undertaken on account of the
murder of some trader or sailor by the natives and they,
on their part, in most instances killed the white man in
retaliation for offences committed against them by some
other white men, who had kidnapped their relations, or
committed some other offence against them. As Captain
Bridge says, we, acting on old-fashioned notions, punish the
tribe for the act or suspected act of the individual, and
;
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the natives equally seek to punish members of the limited
white tribe with which they are acquainted, for the acts of
white men, deeming it much the same thing.
But we do

not admit that the same measure applies to ourselves and
In our own case we insist on exact individual

to others.

proof and individual justice, which we quite dispense with
when we are dealing with weaker tribes or peoples.

In the Pacific an attempt has been made, through the
Western Pacific Commission, to substitute for the system of
reprisals individual responsibility,
trial

;

but

successful.

and some

sort of regular

hardly claimed that the result has been very
There are great difficulties in the way. We

it is

cannot control the action of the ships of foreign Powers.
officers have lately reported exploits such as we
used to perpetrate in those regions. In truth, we ourselves

German

seem to have reverted to naval reprisals in the Pacific and
I do not learn that in Africa our officers have yet been forbidden that system, though some 'of their reports show that
they do not at all like it.
;

CHAPTER

X.

EXTENSION OR RETROGRESSION.

WE

have seen how rapid has been the extension of our
The question is, Are we to continue

territories of late years.

so to extend ?

extend.

nothing
that

we may save a good deal of
we consider where we can farther

Well, perhaps

argument on that point

if

Even the tropical world has its limits. There is
more to be got in America, and nothing in Asia
sane man would touch.
We have already in form
our share of the great islands Borneo and New
and in the latter it is only a question of adminis-

any
annexed
Guinea ;
tration whether we are merely to protect the natives or to
We have divided the Pacific with
exploit the country.
and
it
remains
to come to terms with France.
Germany,
only

mouth of us, who steal so many sheep
over the world, to make virtuous protests if France steals
If the French choose to take Tonquin, and
a few lambs.
It hardly lies in the
all

establish a Protectorate over Madagascar, it is their affair.
They have just as good a right to do it as we have to do
If we could bring
same thing in many other quarters.
ourselves honestly and frankly to acknowledge that, we
might probably settle matters with France so far, at least,

the

It would be most desirable to
concerned,
with
France
and Germany to get rid of
arrange something

as Oceania

is

the joint engagements regarding the New Hebrides and
If the Australians would allow
one or two smaller places.

us to come to terms with France about the New Hebrides,
we might then probably have the rest of the South Pacific

1
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to ourselves,

and so

satisfy all the

reasonable demands of

the Australians to be relieved, as far as possible, of the risk
If
of great foreign establishments in their neighbourhood.
so

much were

arranged, there would remain only the great
That I reserve to discuss separately.

Continent of Africa.

really are no more worlds to conmight, if we liked, establish a few more Fijis in
quer.
the Pacific ; that is about all.
Cast about where we will,

But outside Africa there

We

I

do not see room

for further extensions out of Africa.

perhaps well that
rather fast of late.
it is

it

should be so

;

And

we have been going

check our going forback directly and avowedly.
Mr. Gladstone's lessons on the
But we are, I think, as much

If the natural limits of the globe

ward,

We

we

are not prepared to go

have not accepted

fully

danger of too great empire.

as ever inclined to shuffle off our responsibilities by turning
them over to any one who will take them within the Empire

can be called an Empire.
Now, I think it is a
it is right, and justifiable,
whether
very important question
and politic, to turn over native populations whom we have
itself, if it

made our

subjects, or taken under our protection, to the
self-governing Colonies, where these natives are not represented, and by whom they are governed as outlying deI
pendencies to create, as it were, imperia in imperio.

The
that I am decidedly against this policy.
question practically arises in regard to Australasia and the
It seems to me that such a
Pacific, and in South Africa.

must say

is good for no party ; that it is a shirking on our
of
obligations which we have chosen to undertake ;
part
that it is unfair to the natives ; and that it is by no means

transfer

for the Colonies.
Surely the three millions, of white
Australians have enough to do, and will for a long time to
come (even when they increase to ten times the number),

good

to

their

develop

insisting

that

own magnificent possessions, without
among them should undertake the

a few
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of other countries, which Nature has not
be white men's countries, and the government'
a task which diverts them from their
of subject races
own proper tasks, and which has sometimes a very
exploitation

made

to

demoralising
the

ing

effect,

Pacific

as

regard to

in

islanders,

which

to

transactions
allusion

affect-

has

been

made.
It is true

enough that

Colonies there

is

with us, sooner or

and

that

much

more

in the

settled parts of the

of the same public opinion which,

later, restrains

when

that feeling
Colonial opinion also to do

is

and corrects great excesses,
aroused we might expect

much

still, for a very long time to
people in the Colonies must

But

to correct abuses.

come, the body of impartial
be smaller in proportion, and

the speculative element must be larger in proportion than
with us there is not the same enormous middle class.

And

at any rate, I come back to this, that the Colonists
have enough to do at home that they can only operate
abroad under the protection of a navy and a foreign
diplomacy ; and that while we claim to be one Empire
;

we can have

only one navy, and one diplomacy on the high

All the Colonies are not equally settled.
However it
in
future
when
are
be
more
ripe and more
days
they
may
settled, I do not think that we can advantageously turn

seas.

over native populations to them at present, especially when
the consent of those natives is neither asked nor given.

Yet

I

am

it is in that direction that our policy is
clause in the Australian Federation Act about

afraid

The

tending.
the Pacific, the inclusion of the

Crown Colony of

Fiji in

that arrangement, the demand for pecuniary contributions
from the Colonies for the management of New Guinea, the

appointment of a Queenslander

to

be commissioner

for

New

Guinea, and all we hear of plans for the administration of
New Guinea by Queensland, on the part of the Australian
Colonies all these things seem to point in the same
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must say that in my opinion to make over
to Queensland would be a base and unWithout reverting more to questions
justifiable policy.
connected with the labour traffic and the Australian
aborigines, I must recall Captain Bridge's description of
the civilised self-governing character,' and agricultural and
direction.

New

I

Guinea

manufacturing capacities of the natives of New Guinea.
These people should not be handed over to the planting
I do hope
Government
will
firmshow
some
Majesty's
yet
ness regarding New Guinea
"indignation meetings" at
places in Northern Queensland, Cooktown and the rest,

Colonists of the opposite coast of Australia.

Her

that

notwithstanding.
after

Then,

plutocrats and

so

failure

to

lead

to
to

what we are told of the predominance of
speculators in New Zealand, and their

manage
its

their

sufficient

own

magnificent country as

agricultural

development

by

farmers, would it be just or reasonable to make
over to them the Fiji natives hitherto protected by a
paternal Government, or to let them possess themselves

real

of

the

comparatively

civilised

Samoan

and

Tongan

groups ?
In South Africa again the Cape Colony seems to have

enough

to

do

in

its

managing

own

affairs

and

its

great

The

large proportion of natives within the Colony proper seems to be about as much as the Colonists
can safely deal with ; throwing in large native populaterritory.

tions

beyond those

limits

seriously disturbs

Their management of outlying native

the balance.

territories

has not

any means successful. The practice of our
conquering and making over to them many such territories
letting them keep those which they think more or less

been

by

profitable, so long as they are profitable, and hand them
back to us when they seem troublesome and unprofitable,
seems a very objectionable one. Apart from the question
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Cape Colony and the Boer Republics respon-

own

their

now
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relations with the interior of Africa,

reserve, I think that the

most of the native

subjected or brought under control by
It so happens that from the
us, should be retained by us.
Kei River border all the way to the Portuguese frontier at
territories already

Delagoa Bay, there is a territory practically native, easily
accessible to us from the sea, and cut off from the rest of
It comAfrica by self-governing or foreign possessions.
prises the Transkei territory, Pondoland and Basutoland,
(in which the natives are more than ten to one), Zuluand the Swazis and Amatongas, so far as we may
have relations with them not so very large a territory after
all.
I have long thought that we might well combine all
these into one organised dominion under the Crown, consisting partly of British territory, and partly of protected

Natal

land

Native States.

After

all,

the handful of whites in Natal

whose representatives are always passing resolutions proposing to take upon themselves the government of
territories extended to any extent (with the support, I
presume, of British troops), are not more important than
settlers in several parts of India.
Everycannot
be
conceded to their desire for domination
thing

the European

and

speculation.

am very much an economist, but, after all, we are
not so poor that we cannot afford to do our duty by
If we
people whose administration we have undertaken.
I

would but save the millions we are continually spending on unnecessary and injurious wars, or preparations
for war, we could afford to spend thousands to keep up
a proper Commission for the Pacific and New Guinea,
and find a decent government for a corner of South-

East Africa.
the

The general question
Crown Colonies and

of the best

mode

other territories

of administering
a very difficult

is

1
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it is much easier to see and point out the defects of
our present want of system than to find the remedy and
a solution can hardly be suggested till we settle several

one

previous questions which I have left open when previously
We want to settle first our home affairs,
touching on them.

and Government may be tolerably
may be possible to establish an efficient
administration at home for the conduct of Imperial affairs,
so far as they must be controlled and regulated there.
Then
we must make up our minds whether we are really preso that our Parliament

and

efficient,

it

pared to maintain a considerable Colonial dominion in addition to an Indian dominion ; and especially whether we
accept and will adhere to the duty of protecting the natives
to whom we have promised protection.
Where those
natives

are

so sparse

and so

little

fecund, and so

little

rough labour that more population is required to
cultivate and develop the country, we must settle from
what sources that population is to be derived, on what
fitted for

terms and conditions, and
respective claims of natives,

how we are to reconcile the
new settlers, and white enter-

prisers.

Supposing these questions to be settled, the general
which I incline is, that half-and-half systems do
not succeed that you must either have real self-governprinciple to

or a paternal government.
Where there are large
or coloured populations, I wholly distrust selfgovernment in the hands of planters, and much misdoubt

ment

native

government by modern speculative and commercial Joint
Stock companies, the
notwithstanding.

I

memory

of the East India

think that in

all

these

Company

cases, either

really and truly give the coloured peopk a large
of representation in any elective system, or if that

you must
share

cannot be, you must come to paternal government after
In the latter case I would fashion the government of
all.
tropical

and other

territories

mainly populated by coloured
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on the model of our Indian administration

people,

in the

administering British territories with an equal hand
for the benefit of all, and protecting and preserving native
rule wherever we find it under conditions in which it is just

main

and

politic to

maintain

it.

For instance,

if

New

Guinea

turns out in any degree to correspond to the descriptions
which I have quoted, I would rigorously confine our self-

assumed functions

to the protection of the natives from

would not allow European settlement
be carried on in a manner which might
with native laws, institutions, and ideas, and would

external aggression,

and enterprise
conflict

uphold the

to

right of the people of

New

Guinea

to

New

Guinea.
well be that in some of the islands of the
and elsewhere the people are so savage, so given
to internecine war, and so exposed to aggression, that,
as in so much of India, it really may be right and
beneficial to assume direct rule over them; but it should
be done in such a way that their complete protection
should be secured.
As in India so in these territories I would encourage
and develop all the local self-government that is possible

may

It

Pacific

without bringing about a conflict of races or injustice to the
weaker race. And as in India I would look to the possibility of a future day when institutions might be so developed, and conflicting interests and ideas so far reconciled,
that a larger self-government might be introduced, in which
white, black, and brown might partake on equal terms, and
by means of which we might be in great part relieved of

a continually increasing task, growing too heavy for us. But
in most of the territories, where the population is mixed,
and the European settlers are still divided by broad lines

from the people, that day has not yet come.
I

may add

that

we must

also exercise

some

restraint

on

the liberty of British subjects to go where they like and to

1
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call

on

their

Government

to follow

and protect them.

If

they thus go into countries already occupied by natives,
they must either do so at their own risk, or submit to

such limitations and control as the Government
it

necessary to impose.

may

find

CHAPTER XL
AFRICA.

AFRICA, in the widest sense, has been left out of the
above view, and I now come to it. It is a very large
exception indeed from the statement that there are no more
worlds to conquer. To realise how large Africa is, compare it with India on the map, and see how many Indias

could be put into it.
Deserts there, no doubt, are, but
most of it seems to be a sufficiently watered and habitable
country, and though we know little of its resources, we can
at least say, in general terms, that very

much

of

it is

fertile,

and capable of supporting
First as to our

we

own

large populations.
position in Africa.

stand in South Africa.

We have seen how

The

self-governing

Cape Colony

proper, excluding the unrepresented Transkei, has an area
about the size of France. There are no very recent statistics of population, but the whites (English and Dutch to-

seem to be nearly 300,000 ; the coloured people
All the other
600,000 total under a million.
territories, from the Kei to Delagoa Bay, may be roughly
put at little more than half the size of the Cape Colony,
with a population of from a million to a million and a half,

gether)

about

of

whom
as

land,

Bechuanathe whites are certainly not 5 per cent.
annexed or formally protected, is again about

the size of France, or rather more, with a population very
small indeed in proportion to its size, probably under

200,000 in

all.

The Orange Free

State, with

an area about

the size of England, numbers only about 140,000, of whom
It is the policy there not to allow a
one-half are whites.

L

i
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preponderance of blacks. The Transvaal territory is about
the size of the United Kingdom, and is estimated to have
about 750,000 inhabitants, of whom only about 40,000 or
50,000 are whites, and the rest are Africans in a very indigenous state, many of them rather tributary tribes than
proper subjects.

Though Bechuanaland is little fertile and very little popuwe have on that side the way opened to us to the interior
of Africa, and to countries larger and, in some degree, better
There is, however, in some
populated in that direction.
The
limit
to
that.
a
sense,
country to the west we have conlated,

ceded

to

Germany, from the Cape boundary

to that of the

Portuguese on the west coast. On the east we are shut off
by the Transvaal and the Eastern Portuguese territories. And
in the regions to the north any idea of trade to Cape Town
could hardly be carried

much beyond

the Zambesi

;

beyond

that the outlets are evidently to the east and the west.
Farther north, too, we come to the watershed of the Congo,

consecrated by anticipation to a general international trade.
That arrangement seems to extend almost right across the

And

continent.

again the countries about Zanzibar, not

possessed by the Sultan of

that place,

seem

to have

been

a field for German exploration and
pretty well surrendered as
annexation, so far as the Germans choose to occupy them.

South Africa might in general terms be defined as the part
of that continent south of about 15 South Latitude ; and in
all

the interior part between our present frontier and that
much extension if we
is, no doubt, room for

"point, there

wish for it.
It has been
the African
Colonies,

said

we know

little

of

Company on the Niger, and

north

of

that

river,

are

the

claims

of

that the British

scattered,

and have

On the east, the last partition
not yet large dominions.
with Germany seems to have left us a considerable
For
field, but we have not yet availed ourselves of it.
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Zanzibar (though the island has many British
is not in any degree under our pro-

subjects from India)

and Perim and Socotra are not counted African, we
have nothing till we come to Suakim on the Red Sea. That
place, though nominally Egyptian, is managed by us, and
practically garrisoned by us ; for, though happily we have
been able to substitute Egyptian for British soldiers, we pay
for them.
So it is to be presumed that if any interests are
tection,

by holding Suakim, now that the Soudan is
But what
abandoned, they are our interests.
If there is any
those interests are no man can explain.
idea of an interest somewhere, it seems to be that after
subserved

definitively

having slaughtered very many of the tribes, we may, by
wearing and worrying them, at length make them friendly,
and induce them to trade with us when they have nothing

At any rate, we seem to have been carrying on
war, blockading the coast, subsidising one set of tribes
to fight against another set, and exulting greatly when the

left to trade.

a

little

so-called friends (that

is,

those

who

take our

money and our

arms) gain any advantage over the other set. There is
something very sad in the way in which the Soudan country,
so

long comparatively peaceful and subject to civilising

and the great waterways of the Upper
given over to anarchy and desolation ;
but at all events, if we no longer desire to establish ourselves there, we might leave the people alone, and not conThat seems to be the view
tinue hostility and enmities.
It is to be gathered from
taken by our own best officers.
influences of a sort,
Nile,

have

now been

the last Egyptian Blue

Book

that they, too, are themselves

We are
ignorant of the objects which we have in view.
told that if we wish to keep Suakim and remain on the
defensive, that place is quite impregnable to any attack
which the natives are capable of making; also that the
maritime blockade, however stringent, can have little
effect on the real situation in the Soudan.
The present

L

2
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Governor, Watson

Pasha, very sensibly says (Memo of
"If the Government were to declare that
April 6, 1886)
the war was at an end, and to re-open trade, it is possible
that after a time the country would settle down."
Besides the German claims already mentioned, they have
a settlement at the Cameroons, south of the -Niger mouth.
The Portuguese claim long stretches of the coast countries
south of the equator, on both east and west coasts ; and the

French claim a large territory on one side of the Congo
The French and other countries have Colonies of
sorts alternating with ours on the west coast north of the
The French and Italians have the ports of Obok,
equator.
and
Massowah on the east coast adjoining Abyssinia.
Assab,
We know that the French hold North Africa, except Egypt
and Tripoli (the last mostly desert) and the dominions of
the Sultan of Morocco.
For the rest, the whole vast interior, except so far as

mouth.

it

is

appropriated by the international

Congo

State,

and

including the Soudan and equatorial regions once under
Egypt, are now, so far as European and civilised Powers

no man's land, of only parts of which do
and of little of which do we know much.
This much, however, we do know, from our connection with
Egypt and the enterprise of our explorers in the region of

are concerned, a

we know

anything,

the great lakes, that a large part of Africa in that direction
is elevated and fertile, and apparently might be suitable for

European enterprise and

The Moka

name under which

became well known

industry.
that article first

coffee (the
in

is understood to have come from this part of Africa.
other parts of Africa we have glimpses sufficient to
induce us to believe that there are populous countries, with

Europe)

Of

some degree of organised government,

especially those in

the northern half of the continent, to which the

medan
in

religion

and some Mahommedan

some degree penetrated.

Mahom-

civilisation

have
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it
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said in general terms that over a very

large proportion of the continent so

much

anarchy, inter-

and misery prevail, that the intervention of any European Power capable of introducing
peace, order, and material comfort would be at least as
slaving wars, desolation,

justifiable as

our intervention in India.

much capacity for labour and
enough of them in the shape of
the mixture of many African races who were the slaves of
America, and are now freemen there, to say that they make
good Christians and very tolerable citizens when, in spite of
generations of the worst kind of slavery, they^have at last a
chance.
Some of those who have come under civilising
The

people, too, have

virtues.

many

We know

influences in our

good

African Colonies also exhibit

many

have not the native intelligence and
of the people of India, they have greater physical

qualities.

civilisation

own

If they

robustness.
I

have often thought that, if we had not India on our
we might have taken advantage of the opportunities

hands,

we have

had, both in the north and in the south of the
African Continent, to establish a great empire there; but,
with India and so many other possessions to hold, it may
not be to say nothing of the jealousies of Foreign Powers

we attempt to take everything. The resources in men of
our limited islands are already sufficiently strained to supply
if

an army adequate both for home security and for the great
Whatever opinion may be as to the
abroad.
I think it must be
practicability of moderate extensions,
garrisons

generally

felt

that

we could not undertake another

large

Tempting, then, as, in some respects, Africa may
to be
be, we must be cautious and not allow ourselves
empire.

carried too far there, or to drift into complications involving
No ; we must
for.
greater advances than we are prepared
limit ourselves in Africa.

In South Africa we must,

I think,

draw a

line

beyond
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which we

will

The way

not go.

to the interior from the

north of Africa we have already surrendered, for we shall
hardly march forward from Suakim again. We must warn

Company on

the west not to attempt too much,
them if their territorialism turns out to be
serious.
We must not yield to the seductions of local
merchants and Chambers of Commerce in this country
the African

and look

seeking

after

establish

to

dominions

large

in

North-western

As regards South Africa, what we have
make up our minds about Bechuanaland.

Africa.

to

difficult

doubtedly very

to

draw an

artificial

to
It

line

do

is

is

un-

at

the

We must
twenty-second parallel with no natural boundary.
either compensate Makroane and Montisoia, come away,
and let the Boers have their will after all ; or we must make
up our minds to hold the country, pay for its administration,
and risk inevitable extensions or we must still try to bribe
or coax the Cape Colony to take it off our hands, and either
hold it, or come to some confederative arrangement with the
Boer Republics for holding the interior of South Africa. In
the latter case we could not again interfere between them
and the natives. It is certainly a very puzzling situation.
;

The

worst

of

is

it

that,

if

the

Cape Colony did take

Bechuanaland, they might afterwards come to grief and
cast it back upon us, so that the last state would be worse
than the first. If the trade route, which was the principal
justification

for

the

advance,

is

at

all

a

reality,

that

is

I think we
entirely for the benefit of the Cape Colony.
may at least put our foot down and say we will have none

of

it

unless there

regarding transit
tell

if we have not the courage to come away and
Cape Colony and the Boer Republics to do as
in South Africa, and confederate if they can, I
the Bechuana expedition and the acts following

the truth,

allow the

they like
fear that

on

some fair arrangement with the Colony
from the coast and Customs duties. To

is

it

have committed us to a large dominion in the interior
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of South Africa, which must probably in the end extend to
But, even if that must be, I

the Zambesi or thereabouts.

hope we may come at length to some frontier where we
may stop and avoid an ever-extending dominion, which
might become an empire. No doubt a confederation of
the Cape Colony and the Boer Republics would probably
be strong enough to hold their own in those countries but
;

we accept that arrangement, we must be quite clear
we are not to interfere again. And perhaps it might in
if

that
that

case be difficult to maintain our hold over South Africa as
really a British

If

dominion.

we do not

desire to establish in Africa

any more

extensive empire than we can help, and are content with
what we have got there or cannot avoid, we need not be
jealous of foreign nations who may wish to take what we do
not want, but might rather encourage them to expend their

energies in Africa wherever they can fairly and legitimately
do so in a manner calculated to advance the interests of

mankind.

The great Congo basin has been (it has been said), by
international agreement, consecrated to the common commerce of all, and cannot be exclusively occupied by parPowers for their own benefit. The Congo State (so
called
a very little in esse and very much in posse) is to be
a sort of international guardian of this agreement, and is
precluded from exercising territorial jurisdiction in such a
ticular

as to conflict with the general right to free-trade in
those regions.
The benevolent motives and great liberality
of the King of the Belgians, as personally the principal promoter of this neutral State, are beyond doubt. And if it

way

We may well
goes on, we may very heartily wish it well.
hope, too, for the success of the projects for railways to
connect the lower Congo with the navigable upper rivers,
and

for flotillas to navigate that

hand.

upper

river,

which are in
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The Germans have got rather into an impasse on the
south-western coast, between the desert and the deep sea.
They will not make much of what we have conceded to
them

there,

and

it is

perhaps as well that they are not very
South Africa. But farther

seriously settled so near us in

on the east, or west by the Cameroons, if
If
they like to push their possessions we need not object.
they will fairly and honestly undertake African rule and not
leave it too exclusively to commercial companies, they
may
north, whether

be a great

The

civilising influence.

are a clever people, with some surplus
population, considerable resources, no Colonies, and a turn
towards Africa.
They have a small place called Assab, and
Italians

have most patiently endured their

lot in being presented
with that miserable share of African extension
Massowah,

where they come into
should

we not

coast as

collision with the Abyssinians.

Why

them Suakim and our share of the east
now settled with the Germans ? They might then
offer

seriously think of obtaining an entrance to the upper Nile,
the Victoria Nyanza, and the interior of tropical Africa, and

might be more successful than we have been in coming to
terms with the Arabs.
It would be a good thing that they
should share with us anxiety to protect the Suez Canal.

And

if

they succeeded on the upper Nile, that would go far
Not impossibly they might come to terms

to cover Egypt.

with the French so far as to get rid of the small French
settlements in that quarter, which we should be very
glad

of.

On
not

the other hand, the question of Egypt apart, I do
jealous of any French exten-

know why we should be

and north-west of Africa. The" French
would be better and perhaps more legitimately occupied
sions in the north

some other parts of the world.
we could get rid of that excessive jealousy of any
Power doing what we do so often and so much, I do

there than in
If

other

v
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South Africa and

other African possessions as are worth keeping,
very well leave the rest to others.

Egypt
little.

is

in

such

we might

Of that I shall say but
we were in Egypt with the

quite another matter.

I quite believe that if

goodwill of other nations, and could stay there and administer it as we administer India, and if we could begin

without an overwhelming debt, we might in that case make
a very good job of a rich country and a good people. But
'
it is far otherwise.
We are in Egypt under circumstances
of great disadvantage, and we are solemnly bound neither
to stay there permanently nor to turn our occupation to our

own

selfish

advantage.
Practically we only hold our present
on condition of paying the interest of the

position there

which we cannot do without great sacrifices on our
While the revenue goes to pay the bondholders,
part.
we defend Egypt, and the British taxpayer pays for that
debt,

defence.
privileges

Our administration is so hampered by foreign
and other conditions, which foreign Powers,

jealous of our position there, will not relax, that

it

cannot

be rendered satisfactory.
I have always maintained that to say that we will stay
till we establish a good and a stable government, capable
of meeting all its obligations,
stay till the Greek Kalends.
a government which

is

in effect saying that

We

we

will

might possibly establish

might administer the country in a

tolerable way, judged by an Oriental standard, and which,
after a revolution or two, might settle down ; but a native

government which shall both satisfy the people of Egypt
and, at the same time, satisfy the foreign bondholders, is
To say nothing of other difficulties, none
quite impossible.
of the recent budget schemes make any adequate provision
whatever for the defensive armaments so necessary as Egypt
is

situated.

We

must look the debt question

in the face, for, say

what
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we

will of

crucial

philanthropy and good government, that

We

question.

as

talk

if

is

we had improved

the

the

we have done nothing of the kind.
position
What we have done is to stop the sinking funds, and so
save a large outgoing but, by doing so, we have deprived
financial

;

;

Meantime
prospect of ultimate relief.
we have piled debt upon debt ; the last guaranteed nine
millions is a clear addition to the debt in a pre-preference

the people of

all

In addition to

form.

all that,

the change in the value of

gold has enhanced the whole debt, diminished the value
of the produce from which it is paid, and made the taxes a
heavier burden on the people.

When Lord

Salisbury says once

more

that

we

are not

Egypt till our mission is fulfilled, I cannot help
that
he puts us in the position of the man who has
thinking
undertaken
the hopelessly embarrassed estate of an
rashly
to leave

incapable young friend, very much against the will of the
other relations, and vows he will never give it up till he has

cured

all

the

of the owner,

faults

and has insured a

thoroughly satisfactory management, and complete solvency.
He finds that the young man is not to be taught ; that he

can only attain such tolerable management as paid agents
can achieve in spite of every drawback and every opposition
from the other relations ; and that solvency is farther off
than ever. To keep the thing going at all, the guardian is
obliged not only to sacrifice
temper, but to expend very

much labour, time, trouble, and
much from his own pocket on

ruinous litigations and the defence of the estate, without in
any degree gaining his end or contenting the people on the

may be

that having once got the

management he
on keeping it till things are righted
and that as things never do come right, that gives him an
indefinite tenure.
But since he gains nothing and loses
estate.

may

It

obstinately insist

much by
it?

;

the position,

That seems

to

why should he

me

wish to continue

to be our position in Egypt.

I
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that

country

is

so

em-

we should be
barrassing, costly,
We should need no
only too desirous to get out of it.
urging the only question for us should be how we can
and

;

get out of

it.

unsatisfactory, that

CHAPTER

XII.

CONCLUSION.

AND now

to conclude.

Empire which may well

We

certainly have a magnificent
and an ample outlet for

satisfy us,

We need not grumble that our Emour people of all classes.
well
reached
has
the limits set by Nature, and that
pretty
pire
we cannot continue

to go forward so fast as in the last few
well
be
content to improve and fill up what
years.
we have there is still in that a great task before us, which
will give us ample scope for a long time to come, and we
need not restlessly ask for more. We may hope that if
things go on as they are, with a few necessary adjustments,
we may continue to be on the nearest terms of friendly
alliance with our greater Colonies, even when they have

We may
;

grown into peoples so considerable that they may hardly
occupy the position of children while in India and the
Crown Colonies, for which we are more directly responsible,
the great thing is to try to do our duty by the people, to
make them prosperous and contented, and to prepare them
for a greater or less amount of self-management, as far as is
;

possible, rather than permit ourselves to be too nervously
anxious lest some day some one should want to take them

from

us.

Perhaps some day we may cede our Protectorates

or possessions in the Pacific to a great Australian Federation

which has occupied its own territories, and has grown up to
full measure of parental capacity; but that is not yet, nor
for some time to come.
Whatever may be our arrangements for the government

a

of African territories, I contemplate retaining a strong
British hold on the southern and south-eastern end of that
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Continent, and look on the route of which that is the halfway house as our true route to India in time of difficulty

and danger. The northern route, by the Mediterranean
and the Red Sea, I look on as a mercantile and a peace
I greatly doubt and distrust the possibility, the exroute.
pediency, and the paying-ness of attempting to maintain and
cover that great length of voyage through land-locked seas
in case of war with a great Mediterranean Power, and

have

little trust

fortresses,

with

in the efficiency of the so-called chain of

many hundred

miles between each link.

We

should not only have fully to garrison and maintain
those posts, but to guard with a superior naval force all the
seas between them, besides keeping a large army in Egypt,
if we are to hold that link, too,
I am very much
by force.

convinced that even
of war,
that

and

it

if

we could maintain

that route in time

would cost us infinitely more than it is worth
would be infinitely cheaper to use the Cape route
it

;

;

even in point of time, the ten days (or, at the very
most, a fortnight) gained in time of peace by the Mediterranean route, would be more than lost by the delays
inevitable to convoys and precautions in time of war.
that

I confess that, if I had my way, I should like to withdraw our Mediterranean fleet and add it to the Channel
fleet,

so as

to

make

us

thoroughly secure in that

vital

quarter ; and that we should then appear in the Mediterranean only as merchants and owners of transports.
Leaving the politics of the Mediterranean and the Bos-

phorus for the most part to the Powers and peoples of the
Mediterranean and their immediate allies, I would have it
that we should take part only in respect of our share in the

comity of European nations, and as interested in Eastern
In a much greater
Europe in a very secondary degree.
in
that
should
be
interested
we
internationalisation
of
degree
the Suez Canal for peaceful purposes to which recent en-

gagements tend, and to which sound policy points.

If

we

1
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it in the
unhappy event of serious war, we
might, at least, when occasion may require, put forth our
naval strength to block it, and prevent its being used against
us by any one else.
As regards international arrangements

could not use

for the canal in peace, I believe the quarantine question is

the only one likely to give
sensitive about that,

and

much

trouble

foreigners are so

touches us so nearly.
probably not yet ripe for giving up our
it

Public opinion is
military posts in the Mediterranean, or turning them into
mere coaling stations ; but it is becoming more and more
evident to

all

what a serious

difficulty

and embarrassment

our position in Egypt is, and how much it embitters our
relations with other Powers, especially with France.
Possibly there

is

more smoke than

fire

in the outcry

of the

French

press, for behind the
in France, the Bourse,

French press there is another
and that power we are bribing
power
by paying the bondholders their full coupons. The French
public is an investing public, and -the price of the Funds

them as much as national sentiment, even in its
tenderest places.
But, meantime, the British taxpayer is
paying for the army which guards and defends Egypt, a
influences

function which must always be performed by
costing much money.
After all, why should we be

involved in

all

some army
these

diffi-

on account of the Egyptian bondholders ? Why
should they of all foreign bondholders be the only creditors
whose debts are to be enforced by foreign armies, any more
than Turkish, or Spanish, or South American bondholders ?
The French bondholders are, no doubt, a strong power;
but the French sentiment against our holding Egypt is also,
much excited. If really and truly our only object is to
insure the freedom of the Suez Canal, and not to secure the
bondholders, surely we had better try to make some arrangement by which the former object may be effected.
The French Government have repeatedly offered an
culties
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if we leave
Egypt they will not go there.
not take advantage of this proposal and try to make

engagement that

Why

an international self-denying treaty regarding Egypt, even if
some sacrifice of the bondholders is involved, and they must
take their chance of getting from a native Government what
the country can fairly pay, like other foreign bondholders ?
That seems to be the only hope of getting out of Egypt in a
If no such arrangement is made, then, no
satisfactory way.
doubt, as soon as we come out, the foreign bondholders will
seek to re-enter in some other way.
We are in a terrible
To
is
a
drain
on our army and
severe
difficulty.
stay
very
finance,

and ruinous

to good-will

between ourselves and our

European neighbours to go away is very difficult. Why did
we ever go when the French wished to stay away ? There
is no doubt that
Egypt is the skeleton at our national feast.
Undoubtedly it would be a great relief to us if Egypt
could be almost independent, as in fact it was from the
time of Mehemet All to that of Ismael. And it would
greatly tend to our peace of mind if we could concern ourselves less in the politics of Western Asia.
We are apt to
excite ourselves unnecessarily.
At one time we are keen
for the necessity of maintaining the Turkish Empire, and
accept the ridiculous fiction, of modern invention, that the
Indian Mahommedans reverence the Grand Turk as Caliph
At another time we are persuaded of the danger of a Ma
hommedan revival, which is once more to threaten
;

Christendom.

Thinking as

amount of good

in

the

I do, that there is a very great

Mahommedan

religion,

and

that,

Turks, Arabs, Persians, and some other Mahommedans are
very fine races with great capabilities, I do not deny that,
if it were
possible, it would be very desirable to have a great

Mahommedan State or federation in Western Asia. Such a
Power would have a very steadying and conservative effect.
But I fear nothing of the kind is possible. The Ottoman
Turks are, no doubt, a particularly fine race, but all told they
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numerous people their government
beyond recovery. Now that they are
in decadence the Arab hatred and contempt for them has
broken out. Where then is there any possibility of any

are not an exceedingly
is

execrable,

and

;

effete

Mahommedan union ? On the contrary, the
Mahommedan races are antagonistic in the last

large

various
degree.

Arabs hate Turks, Persians and Kurds hate equally Turks
and Arabs. There is a bitter antagonism between Affghans
and Persians on the one side, and Affghans and Turkomans
on the other. The only common bond of all might be a

common

hatred of invading foreigners.

And

our best

security against any combination hostile to us is the difficulty which others must experience in dealing with these

peoples,

and the antagonism sure

to

be created by attempts

We

to bring them under control.
had much better be content to regard India as a self-contained possession to which
we have always free access by the ocean route, and not vex

ourselves too greatly over the politics of the rest of Asia.
If

we

shall see

take a general view of the British Empire, we
notwithstanding the variety and spread of

that,

our great Empire, by

far the greatest part of

and resources are concentrated
Islands and India.
Thus

strength,

our population,
in the

British

:

Population.

British Isles...
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Thirty-six millions.
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hundred and
over

STwo
plete
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Colonies, etc., mainly inhabited by f
coloured races ...
... \
...
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whom we

fifty

millions,

have

com-

control.

Eight millions, over most of
| hom we have no control.
millions, over whom we
exercise an imperfect control.
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